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Chapter 1: Introduction 

 

“... all government rests on the consent, however obtained, of the governed. (…) Government requires make-believe. 

Make believe that the king is divine, make believe that he can do no wrong (…). Make believe that the people have 

a voice or make believe that the representatives of the people are the people. Make believe that governors are the 

servants of the people. Make believe that all men are equal or make believe that they are not.”  

(Morgan, 1988: p. 13)  

 

1.1 Background 

Citizens in democratic countries fancy the idea that the laws to which they abide reflect their own 

preferences and that of their fellow citizens. However, in a representative democracy only a tiny fraction of 

citizens actually govern. This makes it uncertain if the policy preferences of the citizenry at large are reflected 

in policies, e.g., laws. Most citizens only vote, if they engage in political participation at all. But whether or 

not this suffices for making responsive policies1, i.e., policies that reflect the policy preferences of citizens, 

is an empirical question on which the jury is still out. 

Much has been written about this question. Not only within economics, but also in political science, public 

administration, and philosophy. This dissertation aims to contribute to the discussion by studying local 

governments in the Netherlands. Dutch local government institutions facilitate policy responsiveness. 

Because of this the (ex-ante) probability that voters in Dutch local elections can influence policy is higher 

than in many other countries. However, if even Dutch local elections do not lead to policy responsiveness, 

policy responsiveness might be nothing more than make believe. 

1.2 What is policy responsiveness? 

Public policies are formally approved before turning into effect. In a democratic state this approval depends, 

ideally, on the consent of all individuals that are subjected to these policies except transients and persons 

incapable of caring for themselves, such as children (Dahl, 2015: 79). In a representative democracy, citizens 

do not give this approval directly. Rather, they have the right to cast a vote in competitive elections which 

determine who will represent them in this for a certain period (Mayo, 1962; Downs, 1957b). In theory, this 

act of voting casts a long shadow over the entire policy making process, enabling citizens to influence 

policies while only investing a relatively small amount of time and effort. If this system functions as theory 

suggests, it should induce governments to structurally produce responsive policies (Downs, 1957a2; Duggan 

 
1 Policy responsiveness is studied under a variety of names, being: policy congruence; issue congruence; democratic 
responsiveness; political responsiveness; government responsiveness; substantive democracy; correspondence (Sabl, 
2015).  
2 Downs’ (1957a) theory predicts that competitive elections lead to policy responsiveness but this policy responsiveness 
is so strong that almost all substantial policy differences between parties disappear as all parties aim to get the vote of 
the median voter. 
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and Martinelli, 2017; Powell, 2004). This in contrast to autocratic states, whose policies are only responsive 

to popular interests in an arbitrary and more limited way (Powell, 2004; Duggan and Martinelli, 2017).3  

Elections are the main instrument for bringing about policy responsiveness (Rosema et al., 2011; Wlezien 

and Soroka, 2021). Theory postulates that elections transform the policy preferences of citizens into policy 

through three consecutive steps, shown in Figure 1 (see also Powell, 2004). The inputs in this process are 

the feelings of citizens about the type of world they want to live in, i.e., their policy preferences. In the first 

step of this process, citizens self-select into voters. In order for policies to be responsive to the entire 

electorate, the voters should be a representative sample of the electorate. In the second step, voters select 

politicians, i.e., their representatives. This should happen through competitive elections that induce 

politicians running for office to correctly represent the policy preferences of citizens. In the third step, 

politicians select policies. They should do so in the spirit of the policy platform they were elected on. The 

output of the process of policy responsiveness are the policy decisions made by a representative body during 

its term in office (see Figure 1). 

In every step of this process, some citizens, politicians or policies are selected while others are not. Those 

that are selected partly determine the outcome of the next step, creating path dependencies. For instance, 

only a share of citizens vote and only those that vote determine which politicians are selected. These 

interdependencies make it interesting to study all steps in this process. 

Figure 1: The process for realizing policy responsiveness through elections 

 

This dissertation is based on five research papers, corresponding with chapters 2 to 6. The research papers 

cover all three steps in the process of policy responsiveness. Chapters 2 and 3 deal with election turnout, 

chapters 4 and 5 with voting, and chapter 6 focuses on policy. The subsequent implementation of policy, 

although no sinecure, falls outside the scope of this dissertation. The concluding chapter of this dissertation 

reflects on the preceding chapters in relation to policy responsiveness. 

1.3 Motivation 

If the ideal of representative democracy would only require ‘rule by the people’, then policy responsiveness 

would be the sole criterion to evaluate it on. However, very few normative theorists would find it desirable 

when a government would always and immediately do what a majority of its citizens want. This could 

conflict with other democratic values, such as protection against tyranny. Rather, policy responsiveness 

 
3 Note that, because in democracies policies should be structurally responsive to the preferences of their citizens, it is 
suitable to be investigated though statistical research.  

Citizens
Step 1: 

self-select
voters

Step 2:
select

politicians
Step 3:
select

policy
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should only prevail to some degree. To what extent policies should be responsive is still being debated. The 

answer depends not only on the specific policy, but also on one’s specific view on democracy (Sabl, 2015).  

Policy responsiveness is also an indirect effect or byproduct of other reasons to value democracy. 

Democracy is valued, among others, because it maximizes political equality; helps to peacefully resolve 

disputes and conflicts; helps to adapt policy and leadership to social change; helps in the peaceful and orderly 

succession of rulers; promotes diversity; is self-correcting in the attainment of justice; maximizes general 

welfare; promotes prosperity; mitigates risks of abuse of power; stimulates individual moral growth; allows 

citizens to participate in politics; enhances the provision of public goods that citizens need; stimulates open 

dialogue and learning (Mayo, 1962; Sen, 1999; Dahl, 2015).4 Many of these justifications for democracy are 

closely entwined with policy responsiveness, primarily because both these other justifications and policy 

responsiveness require competitive elections. For instance, democratic elections can only prevent violent 

conflicts when political parties succeed in correctly reflecting social divisions and channel political action 

into elections (Przeworski, 2018: 132). Elections that do this should also result in policy responsiveness 

(Powell, 2004; Downs, 1957b). 

The main reason to investigate democratic responsiveness is its use as a (direct or indirect) indicator of 

democratic quality, while acknowledging that other indicators may be relevant as well (Sabl, 2015; Morolino, 

2006). Policy responsiveness generates insights into how democracy functions, which makes it possible to 

improve or maintain it in an informed way. Such insights are urgently needed because the quality of 

representative democracy might be deteriorating (Boese et al., 2022). According to some commentators, 

democracy is even in crisis (e.g., Csaky, 2021). Surveys shows that a growing number of respondents in 

democratic countries complain that elected officials do not care what people like them think (Wike and 

Schumacher, 2020) and election turnout is decreasing in many democracies. Such trends are also visible in 

Dutch local elections (Harmsen, 2022). These trends could be caused or aggravated by decreasing policy 

responsiveness. After all, if your vote does not matter for policy, then why vote at all? 

There is also another important reason to investigate policy responsiveness. Policy responsiveness and 

democracy are so entwined in our thinking, that many theories simply assume that when a body is 

democratic, its policy decisions will be responsive. This is a dangerous assumption to make for both 

academics and policymakers. For instance, Oates’ (1972) famous decentralization theorem states that with 

preference heterogeneity between districts and no spillovers, decentralized government, e.g. municipalities, 

can provide more social welfare than centralized government, by tailoring public services to local needs. 

 
4 A few decades ago, the empirical support for many of these claims was either conceptual, anecdotal or correlational, 
e.g. democratic countries tend to be rich. Empirical research from the past decades suggests that democracy indeed 
has a causal impact on many of these goals. For instance, citizens in democracies life longer and have lower infant 
mortality rates (Besley and Kudumatsu, 2006); enjoy higher economic growth rates (Acemoglu et al., 2019), higher 
educational enrollment and more years of schooling (Dahlum and Knutsen, 2017); increases food security and greatly 
reduces famines (Rossignoli and Balestri, 2017); increases subjective wellbeing (Orviska et al., 2014); increases (semi) 
public goods provision in the form of electricity (Min, 2015). And not only citizens benefit. Political leaders in 
democracies are far less likely to be killed, imprisoned or exiled after losing power (Helms, 2020). 
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Oates assumes a benevolent social planner so that the various (decentralized and centralized) governments 

are all equally good in adjusting their policies to the preferences of their citizens. This theorem has: “… 

influenced virtually all of the modern literature in decentralization, and it is the cornerstone of many of the arguments supporting 

decentralization programs today.” (Ponce-Rodríguez et al., 2018). However, it does not take into account the fact 

that some governments might be more responsive than others, and thus that under certain conditions the 

provision of public services should not be located at the lowest level of government, even in the absence of 

spillovers. Policymakers reason in a similar way. For instance, the Dutch central government stated in the 

memorandum of the Social Support Act (in Dutch: Wet Maatschappelijke Ondersteuning) that they expect 

that municipalities can organize social support with less financial means than the central government 

because: “De regering verwacht dat gemeenten de beleidsruimte in het wetsvoorstel zullen benutten om het beleid vorm te geven 

op basis van de regionale omstandigheden, behoeften en gewoonten. Het voorzieningenniveau in gemeenten zal meer van elkaar 

gaan verschillen.” [The central government expects that municipalities will use their new policy capabilities to 

draft policies based on local circumstances, needs and customs. Differences in the level of public service 

provision shall increase between municipalities.] (Tweede Kamer, 2014: p. 3). When policymakers use this 

type of argument, they assume that local governments correctly translate the needs of their citizens into 

policy. Such reasoning makes a responsive local democracy instrumental to achieving important policy goals, 

not only in the field of care, but also with regard to the energy transition and (affordable) housing. Testing 

if democratically elected governments are indeed responsive helps in evaluating the realism of these policies 

and academic theories. 

1.4 Contribution  

Elections translate the policy preferences of citizens into policies through a complex and opaque process, 

which cannot be observed directly. As a result, a variety of methods have been used to study policy 

responsiveness (see Wlezien and Soroka, 2021 for a review). Most approaches use some measure of public 

opinion as independent variable and try to relate this to a dependent variable that measures public policy. 

For instance, one popular approach to investigating policy responsiveness is by matching opinion surveys 

among voters with surveys among representatives. 

Despite all academic attention, it is still unclear whether elections bring about policy responsiveness. Reports 

about declining turnout and eroding trust in democratic institutions feed skepticism about this (Wike and 

Schumacher, 2020). A skepticism also shared by some academics who argue that policy responsiveness is 

more a fairytale than reality (Achen and Bartels, 2017: 7). Research does show an impressive list of factors 

which are unrelated to the (aggregated) policy preferences of citizens but do influence voting behavior and 

policy. Without being exhaustive, this list includes the weather, shark attacks, the performance of national 

sport teams, corporate lobbies, income levels, and foreign influences (Achen and Bartels, 2017). The sheer 

size of this list puts doubt in the mind of even the most adherent advocate of policy responsiveness. 

However, although such factors may limit policy responsiveness, they do not disprove it. 
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Every chapter in this dissertation makes a unique contribution to the academic literature. These 

contributions are discussed in the chapters themselves. For instance, chapter 2 introduces the first method 

to evaluate how exogenous shocks in turnout influence the representativeness of election results, and 

chapter 4 is the first to connect various types of misconduct to different theories about elections and test 

this empirically. When all chapters are taken together this dissertation adds to the literature in two ways. 

First, most research on responsiveness only focuses on a single step policy responsiveness process (see 

Figure 1). This dissertation is innovative by encompassing all three steps. This allows for more insights into 

how these steps interact. Second, this dissertation adds to the literature through its case selection. Most 

studies on government responsiveness focus on either majoritarian elections,5 such as US presidential 

elections, or on national governments. Few studies focus on local elections that use proportional 

representation.6 This is surprising because proportional representation is the most commonly used electoral 

system in the world (Bormann and Golder, 2014), and because local governments have certain 

characteristics that make them suitable for research, as explained in the next section. 

1.5 Case selection 

Policy responsiveness can be investigated for any elected representative body that makes policy. However, 

not all elections of representative bodies are, ex-ante, equally likely to produce responsive policies. Wlezien 

and Soroka (2021) discuss which factors improve this likeliness. Most important are media openness and 

the competitiveness of elections. They enable citizens to receive accurate information, stimulate debate and 

forces parties to stay connected to their voters. Research indicates that the electoral system also matters. 

Empirical research by Powell shows that elections based on proportional representation are more likely to 

lead to responsive policies than those based on majoritarian systems (Wlezien and Soroka, 2021). Research 

by Dahl suggests that democracy thrives in smaller constituencies, because it stimulates citizen participation 

(Dahl, 1994).  

Local elections in the Netherlands fit these criteria well. According to the well-respected Varieties of 

Democracy (V-DEM), index they are among the freest and fairest local elections in the world (Coppedge et 

al., 2019).7 They are also characterized by an open media landscape, with the press being free to report and 

citizens free to consume information. Do note that, when compared to national elections, local elections 

only receive scant media attention (Lefevere and Aelst, 2014). The electoral system is proportional 

representation, which facilitates responsiveness (Wlezien and Soroka, 2021). And, although municipalities 

in the Netherlands are relatively large compared with municipalities in other countries, they are with on 

 
5 Characterized by simple plurality election rules, two party systems and single party governments. 
6 Characterized by elections in which votes are translated into seats based on proportional representation, in which 
multiple parties participate and which result in coalition governments.  
7 The Netherlands scores 0.86 on the VDEM local government index variable in 2016 (the maximum score being 0.99, 
e.g. Finland) and 2.54 in 2016 on the free and fair subnational elections variable (with only Portugal and Sweden having 
a slightly higher score) (Coppedge et al., 2019). 
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average around 45.000 inhabitants still much smaller than most countries. Local elections in the Netherlands 

are thus a most-likely case for investigating policy responsiveness (Rohlfing, 2014). 

Investigating local elections has also practical and methodological benefits. An important practical benefit 

is that, although democracy is always difficult to reform, local democracy is less difficult to reform than 

national democracy. At the level of local government there is also more opportunity to experiment, making 

evidence-based incremental changes in our democratic institutions possible.  

A methodological benefit is that studying local elections allows for improved statistical identification, 

compared with investigating national elections. There a two main reasons for this. The first is that the 

number of observations increases substantially when switching from national to local elections. Even a 

relatively small country such as the Netherlands has substantially more municipalities than there are 

countries in the world. This increase in the number of observations is especially helpful when estimating 

models that involve many variables, which is often the case when investigating how certain variables are 

mediated by others, i.e., interaction variables. Secondly, comparing municipalities (or other subnational 

levels of government) decreases the risk of omitted variable bias in two ways. First, it enables better control 

variables. For instance, at the local level party-year dummies can be employed more effectively (see, e.g., 

chapter 5). Second, many institutional, cultural and economic factors differ much less between local 

governments in a unitary state than between countries, leading to a lower risk of omitted variable bias. This 

simultaneously implies that by studying local jurisdictions within one country, one cannot answer research 

questions that require variation in these factors. However, to answer such questions is not the aim of this 

thesis. 

That most conditions in Dutch local elections are favorable for policy responsiveness does not imply that 

policies are indeed responsive. Such an implication requires a level of knowledge about the necessary and 

sufficient conditions for policy responsiveness that is not yet attained. Rather, it is an empirical question. 

This dissertation contributes to answering this question. 

1.6 Outline of core chapters 

This dissertation is based on five research papers which correspond with chapters 2 to 6. Each chapter can 

be read independently from the rest of the dissertation. Below, every core chapter is outlined.  

Chapter 2: Evaluating the impact of exogenous shocks in turnout on the representativeness of election 

results 

If turnout is structurally lower among certain groups in society with distinct policy preferences, then election 

results are not representative for the entire electorate. There is a risk that the policy preferences of such 

groups are inadequately incorporated into policies, harming their interests and alienating them from the 

state. A key difficulty in investigating the influence of voter turnout on election results is that the variables 

that determine whether citizens turn out to vote also determine their voting preferences, i.e., this relationship 

is endogenous. By studying events that influence the decision of citizens to vote, but not what they vote, 
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researchers are able to make valid statements about this relationship. These events, such as rain on Election 

Day, are called exogenous shocks. However, the normative and policy implications of research on 

exogenous shocks on turnout are unclear, because it does not take into account whether the shock in turnout 

increased or decreased the representativeness of an election result. E.g., do the citizens that turn out to vote 

because of early voting regulations increase turnout among underrepresented groups, and thus increase the 

representativeness of election results, or do they do the opposite? Analyzing the relationship between 

turnout and election results through exogenous shocks enables us to divide the electorate into three distinct 

groups: voters that only voted because of the shock and thus are sensitive to the shock; voters that would 

have voted anyway; and citizens that would never vote (Fowler, 2015). By supplementing information about 

the actual election result with information about a (counterfactual) full-turnout result, it becomes possible 

to gain insight into the policy preferences of those that would never vote. This chapter introduces the first 

method to evaluate to what extent exogenous shocks in voter turnout increase or decrease the 

representativeness of an election result. It does this by calculating which share of voters sensitive to the 

shock, should be exposed to an exogenous shock in order to generate a (counterfactual) representative 

election result. 

We apply this general method to the national referendum held in the Netherlands in 2018 on the Intelligence 

and Security Services Act (ISSA, in Dutch: Wet op de inlichtingen- en veiligheidsdienst). In around 90% of 

Dutch municipalities the referendum was organized concurrently with municipal elections. In 10% of 

municipalities this was not the case, due to municipal amalgamation, e.g. municipal mergers. Also having 

municipal elections created an exogenous shock in turnout. In municipalities that had concurrent municipal 

elections, turnout was 23 percentage points higher. To identify the effect of organizing elections 

concurrently on the result of the referendum, it is necessary to assume that in the absence of concurrent 

elections the voters in municipalities that had concurrent elections would have voted similar to those in 

municipalities that did not have concurrent elections. The validity of this assumption is confirmed. By using 

statistical techniques, i.e., a multivariate instrumental variable regression model, the voting behavior of 

citizens in municipalities that did not have concurrent elections is compared with the voting behavior of 

citizens in municipalities that did, and the differences in the way citizens voted is attributed to the higher 

turnout in the group of municipalities that had concurrent elections. We find that those voters that voted 

in the referendum because it was organized concurrently with municipal elections were 33% more likely to 

vote Yes in the referendum. Organizing the referendum concurrently with municipal elections increased the 

representativeness of the referendum result. However, for a perfectly representative referendum result, only 

71% of voters sensitive to the shock should be faced with concurrent elections, instead of the actual 92%. 

Although turnout would have been slightly lower in this case, the referendum results would have been more 

representative of the entire electorate.  
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Chapter 3: Is small beautiful? Transitional and structural effects of municipal amalgamation on voter 

turnout in local and national elections 

Democratically governed jurisdictions are expected to effectively and efficiently provide services for their 

citizens, and to translate the preferences of their inhabitants into policy. In the literature, there is a lively 

debate about the optimal jurisdiction size to achieve each goal (e.g., Dahl and Tufte, 1973; Treisman, 2007). 

Conventional wisdom has it that effective service provision requires large jurisdictions, but that democracy 

thrives in small jurisdictions. Previous studies show that voter turnout is lower in bigger countries or 

constituencies (Cancela and Geys, 2016). However, it is unclear to what extent this lower turnout is caused 

by jurisdiction size or, for instance, cultural factors. It is also unclear which theories best explain the 

relationship between voter turnout and jurisdiction size. 

We investigate how voter turnout changed in both (regular) local elections and national elections in the 

Netherlands between 1986 and  2018. During this period, the number of municipalities in the Netherlands 

decreased from 672 to 380, with some municipalities amalgamating almost every year. These amalgamations 

cause a sudden increase in jurisdiction size and have affected roughly half of Dutch municipalities. This 

setup enables us to mimic an experimental research design, using a difference-in-differences setup. In our design, 

the control group is formed by municipalities that were not amalgamated whereas the treatment group is 

formed by municipalities that were amalgamated during the research period. We estimate whether average 

voter turnout between these two groups changed after amalgamation, and track how this change evolved 

over subsequent elections.  

Theories suggest that increasing jurisdiction size might change citizens from voters into non-voters because 

of, for instance, instrumental reasons (a reduced probability of casting a pivotal vote), a weakening of the 

social norm to vote or because they no longer have the feeling of belonging to a local community. These 

theories, and others, are tested by estimating how the effect of amalgamation on turnout differs between 

local and national elections, between municipalities of different (pre-amalgamation) sizes, between 

amalgamations of different numbers of jurisdictions, and between subsequent elections. The results show 

that municipal amalgamation reduces turnout in local elections by 2.2 percentage points and in national 

elections by 0.7 percentage points. Both effects are long-lasting, persisting at least five elections after 

amalgamation. Because the reduction in turnout is long-lasting (rather than temporary) and is stronger in 

municipalities that were initially relatively small, the results support theories that explain a drop in voter 

turnout as resulting from a weakening of the social norm to vote, and, for municipal elections, as a result of 

an increased distance between voters and politics. 

Chapter 4: Corruption, scandals and failures: Do voters care? 

The interests of politicians and citizens do not always align, and it is costly for citizens to monitor their 

politicians. Voting can alleviate this principal-agent problem inherent to representative democracy in two 

ways. Voters can either select politicians that have policy preferences that are similar to their own, i.e., type-

selection, which reduces the need to monitor politicians. Alternatively, they can give an external incentive 
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to politicians by voting for politicians that appear very capable in the art of politics, while sanctioning those 

politicians that do not (Mansbridge, 2009). These two methods to alleviate the principal-agent problem are 

closely aligned with two key functions of elections, namely selecting leaders that are both representative and 

capable.  

Chapter 4 connects these two theories about elections to three types of misconduct. It is the first paper in 

the literature to do so. Scandals that Dutch local politicians commit in their free time are connected to the 

type-selection theory. We conceptualize scandals, e.g. an extramarital affair or drunk driving, as events that 

signal to voters that politicians are not who they publicly claim to be. Consequently, such scandals cast 

doubt in the mind of voters whether their policy preferences truly align with those of such politicians, e.g., 

when a politician publicly supports family values but is caught having an extramarital affair. Misconduct in 

the form of professional failures are connected to the sanctioning theory. We conceptualize professional 

failures, such as an alderman failing to deliver on a signature project, as events that signal to voters that 

politicians lack the capabilities to perform well in politics. Finally, corruption incidents, such as awarding a big 

project to family members, are conceptualized as incidents that signal to voters that politicians are both not 

who they claim to be and underperform. This connects them to both the type selection theory and the 

sanctioning theory. 

Both theories are tested by measuring the impact of these three different types of misconduct by Dutch 

local politicians on the vote share of their parties in the municipal elections of 2010, 2014 and 2018 using a 

difference-in-differences research design. There are three different treatment groups, consisting of parties 

that had personal scandals, professional failures or corruption incidents. The control group is formed by 

parties without any publicly known misconduct. We estimate how the average vote share of parties with a 

certain type of misconduct (the treatment groups) deviates from comparable parties without misconduct 

(the control group) after the misconduct became public.  

The results show that parties whose politicians were involved in failures receive approximately 1.5 

percentage points fewer votes in the first election after the failure became public than comparable parties 

without any misconduct. Scandals are followed by an electoral penalty of similar size. Parties whose 

politicians were involved in a corruption incident are punished more harshly. They receive 3 percentage 

points fewer votes than comparable parties without misconduct. In Dutch local elections, receiving 3 

percentage points fewer votes implies that an average-sized party loses around 15 percent of its voters. The 

results suggest that voters in Dutch local election provide an electoral incentive to parties to select capable 

politicians that have integrity. 

Chapter 5: When are parties punished for serving in a coalition government? 

Dutch parties that participate in local government receive, on average, fewer votes in the subsequent election 

than comparable parties that were in the opposition. This cost of ruling or negative incumbency effect is 

commonly found in electoral systems based on proportional representation. The literature traditionally 

assumes that the cost of ruling affects all parties and coalitions within the same institutional framework 
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equally. In this chapter, we analyze how the cost of ruling might differ between parties. E.g., parties that 

participate in government for the first time might suffer a higher cost of ruling than parties that participate 

in government for the second or third consecutive time. 

We investigate this using data on local elections in the Netherlands in the period 1990-2018. We argue that 

two theories are especially relevant to explain differences in the cost of ruling among parties in Dutch local 

elections. These are the grievance asymmetry theory and the coalitions of minorities theory. According to 

the latter, participating in government exposes the inconsistent promises parties make during elections, 

disenchanting their voters while governing. According to the former, voters judge a party in government 

based on its performance, but attach more value to failures than to successes. 

We test these theories by investigating how the average vote shares of various types of government parties 

differ from those of opposition parties. We test eight hypotheses about how the cost of ruling might differ 

among government parties. These hypothesis are: 1) Cabinet parties, i.e., local chapters of parties 

participating in the national government, suffer a higher cost of ruling on the local level than parties that 

are not in the cabinet; 2) Smaller parties have a higher cost of ruling than larger parties; 3) The cost of ruling 

of parties decreases after the first term in office; 4) The cost of ruling are higher for niche parties than for 

mainstream parties that run on a broad platform; 5) Parties have a higher cost of ruling when the ideological 

distance from other coalition parties increases; 6) Parties have a higher cost of ruling when they are part of 

an ideologically diverse or broad coalition; 7) Parties have a lower cost of ruling when the number of 

coalition parties increases; 8) The cost of ruling increased over the period 1994-2018. 

We find that the cost of ruling decreases significantly with the number of coalition parties. Since an increase 

in the number of coalition parties makes it more difficult for voters to attribute praise or blame for policies 

to a specific party, this finding is in line with the grievance asymmetry theory. We also find that the cost of 

ruling slowly decreases after the first term in office, which is partly in line with the grievance asymmetry 

theory. It might suggest that with every subsequent term in office voters become better informed about the 

actual party performance and fewer voters are disappointed. Some of the other characteristics that are 

investigated also mediate the cost of ruling. However, these results are not explained by existing theories. 

Chapter 6: The influence of politics on local taxes 

In public policy, the tradeoff between taxes and government services is fundamental. Higher taxes enable 

more public services whereas lower taxes do the opposite. If elections function well, they should ensure that 

public service levels and the corresponding tax burden are in line with the preferences of the constituency. 

By voting for left-wing parties, voters signal a preference for more public services whereas by voting for 

right-wing parties they voice a preference for lower taxes. This leads to the expectation that in municipalities 

where left-wing parties gain seats, taxes increase. Chapter 6 investigates whether this is the case using (panel) 

data on municipalities in the Netherlands in the period 1998 – 2021. 
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This chapter uses a difference-in-differences research design. The control group is formed by municipalities 

whose government composition remained the same whereas the treatment group is formed by 

municipalities whose government composition changed. We estimate whether changes in the political 

composition of municipal government lead to changes in tax policies in ways that deviates from those in 

the control group. The political composition of the municipality is measured in five different ways. We use 

both the seat share of individual parties in the municipal council and executive, and different ideology scales 

to measure the ideological composition of the (entire) municipal council and executive. Besides looking at 

various measures of local tax levels, we also investigate the incidence of those taxes on different groups, 

such as home-owners and home-renters. The results show, surprisingly, that changes in the composition of 

the municipal government do not lead to changes in local taxes or in their incidence. This raises concerns 

about the responsiveness of Dutch local government, which are discussed in the concluding chapter of this 

dissertation. 
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Chapter 2: Evaluating the impact of exogenous shocks in turnout on 

the representativeness of election results8  

 

Abstract  

A growing literature studies exogenous shocks in election turnout to illuminate the relationship between 

turnout and election results. The normative and policy implications of these studies are unclear because an 

increase in turnout does not necessarily make the election result more representative of the electorate. We 

introduce a general method to calculate to what extent turnout shocks make election results more or less 

representative. We apply this to an interesting case, being the 2018 referendum in the Netherlands in which 

municipal mergers caused a shock in turnout. We find that, for the referendum result to be perfectly 

representative, only 71% of voters sensitive to the shock should have been exposed to it, instead of the 

actual 92%. 

 

2.1 Introduction 

The relationship between turnout and election results has received much academic attention. The main 

justification for this is that if turnout is structurally lower among certain groups in the electorate with distinct 

voting preferences, then election results are not representative for the entire electorate. As a result, it is 

insufficiently assured that the policy preferences of groups with a (relatively) low turnout are adequately 

reflected in policies, potentially harming their interests and alienating them from the state (Dahl, 2015; 

Leininger and Heyne, 2017; Wlezien and Soroka, 2021). An increase in turnout, albeit desirable in itself as 

it legitimizes elections, will not necessarily solve this problem. In fact, it may exacerbate it if turnout is 

increased among groups that already have a comparatively high turnout rate (Lutz and Marsh, 2007). 

A key difficulty in investigating the influence of voter turnout on election results is that the variables that 

determine whether citizens turn out to vote also determine their voting preferences, i.e., this relationship is 

endogenous. To circumvent this problem, modern studies use exogenous shocks in turnout to estimate 

causal relationships (Hansford and Gomez, 2010; Stokes, 2016; Campante et al., 2013; Bratti et al., 2020; 

Persson et al., 2014; Horiuchi and Saito, 2009; Finseraas and Verby, 2013; Funk, 2010; Lassen, 2015; 

Gentzkow, 2006; Arnold and Freier, 2015; Artés, 2014; Bechtel et al., 2016). These studies combine a high 

level of internal and external validity and offer unique insights in the voting behavior of the citizens that are 

easiest to mobilize or de-mobilize and, through their idiosyncratic behavior, shape public policy (Fowler, 

 
8 An earlier version of this paper has circulated as a working paper for the European Public Choice Society conference 
2022. It was titled: Rienks, H., Allers, M. and Jong-A-Pin, R. (2022). Evaluating the impact of exogenous shocks in 
turnout on the representativeness of election results.   
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2015). However, the normative implications of these studies are unclear. This because they do not elucidate 

if turnout shocks make election results more or less representative for the entire electorate.  

Previous studies have tried to solve this problem by comparing actual election results with (counterfactual) 

full-turnout election results (Leininger and Heyne, 2017). However, to the best of our knowledge, this is the 

first paper to conceptualize and measure the gap between an actual election result and a counterfactual full-

turnout (i.e. representative) result by using those voters that voted because they were exposed to an 

exogenous shock. It is especially fruitful to conceptualize this gap in term of these voters because they are 

relatively easy to (de)mobilize. We do this by calculating which share of these voters should be exposed to 

the shock to generate the counterfactual representative election result, and compare this with the actual 

exposed share. To demonstrate the method, we apply it to a referendum held in the Netherlands in 2018. 

Our second contribution to the literature is that we investigate the effects of turnout on referendum results 

in a new institutional setting and by using a new and strong instrumental variable. As our instrument we use 

municipal amalgamation (or consolidation), e.g. municipal mergers, that determined whether there were 

concurrent elections or not. Although turnout is seen as an important determinant of referendum results 

(Rudolph, 2020; Solvetti, 2020; Simon et al., 2018), only a handful of studies investigate this using exogenous 

shocks, see Table 1 for an overview. This in contrast to the numerous studies that investigate this for 

elections for legislative bodies. To apply our method, additional data is required to estimate the 

counterfactual full turnout election result. Despite this requirement, at least two studies in Table 1 could 

have benefited from the method we introduce, namely Rudolph (2020) and Schmid (2016). Both after the 

Brexit referendum and after Swiss referendums, surveys were held that can be used for such estimations. 
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Table 1: Studies of the effects of exogenous shocks in turnout on referendum results 

 

2.2 Evaluating the impact of exogenous shocks in turnout on the representativeness of 

election results 

In this section we introduce our method. Assume that voters have two alternatives to vote for: A and B. 

These could be, for instance, Democrats or Republicans in U.S. presidential elections or Yes or No in a 

referendum. For convenience, we abstract from blank votes. Also assume that only a fraction of all eligible 

voters vote. This fraction increases when an exogenous shock occurs. The exogenous shock reduces the 

cost of voting for those affected by it and does not discourage (other) citizens from voting. It does not 

influence voters’ preferences. 

Now, the electorate can be divided into three groups (Fowler, 2015): 

1. Regular voters: Those that always vote, regardless of being exposed to the shock or not. There are 

𝑁𝑟 of such regular voters and a share 𝑉𝑟𝐴 of them prefers alternative A to B. Note that in this 

Study Referendum Exogenous shock Results 

Rudolph 

(2020) 

The 2016 UK Brexit 

referendum 

Rain Turnout increased due to good 

weather (i.e. lack of precipitation. 

These (marginal) voters were more 

likely to vote ‘Leave’. 

Solivetti (2020) The 2016 Italian 

constitutional referendum 

Turnout in the 2006 

Italian constitutional 

referendum 

Turnout is an autonomous predictor 

of referendum results, even after 

controlling for political partisanship 

and social-economic variables 

Bratti et al. 

(2020) 

The 2016 Italian 

constitutional referendum 

Proximity to a refugee 

reception center  

Voters living in the proximity of a 

refugee reception center were more 

likely to vote. These (marginal) voters 

were more likely to vote ‘no’ in the 

referendum. 

Bechtel et al. 

(2016) 

21 referendums held in 

the canton of Vaud 

(Switzerland) in the 

period 1908-1948 

Compulsory voting law Compulsory voting increased turnout 

by 30 percent. These (marginal) voters 

were more likely to vote left.  

Schmid (2016) 244 referendums held in 

Switzerland in the period 

1981-2010 

Concurrent cantonal 

(state-level) 

parliamentary elections 

Having concurrent parliamentary 

elections increased turnout by 8.4 

percent-point. These (marginal) voters 

were more likely to cast a blank vote 

and to support the proposal put 

forward by the government. 
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section we use the first letter(s) in the subscripts of our variables to indicate a certain group of 

citizens whereas the final letter of the subscript (A or B) indicates their voting preference. 

2. Non-voters: Those that never vote, regardless of being exposed to the shock or not. There are 𝑁𝑛 

of such non-voters and a share 𝑉𝑛𝐴 of them prefers alternative A to B. 

3. Marginal voters: Those that only vote if exposed to the shock. There are 𝑁𝑚 of such marginal 

voters and a share 𝑠𝑚 of them is exposed to the shock. A share 𝑉𝑚𝐴 of marginal voters prefers 

alternative A to B. 

Note that a marginal voter in one election could be a regular voter in a different election. If there are different 

kinds of shocks during a particular election, then there may be different types of marginal voters. We abstract 

from that. 

Fowler (2015) shows how to calculate 𝑉𝑟𝐴 and 𝑉𝑚𝐴 and the difference between them, using regression 

results obtained by analyzing exogenous shocks in turnout. We extend this framework by introducing a 

measure to evaluate to what extent exogenous shocks make elections more representative. We define a 

representative election result as the result of a (free and fair) election with 100% or total voter turnout. The 

support for alternative A in an election with total voter turnout, 𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑡𝐴, is the weighted average of the support 

in the three voter groups defined above, with 𝑠𝑚 being equal to 1: 

1) 𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑡𝐴 =  𝑉𝑟𝐴
𝑁𝑟

𝑁𝑟+𝑁𝑚+𝑁𝑛
+ 𝑉𝑚𝐴

𝑁𝑚

𝑁𝑟+𝑁𝑚+𝑁𝑛
+ 𝑉𝑛𝐴

𝑁𝑛

𝑁𝑟+𝑁𝑚+𝑁𝑛
 

A turnout of 100% is almost never accomplished in real elections and cannot be observed directly. 

Therefore, the counterfactual 𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑡𝐴 must be obtained by alternative means, such as surveys, simulation 

studies or other techniques (Lutz and Marsh, 2007; Leininger and Heyne, 2017). 

The actual election result is observed. It is determined by the regular voters and the share of marginal voters 

that are exposed to the shock: 

2) 𝑉𝑎𝑐𝑡.𝐴 = 𝑉𝑟𝐴
𝑁𝑟

𝑁𝑟+𝑠𝑚𝑁𝑚
+ 𝑉𝑚𝐴

𝑠𝑚𝑁𝑚

𝑁𝑟+𝑠𝑚𝑁𝑚
 

In order to calculate the share of marginal voters that must be exposed to an exogenous shock to achieve a 

fully representative election result, 𝑠𝑚
∗ , we equate the counterfactual 100% turnout election result of 

Equation 1 to the actual election result of Equation 2, in which we replace 𝑠𝑚  with 𝑠𝑚
∗ . Subsequently, we 

solve for 𝑠𝑚
∗ : 

3) 𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑡𝐴  = 𝑉𝑟𝐴
𝑁𝑟

𝑁𝑟+𝑠𝑚
∗ 𝑁𝑚

 + 𝑉𝑚𝐴
𝑠𝑚

∗ 𝑁𝑚

𝑁𝑟+𝑠𝑚
∗ 𝑁𝑚

 

By rewriting and simplifying Equation 3 we obtain (see Appendix A for details): 

4) 𝑠𝑚
∗ =  

𝑁𝑟(𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑡𝐴 −𝑉𝑟𝐴)

𝑁𝑚(𝑉𝑚𝐴− 𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑡𝐴)
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If 𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑡𝐴 ≤ 𝑉𝑟𝐴 < 𝑉𝑚𝐴 or if 𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑡𝐴 ≥ 𝑉𝑟𝐴 > 𝑉𝑚𝐴, the exogenous shock leads to a less representative election 

result. Representativeness is then maximized if 𝑠𝑚
∗  equals zero. This is, e.g., the case when an exogenous 

shock only increases turnout among groups that already vote relatively often. Similarly, if 𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑡𝐴 ≤ 𝑉𝑚𝐴 <

𝑉𝑟𝐴 or 𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑡𝐴 ≥ 𝑉𝑚𝐴 > 𝑉𝑟𝐴, 𝑠𝑚
∗  can never be large enough to fully close the gap between the actual election 

result and the counterfactual representative election result. Representativeness is then maximized if 𝑠𝑚
∗  

equals 100 percent. Thus, solving Equation 4 is only meaningful if marginal voters are able to close the gap 

between the voting preferences of regular voters and the counterfactual representative election result. We 

thus need one of the following conditions to hold: 𝑉𝑟𝐴 < 𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑡𝐴 < 𝑉𝑚𝐴 or 𝑉𝑟𝐴 > 𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑡𝐴 > 𝑉𝑚𝐴. If either of 

these conditions hold, then 𝑠𝑚
∗ < 𝑠𝑚 signifies that fewer voters should be exposed to the shock to obtain 

the counterfactual representative election result. If, on the other hand, 𝑠𝑚
∗ > 𝑠𝑚, then more voters should 

be exposed to the shock to obtain the counterfactual representative election result. If 𝑠𝑚
∗ = 𝑠𝑚, then the 

right share of marginal voters is exposed to the shock to bring about the counterfactual representative 

election result. 

The values of 𝑉𝑟𝐴, 𝑉𝑚𝐴 , 𝑁𝑟, 𝑁𝑚  and 𝑠𝑚 are calculated using regression results. We continue this paper by 

applying the method and show how this is done. The counterfactual 𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑡𝐴 is in our application estimated 

using data from a post-referendum survey, but can also be estimated through different methods (for 

examples, see Lutz and Marsh, 2007 or Leininger and Heyne, 2017). When these values are known, 

calculating 𝑠𝑚
∗  is straightforward, using Equation 4. 

2.3 Case description 

On March 21, 2018, the Dutch government held a national non-binding referendum on the Intelligence and 

Security Services Act (ISSA, in Dutch: Wet op de inlichtingen- en veiligheidsdienst).9 ISSA implied a 

substantial broadening of surveillance powers of the Dutch Security Services (which consists of the AIVD 

and MIVD). The main policy tradeoff represented by the referendum, also in the public debate, was one 

between security versus privacy (Jacobs, 2018a). A group of students initiated the referendum and no group 

had a disproportionally large stake in the outcome of the referendum, except for the Dutch Security Services 

themselves (van Klingeren, 2018). In order for the referendum outcome to be valid, a turnout of at least 30 

percent was required. 

People could vote at a voting station in their municipality of residence or, after having successfully applied 

for a voter card before election day, in a different municipality. Only 0.38 percent of votes were cast from 

abroad, and these are excluded from the analysis. Referendum turnout was 51.5 percent; 48.5 percent voted 

Yes and 51.5 percent No, excluding blank votes. 

Concurrent with the referendum were municipal elections, with an average turnout of 55 percent. The 

referendum and the municipal elections used the same voting stations. For people voting in the municipal 

 
9 The exact question was: "Bent u voor of tegen de Wet op de inlichtingen- en veiligheidsdiensten 2017?" (Are you for 
or against the Intelligence and Security Services Act?) 
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elections, the additional cost of voting in the referendum were lower than for people who did not vote in 

the municipal elections. Due to municipal amalgamations, however, concurrent municipal elections were 

held in only 335 of the 380 Dutch municipalities, generating the setting for a quasi-natural experiment, 

where concurrency of elections (i.e., absence of municipal amalgamation) represents the treatment. 

To map our method of the previous section to this empirical application: regular voters are those voters 

that vote in the referendum, with or without concurrent elections. Marginal voters are those that voted in 

the referendum because it was held concurrently with municipal elections. We assume that there are no 

voters that did not vote in the referendum because it was held concurrently with municipal elections. This 

assumption is validated by a survey (Jacobs, 2018b) in which none of the respondents listed concurrent 

elections as a reason not to vote. 

Figure 1 shows that there is a sharp discontinuity in the relation between voter turnout and Yes votes, and 

that voter turnout was higher in municipalities with concurrent elections. Both groups of municipalities 

form strikingly separate clouds, without overlap. The green and red line indicate the (unconditional) mean 

of the percentage of Yes votes in municipalities without and with concurrent elections, respectively. The 

black lines indicate the bivariate regression curves of the relation between referendum turnout and Yes 

votes, for each of the subsamples. 

Figure 1: ISSA referendum turnout and percentage of Yes votes, with separate trend lines for 

municipalities with concurrent municipal elections (light dots) and without (dark dots) 
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2.4 Model and data 

To estimate the impact of turnout on the referendum result, we use data on the municipal level. We include 

379 Dutch municipalities in our dataset.10 We use data from the Dutch Electoral Council (in Dutch: 

Kiesraad), the official government agency in charge of administering Dutch election data. The dependent 

variable in our analysis is the percentage of Yes votes in the ISSA referendum within a municipality. 

Estimating the effect of turnout on election results is challenging as both variables are likely to be driven by 

similar variables that influence the costs and benefits of voting (see also Geys, 2006; Cancela and Geys, 

2016), ranging from the broadcasting of popular television programs on Election Day to the weather (Artés, 

2014). A turnout threshold can also lead to omitted variable bias because it may lead some voters to abstain 

from voting in an attempt to invalidate the referendum result (van der Brug et al., 2018 p. 502; Aguiar-

Conraria and Magalhães, 2009). Insofar as the confounding variables that influence the relation between the 

referendum result and voter turnout can be identified and measured, we include them as control variables 

in our regression model. However, to overcome potential endogeneity, we also rely on instrumental variable 

estimation. 

The instrument we propose for voter turnout is the concurrence of municipal elections with the referendum. 

Having concurrent elections is exogenous, since the variation in this variable is caused by the decision to 

amalgamate municipalities. This decision is unlikely to be affected by variables that are correlated to the 

share of Yes votes in the ISSA referendum. Rather amalgamation decisions are, by and large, taken on the 

basis of economies of scale opportunities, which are driven by municipality size (Allers and Geertsema, 

2016). It is unlikely that amalgamation decisions correlate with ideological preferences of the electorate, in 

particular preferences regarding the trade-off between privacy and security. Furthermore, the decisions to 

amalgamate were taken long before the referendum was on the political agenda, so there are no strategic 

considerations to opt for amalgamation with an eye on influencing the referendum’s outcome. We further 

scrutinize the assumption that amalgamation has no effect on the share of Yes votes in appendix B. In this 

appendix we show that limiting our sample to only recently amalgamated municipalities does not change 

our main results. 

We estimate the following 2-Stage Least Squares (2SLS) regression model: 

5) 𝑇 =  𝛾0 +  𝛾1𝐶 + ∑ 𝛾𝑘𝑋𝑘𝑘 + 𝜗 

6) 𝑌 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1�̂� + ∑ 𝛽𝑘𝑋𝑘𝑘 + 𝜀 

In the first stage regression, we estimate the effect of election concurrence (C) on turnout (T). Election 

concurrence is measured by a dummy variable, which is equal to 0 if there was no concurrent municipal 

election on the day of the ISSA referendum and equal to 1 if there was. In the second stage regression, we 

 
10 One municipality, Weesp, also held a municipal referendum on this date. We drop this municipality from our dataset. 
We also drop the Dutch Caribbean islands of Saba, Sint Eustatius and Bonaire from the dataset. 
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use the predicted turnout �̂� (exploiting the exogenous variation of concurrence) as our main explanatory 

variable for the actual share of Yes votes in each municipality. 

For both equations, we include a set of control variables (X). To capture the potential effect of municipality 

size, we include the number of eligible voters. Following the literature, we also include socio-demographic 

variables and variables capturing the local political landscape (e.g., Szczerbiak and Taggart, 2004; Van der 

Brug et al., 2018; Goodwin and Heath, 2016; Solvetti, 2020). Socio-demographic control variables are added 

because (socio-demographic) groups of voters tend to think alike on specific issues. A large-scale survey 

held after the ISSA referendum indicates that gender and age are correlated with how voters voted in the 

ISSA referendum (Jacobs, 2018a). Therefore, we include the share of the male population as well as the 

share of the population older than 45 as controls. In addition, we include the local unemployment rate and 

average per capita income. To capture local political preferences, we include a variable measuring the vote 

share of parties supporting ISSA in the 2017 parliamentary elections.11 This because voters may vote along 

party lines, either because they follow party cues, or because political parties correctly represent the policy 

preferences of their voters. 

Finally, we control for the number of voting locations per capita. This variable does not only proxy the 

opportunity costs of voting (Allers and Kooreman, 2009), but is also relevant because municipalities that 

did not participate in the municipal elections might have fewer voting locations. 

We account for heteroscedasticity by using robust standard errors. Furthermore, as our units of observation 

are municipalities, while voting is an individual decision, we weight the regressions by the number of eligible 

voters per municipality. Table 2 shows descriptive statistics of all variables. 

  

 
11 The following parties supported ISSA: VVD, PVV, CDA, D66, PvdA, CHU, 50+ and SGP. The remaining parties 
(GL, SP, PvdD, Denk and FvD) opposed ISSA (Dekkers, 2018; Tweede Kamer, 2017). For municipalities that 
amalgamated in the period 2017-2018, party shares have been recalculated by taking the average, weighted by number 
of votes cast. 
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Table 2: Descriptive statistics 

Variable N Mean Sd Min Max Source 

       
ISSA referendum turnout (%) 379 52.60 10.07 23.09 82.88 Kiesraad 
Yes votes (% total votes cast) 379 51.47 5.95 27.40 65.97 Kiesraad 
Concurrent municipal elections 
(dummy) 

379 0.88 0.32 0.00 1.00 Kiesraad 

       
Eligible voters ISSA (in 10.000s) 379 3.44 5.03 0.08 58.54 Kiesraad 
Male population (%) 379 49.78 0.80 47.11 53.25 Statistics 

Netherlands 
Aged 45 and over (%) 379 50.38 4.82 28.32 62.64 Statistics 

Netherlands 
Unemployment in municipality (%) 379 4.24 0.80 2.90 8.10 Statistics 

Netherlands 
Average per capita income (1000 euro) 379 24.76 3.22 19.00 43.50 Statistics 

Netherlands 
Share of parties in favor of ISSA (%) 379 76.72 5.99 55.93 95.99 Kiesraad 
Voting locations per 1000 eligible voters 379 0.75 0.19 0.31 1.85 Spatial expertise 

center, University 
of Groningen 

 

2.5 Results 

Table 3 reports the estimates of our 2SLS model. The first stage regression results show that turnout in 

municipalities is strongly related to the concurrence of municipal elections. The estimated coefficient for 𝛾1 

indicates that with concurrent municipal elections, turnout was, on average, 23.5 percentage points higher 

than without concurrent elections. Using the predicted turnout rate for the second stage regression, we find 

that the estimated coefficient for 𝛽1 indicates that a one percentage point increase in turnout increases the 

Yes-vote share with 0.27 percentage points. The high value of the Kleibergen-Paap F-statistic indicates the 

strength of our instrument. All control variables have the expected sign and size, except the coefficient of 

Aged 45 and over in the first-stage regression.12 

  

 
12 Although the literature suggests that older people vote more often, this was not the case here (Lutz and Marsh, 
2007). Possibly this particular topic, being related to new technologies and privacy, appealed more to younger voters. 
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Table 3: First and second stage regression results 

 First stage: Second stage: 
Variables Turnout (%) Yes vote (%) 

Concurrent municipal elections (𝛾1) 23.49***  

 (1.20)  

Referendum turnout (𝛽1, in %)  0.27*** 

  (0.03) 
Eligible voters ISSA (in 10.000s) -0.01 0.05 
 (0.05) (0.04) 
Male population (%) -0.63 0.54 
 (0.47) (0.40) 
Aged 45 and over (%) -0.38*** 0.39*** 
 (0.08) (0.05) 
Unemployment (%) -1.62*** -0.47 
 (0.44) (0.41) 
Average per capita income 0.42*** -0.29*** 
 (0.11) (0.09) 
Share of parties in favor of ISSA (%) 0.21*** 0.69*** 
 (0.05) (0.05) 
Voting locations per 1000 eligible voters 14.41*** -6.38*** 
 (1.83) (1.23) 
Constant 51.21** -48.09** 
 (25.38) (22.83) 
   
Observations 379 379 
R-squared 0.80 0.86 
Kleibergen-Paap Wald rk F  384.8 

Note: Robust standard errors in parentheses; *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Weighted by number of 
eligible voters. See appendix B for the (similar) unweighted results. 
 

Based on our estimates we can calculate the equivalents of 𝑉𝑟𝐴, 𝑉𝑚𝐴 , 𝑁𝑟 , 𝑁𝑚  and 𝑠𝑚, in which the ‘A’ in 

the subscript corresponds with voting ‘Yes’ in the referendum. To obtain 𝑁𝑟 we use the first stage estimation 

to predict, for each municipality, the turnout rate in the hypothetical case where none of the municipalities 

had concurrent elections (i.e., the dummy for concurrent elections is set to zero for all municipalities). Then 

we calculate the weighted average and find that 𝑁𝑟 = 30.06 percent. 𝑁𝑚 is equal to 𝛾1̂, i.e., 23.49 percent. 

That is, if all municipalities had concurrent elections (and thus all marginal voters were exposed to the 

treatment), turnout would be 23.49 percentage points higher and total turnout would have been (30.06 + 

23.49=) 53.55 percent. 

However, since not all municipalities had concurrent elections, predicted actual voter turnout is lower. To 

obtain the predicted actual voter turnout we use the first stage estimation to predict, for each municipality, 

the turnout rate in which the concurrent election dummy is set to one for only those municipalities that did 

in fact have concurrent elections. Then we calculate the weighted average and find a predicted voter turnout 

of 51.58 percent, of which 21.52 percentage point (51.58 - 30.06) consists of marginal voters. Thus, the 

share of marginal voters that received treatment, 𝑠𝑚, (21.52/23.49 =) is 0.92. Note that in this case the 

predicted Yes-votes would be 48.1 percent, which is slightly lower than the actual referendum result. 
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To obtain 𝑉𝑟𝐴 we use the second stage estimation to predict, for each municipality, the percentage of Yes-

votes in the hypothetical case where none of the municipalities had concurrent elections. That is, the dummy 

for concurrent elections is set to zero for all municipalities. We then calculate the weighted average and find 

that 𝑉𝑟𝐴 is 42.3 percent. This is also the predicted referendum results when none of the marginal voters are 

exposed to treatment, i.e., if 𝑠𝑚 = 0.  

To obtain 𝑉𝑚𝐴, we first calculate Fowler’s preference gap by multiplying the impact of the shock on turnout 

(i.e., 𝛾1̂=23.49) by the effect of turnout on the Yes-vote (i.e., 𝛽1̂=0.27), being 6.34 percentage point. This 

gap shows how much more likely (or unlikely) marginal voters are to vote for alternative A than regular 

voters (see Fowler, 2015). To calculate 𝑉𝑚𝐴 we use the following result of Fowler (2015): 𝑉𝑚𝐴 =

((𝑃𝑟+𝑃𝑚) (𝑉𝑟𝐴+∆𝑉))− 𝑉𝑟𝐴𝑃𝑟

𝑃𝑚
=  

((0.30+0.235) (0.42+0.0634))− 0.42×0.30

0.235
= 0.56. Thus, 56 percent of marginal 

voters voted Yes, and marginal voters are ((56-42)/42=) 33 percent more likely to vote Yes than regular 

voters. 

After the referendum, a panel survey under 2.838 Dutch households (of which 2.255 were completed) was 

held to ask whether people had voted, what they voted and, in case of abstention, what they would have 

voted (Jacobs, 2018b). As the (weighted) results of this survey are representative for the Dutch population, 

we use these weighted survey results as an estimation of the counterfactual referendum result in case of full 

turnout. Since blank votes are not counted as valid votes under the Dutch referendum law, we focus on the 

percentage of Yes and No votes. Under full turnout 47.3 percent would have voted Yes and 52.7 percent 

No. 

Now we can answer the main question of our application: How did organizing the referendum concurrently 

with municipal elections influence the representativeness of the referendum result? Since 𝑉𝑟𝐴 = 0.42, 

𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑡𝐴 = 0.47 and 𝑉𝑚𝐴 = 0.56, the condition 𝑉𝑟𝐴 < 𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑡𝐴 < 𝑉𝑚𝐴 holds and the exogenous shock made 

the election more representative. Inserting now the various values in Equation 4 we find which share of 

marginal voters should be exposed to the turnout shock to produce the counterfactual representative 

referendum result: 

7)  𝑠𝑚
∗ =  

(0.47∗0.31)−(0.42∗0.31)

23.48(0.56− 0.47)
= 0.71 

We now know the share of marginal voters exposed to the shock and the corresponding referendum result 

for three interesting cases, being the absence of treatment, the counterfactual representative referendum 

result, and the actual referendum result. They are, respectively, 𝑠𝑚 = 0 with 42.3 percent voting Yes, 𝑠𝑚 =

0.71 with 47.3 percent voting Yes, and 𝑠𝑚 = 0.92 with 48.5 percent voting Yes. We thus find that in the 

absence of treatment, the absolute difference between this referendum result and the counterfactual 

representative referendum result is (│42.3-47.3│=) 5 percent. This difference is greater than that between 

the actual referendum result and the counterfactual representative referendum result, which is (│48.5-

47.3│=) 1.2 percent. We thus find that organizing the referendum concurrently with municipal elections 
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increased the representativeness of the referendum result. However, we also find that, in order to achieve 

the counterfactual representative referendum result, slightly fewer marginal voters should have been 

exposed to treatment, namely 71 percent instead of 92 percent. Thus, if slightly fewer municipalities would 

have had concurrent elections, the representativeness of the referendum result would have increased while 

turnout would have been slightly lower. 

2.6 Conclusion and discussion 

Studies that analyze exogenous shocks in voter turnout combine high internal and external validity and 

provide unique insights in the ways turnout can influence election results. By analyzing exogenous turnout 

shocks, the election result is decomposed into the choice of those (marginal) voters that voted because of 

the shock and the choice of those (regular) voters that would have voted regardless of the shock. We 

augment this with information about the counterfactual representative election result with 100% turnout. 

Subsequently, we calculate which share of marginal voters should be exposed to a shock in order to achieve 

this counterfactual representative election result. By comparing this share with the actual share of marginal 

voters that were exposed to the shock, we evaluate to what extent an exogenous shock in turnout made an 

election result more or less representative. This method can be applied to a great variety of elections, 

including U.S. presidential elections. 

We demonstrate our method using the 2018 ISSA referendum in the Netherlands. We find that concurrent 

municipal elections increased the referendum’s voter turnout, and that these marginal voters more often 

preferred security above privacy than regular voters. Our results also show that drawing these marginal 

voters to the voting booth increased the representativeness of the referendum result. However, to achieve 

a representative referendum result, only 71% of eligible voters should have been faced with concurrent 

elections, instead of the actual 92%. This means that a slightly lower voter turnout would have increased 

the representativeness of the referendum result. 

Every exogenous shock in turnout draws different (marginal) voters to the voting booth. Fowler (2015) 

points out that, because of this, a single case study is insufficient to understand how the voting preferences 

of marginal voters and regular voters differ. More studies are required for this. Through our method, we 

can now also characterize how the voting preferences of marginal voters differ from non-voters and how 

marginal voters influence the representativeness of an election result.  This method could help to make the 

consequences of policy decisions that involve a potential tradeoff between turnout and the 

representativeness of election results more transparent. 
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2.A Appendix: Solving for 𝑠𝑚
∗  

This Appendix shows how equation 4) is derived from equation 3). 

3) 𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑡𝐴  = 𝑉𝑟𝐴
𝑁𝑟

𝑁𝑟+𝑠𝑚
∗ 𝑁𝑚

 + 𝑉𝑚𝐴
𝑠𝑚

∗ 𝑁𝑚

𝑁𝑟+𝑠𝑚
∗ 𝑁𝑚

 

Multiply both sides by (𝑁𝑟 + 𝑠𝑚
∗ 𝑁𝑚): 

𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑡𝐴 (𝑁𝑟 + 𝑠𝑚
∗ 𝑁𝑚) = 𝑉𝑟𝐴

𝑁𝑟

𝑁𝑟 + 𝑠𝑚
∗ 𝑁𝑚

(𝑁𝑟 + 𝑠𝑚
∗ 𝑁𝑚) + 𝑉𝑚𝐴

𝑠𝑚
∗ 𝑁𝑚

𝑁𝑟 + 𝑠𝑚
∗ 𝑁𝑚

(𝑁𝑟 + 𝑠𝑚
∗ 𝑁𝑚) 

Simplify: 

𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑡𝐴 (𝑁𝑟 + 𝑠𝑚
∗ 𝑁𝑚) = 𝑉𝑟𝐴𝑁𝑟 + 𝑉𝑚𝐴𝑠𝑚

∗ 𝑁𝑚 

Remove parentheses:  

𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑡𝐴 𝑁𝑟 + 𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑡𝐴𝑠𝑚
∗ 𝑁𝑚 = 𝑉𝑟𝐴𝑁𝑟 + 𝑉𝑚𝐴𝑠𝑚

∗ 𝑁𝑚 

Subtract 𝑉𝑟𝐴𝑁𝑟 + 𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑡𝐴𝑠𝑚
∗ 𝑁𝑚 from both sides: 

𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑡𝐴 𝑁𝑟 − 𝑉𝑟𝐴𝑁𝑟 = 𝑉𝑚𝐴𝑠𝑚
∗ 𝑁𝑚 −  𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑡𝐴𝑠𝑚

∗ 𝑁𝑚 

Factorize: 

𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑡𝐴 𝑁𝑟 − 𝑉𝑟𝐴𝑁𝑟 = 𝑠𝑚
∗ 𝑁𝑚(𝑉𝑚𝐴 −  𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑡𝐴) 

Divide both sides by 𝑁𝑚(𝑉𝑚𝐴 −  𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑡𝐴): 

4) 𝑠𝑚𝑣
∗ =  

𝑁𝑟(𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑡𝐴 −𝑉𝑟𝐴)

𝑁𝑚(𝑉𝑚𝐴− 𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑡𝐴)
 

 

2.B Appendix: Robustness analysis 

Our identification relies on the assumption that municipal amalgamation has no effect on vote shares in the 

ISSA referendum, other than through influencing turnout. However, selection for amalgamation is not 

random. Perhaps voters in amalgamated municipalities have characteristics, relevant for voting patterns but 

not captured by our control variables, that differ from those in jurisdictions that were not amalgamated. We 

now relax the assumption that amalgamation has no effect on vote shares, and limit the dataset to 

municipalities that were amalgamated in 2000-2019 or in 2010-2019. That is, we now compare voting 

patterns in municipalities amalgamated around 2018 (and consequently without concurrent municipal 

elections) with municipalities amalgamated just before that period. Tables A1 and A2 show that this yields 

regression results which resemble those in our main analysis remarkably well. Thus, we feel confident that 

our results are not driven by incomparability of voters in amalgamated and not amalgamated jurisdictions. 
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In our main regression (Table 3), we weighted the regressions results for the number of eligible voters per 

municipality. As a final robustness test, we reran the regressions without using weights. Table A3 shows that 

this does hardly changes the coefficients of the relevant variables, nor their significance. This implies that 

our results are not driven by using weights. 

Table A1: First and second stage regression results, sample restricted to 125 municipalities 

amalgamated in 2000 – 2019  

 First stage: Second stage: 
Variables Turnout (%) Yes vote (%) 

Concurrent municipal elections (𝛾1) 24.87***  

 (0.66)  

Referendum turnout (𝛽1, in %)  0.26*** 
  (0.03) 
Eligible voters ISSA (in 10.000s) -0.22*** 0.09** 
 (0.07) (0.04) 
Male population (%) -1.21 0.99* 
 (0.96) (0.56) 
Aged 45 and over (%) -0.50*** 0.41*** 
 (0.09) (0.06) 
Unemployment (%) 0.30 -1.00* 
 (0.66) (0.56) 
Average per capita income 0.36* -0.29** 
 (0.21) (0.12) 
Share of parties in favor of ISSA (%) 0.27*** 0.63*** 
 (0.08) (0.07) 
Voting locations per 1000 eligible voters 9.88*** -7.25*** 
 (2.38) (1.44) 
Constant 78.71 -63.38** 
 (49.68) (30.35) 
   
Observations 125 125 
R-squared 0.90 0.91 
Kleibergen-Paap Wald rk F  1424 

Note: Weighted by number of eligible voters. Robust standard errors in parentheses; *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, 
* p<0.1. 
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Table A2: First and second stage regression results, sample restricted to 70 municipalities 

amalgamated in 2010 – 2019  

 First stage: Second stage: 
Variables Turnout (%) Yes vote (%) 

Concurrent municipal elections (𝛾1) 23.15***  

 (1.02)  

Referendum turnout (𝛽1, in %)  0.29*** 
  (0.04) 
Eligible voters ISSA (in 10.000s) -0.24*** 0.16*** 
 (0.06) (0.05) 
Male population (%) 0.30 0.12 
 (1.41) (0.72) 
Aged 45 and over (%) -0.42*** 0.29*** 
 (0.16) (0.10) 
Unemployment (%) 1.44 -3.15*** 
 (1.10) (1.02) 
Average per capita income 0.77** -0.70*** 
 (0.33) (0.26) 
Share of parties in favor of ISSA (%) 0.24 0.42*** 
 (0.20) (0.13) 
Voting locations per 1000 eligible voters 8.75*** -9.40*** 
 (2.46) (1.76) 
Constant -12.63 21.64 
 (81.56) (47.44) 
   
Observations 70 70 
R-squared 0.92 0.91 
Kleibergen-Paap Wald rk F  513.4 

Note: Weighted by number of eligible voters. Robust standard errors in parentheses; *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, 
* p<0.1. 
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Table A3: First and second stage regression results, unweighted for number of eligible voters per 

municipality  

 First stage: Second stage: 
Variables  Turnout (%) Yes vote (%) 

Concurrent municipal elections (𝛾1) 26.44***  

 (0.70)  

Referendum turnout (𝛽1, in %)  0.26*** 
  (0.02) 
Eligible voters ISSA (in 10.000s) -0.02 0.05 
 (0.05) (0.06) 
Male population (%) -0.48 0.90** 
 (0.47) (0.38) 
Aged 45 and over (%) -0.26*** 0.25*** 
 (0.07) (0.06) 
Unemployment (%) -1.92*** -1.41*** 
 (0.46) (0.37) 
Average per capita income 0.44*** -0.20** 
 (0.12) (0.09) 
Share of parties in favor of ISSA (%) 0.24*** 0.54*** 
 (0.06) (0.05) 
Voting locations per 1000 eligible voters 12.71*** -6.27*** 
 (1.60) (1.27) 
Constant 35.73 -45.81** 
 (26.43) (20.29) 
   
Observations 379 379 
R-squared 0.83 0.72 
Kleibergen-Paap Wald rk F  1419 

Note: Robust standard errors in parentheses; *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. 
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Chapter 3: Is small beautiful? Transitional and structural effects of 

municipal amalgamation on voter turnout in local and national 

elections13 

 

Abstract 

The effect of jurisdiction size on democracy is hotly debated. Allegedly, smallness promotes democracy, 

whereas effectiveness and efficiency increase with size. Neither claim has strong empirical underpinnings. 

We provide evidence for the former. We use municipal amalgamations as a source of exogenous variation 

in jurisdiction size and show that it reduced voter turnout in Dutch elections in the 1986-2018 period. This 

period is sufficiently long to separate potential temporary effects of the amalgamation process from a 

structural effect of size increase. Surprisingly, we find no evidence of the former. Municipal amalgamation 

reduces turnout in local elections by 2.2 percentage points and in national elections by 0.7 percentage points. 

Both effects are long-lasting, persisting at least five elections after amalgamation. More detailed analysis 

reveals that the most likely driving forces are a weakening of the social norm to vote, and, in municipal 

elections, increased distance between voters and politics. 

3.1 Introduction 

Democratically governed jurisdictions are expected to effectively and efficiently provide services for their 

citizens, and to translate the preferences of their inhabitants into policy. In the literature, there is a lively 

debate about the optimal jurisdiction size to achieve each goal (e.g., Dahl and Tufte 1973; Treisman 2007). 

Conventional wisdom has it that effective service provision requires large jurisdictions, but that democracy 

thrives in small jurisdictions. 

This is not just an academic issue. Jurisdiction size is not only the result of demographic developments and 

locational decisions of households, but also of institutional choices. Many countries have considerably 

increased the size of subnational jurisdictions, like municipalities and school districts, through amalgamation 

(or consolidation). This is the redrawing of boundaries with the aim of creating larger jurisdictions, for 

instance a merger of two or more municipalities. 

An important driving force behind amalgamation has been the desire to benefit from economies of scale 

and scope (Treisman 2007). However, amalgamation has been criticized for its negative effect on democracy. 

Larger jurisdictions are presumably less responsive to the needs and preferences of the communities within 

their borders (Allen 2003; Dollery 2010). Thus, potential gains in efficiency and efficacy may come at the 

expense of the quality of democracy (Dahl 1994; van Houwelingen 2017). 

 
13 This chapter is published as Allers, de Natris, Rienks & de Greef (2021). 
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Additionally, decentralization of government may compel local governments to amalgamate, in order to 

gain the capability to execute new tasks. Ironically, this may undermine the main motivation for 

decentralization, namely the desire to better tailor public services to local needs and preferences (Oates 

1972). After all, if decentralization is followed by jurisdictional size increase which in turn weakens 

democracy, the potential gains of making decisions locally instead of centrally may be lost through lower 

representativeness or accountability. 

Recent empirical studies suggest that jurisdiction size increase does not necessarily make local government 

more efficient (Allers and Geertsema 2016; Bel and Warner 2016; Blom-Hansen et al. 2016; Allers and De 

Greef 2017). This paper gives additional reasons to be skeptical about the net benefits of size increase, by 

confirming that municipal amalgamation negatively affects the functioning of democracy. 

Democracy has many facets. In this paper, we focus on voter turnout as a proxy for the quality of democracy. 

Voter turnout is intrinsically important. From the perspective of democratic theory, elections serve as the 

main means to make government representative and accountable (Stokes et al. 2013). Moreover, voting is 

one of the most elementary forms of political participation, preceding various other forms of political 

participation like becoming an active member of a political party. As such, turnout reductions may signal 

much more profound changes, such as dwindling faith in the functioning of politics in general, or weakening 

interest in or commitment to the local community (Van Houwelingen 2017; Franklin 1999). 

The literature contains a good number of studies which find a negative relationship between the number of 

eligible voters at a certain government tier and turnout in elections for that same tier (for recent examples 

see Tavares and Raudla 2018; Gerring and Veenendaal 2020; for a review see Cancela and Geys 2016; Van 

Houwelingen 2017). However, as we show below, there are theoretical reasons to expect that the size of 

local jurisdictions may also affect voter turnout in higher-level elections, something that is neglected in the 

literature. As far as we know, this is the first paper to study the effect of local government amalgamation on 

both local and national voter turnout. 

Including national elections is interesting in its own right: we find that municipal amalgamation affects 

turnout in national elections. It also helps us discriminate between different causal mechanisms, because 

some may only apply to local elections, some to national elections, and some to both. Amalgamation both 

influences social or communal factors, and also factors relating to municipal politics but not national politics. 

Theories that explain voter turnout through social or communal factors may predict a change in turnout for 

both local and national elections whereas theories that explain voter turnout based on political factors 

predict only a change in turnout for municipal elections. For example, amalgamation dilutes the power of 

an individual vote in local but not in national elections. Thus, any effect found in national elections alone 

cannot be ascribed to this mechanism. On the other hand, if amalgamation weakens the social norm to vote, 

this may reduce turnout in both local and national elections. 
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A second limitation of the existing literature is that the empirical setup of most existing studies makes causal 

inference difficult. First, many studies rely on cross-sectional data, which tends to create endogeneity 

problems. In one of the most thorough cross-sectional studies, Denters et al. (2014) try to circumvent the 

difficulty of identifying causal effects by also studying intermediate effects through intervening variables. 

Secondly, most studies analyzing the effects of changes in size, using panel data, are limited to the immediate, 

i.e., short-run effects of amalgamation on turnout, which cannot automatically be ascribed to jurisdiction 

size alone. 

It is important to realize that amalgamation is more than an increase in jurisdiction size. It is also a disruptive 

process (Andrews and Boyne 2012) which itself may temporarily affect voter turnout. E.g., public opinion 

is often hostile towards amalgamation, and citizens may need time to accept the newly created jurisdiction 

as their community. Amalgamation might also disrupt local party organizations. The short-term effect of 

amalgamation may differ from the long-term effect because it may include both a (permanent) jurisdiction 

size effect and a temporary effect linked to the amalgamation process. Only long-term effects can be 

attributed to size increase alone. 

Most studies of the effect of amalgamation on local democracy are limited to effects immediately after 

amalgamation. Lassen and Serritzlew (2011) find that the municipal amalgamations in Denmark in 2007 had 

a detrimental effect on individual citizens’ beliefs that they are sufficiently competent to understand and 

take part in politics. This may have resulted in a reduction of voter turnout, but that was not part of their 

study. Koch and Rochat (2017), Roesel (2017), Heinish (2018), and Zeedan (2018) find that amalgamation 

reduced turnout in local elections in the Swiss canton of Ticino, the German state of Saxony, the Austrian 

state of Styria, and Israel, respectively. 

We are aware of only two academic studies that include more than one election after amalgamation: Lapointe 

et al. (2018) and Bhatti and Hansen (2019) use three elections after amalgamation. We add to the literature 

by investigating an unprecedentedly long timespan: we study the effects of a series of amalgamations since 

1983 on elections between 1986 and 2018. As we observe up to ten elections after amalgamation, we can 

confidently separate the transitional effect of amalgamation from the structural effect of jurisdiction size. 

We are primarily interested in the latter, but include the former in our study as well. 

We further contribute to the literature by delving deeper into the causal mechanisms. For each potential 

mechanism we derive from the literature, we formulate the expected short-term and long-term effects. Next, 

we estimate the effects of amalgamation on voter turnout in the Netherlands, and compare outcomes with 

expectations. We investigate how these effects evolve over time, to separate the transitional effect of 

amalgamation from the structural effect of size. To discriminate between different causal mechanisms, we 

follow two strategies. First, as explained, we look at both local and national elections. Additionally, we 

distinguish three amalgamation characteristics: the extent to which jurisdiction size increases, whether 

amalgamating municipalities are small or already large, and the relative sizes of the jurisdictions in each 

amalgamation (“annexations” versus “mergers of equals”). As the next section will show, depending on the 
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theory, a predicted change in turnout may be limited to, or be larger in, amalgamations with certain 

characteristics. 

Pinpointing a single mechanism through which amalgamation influences turnout is, of course, impossible. 

We cannot reject the possibility of several mechanisms working simultaneously, perhaps even in opposite 

directions. Moreover, some mechanisms found in the literature lead to similar expectations. By 

systematically comparing expected and estimated effects, we aim to shed as much light as possible on the 

likelihood that certain mechanisms are at play. 

3.2 Theories and hypotheses 

To investigate the influence of jurisdiction size on voter turnout, we need to distinguish between structural 

and transitional effects of amalgamation. Structural effects exist if jurisdiction size influences voter turnout. 

They are permanent. Transitional effects of amalgamation are temporary, arising from the process that leads 

to a different scale. Little has been written yet about transitional effects of amalgamation on turnout, forcing 

us to draw on much more general models about voter turnout to develop our hypotheses. A second 

distinction we make here is whether local jurisdiction size is predicted to affect turnout in local elections, 

national turnout, or both. Finally, we take into account that different amalgamation characteristics are 

predicted to have different effects on turnout. 

Structural (or scale) effects 

Instrumental voting  

Instrumental voting theory posits that people vote with the aim of influencing government policy 

outcomes. Thus, citizens only vote if they believe their vote will achieve this, and yield enough benefits to 

outweigh the cost of voting. Objectively, it is rather unlikely that one individual vote will matter, except in 

very small electorates. However, what matters here is not true but perceived probabilities, and small 

probabilities seem to be greatly overweighed (Herrmann et al. 2019). 

Seen from the perspective of an individual within a local political system, amalgamation reduces the 

probability that one’s vote matters. A merger of two equally-sized municipalities reduces the average citizen’s 

share in power by fifty percent; a merger of five municipalities reduces it by eighty percent. Thus, 

amalgamation would have a negative effect on voter turnout in local elections, and increasingly so as more 

jurisdictions are included. Because the weight of an individual vote in national elections is not affected by 

amalgamation, no effect on turnout in national elections is predicted. 

Alternatively, one might argue that larger municipalities have more resources at their disposal, and are less 

dependent on forces outside their control, possibly allowing them to better address the concerns of their 

citizens (Larsen 2002; Treisman 2007; Dollery 2010; McDonnell 2019). This would increase the power of a 

vote to deliver desired policy outcomes, because wielding influence over policy is more worthwhile if the 

elected body is more effective. The more jurisdictions are included in an amalgamation, the bigger the size 

increase of the jurisdiction for the average citizen, and the greater the increase in effectiveness might be. 
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Thus, this reasoning would predict amalgamation to have a positive effect on voter turnout in local elections, 

but not in national elections. 

Perceived distance between voters and politics 

Another common argument emphasizes that voters feel more distant from municipal politics in larger 

jurisdictions (Van Houwelingen 2017). This line of reasoning holds that citizens must feel that they are 

able to understand local politics and the issues at stake, otherwise they will not vote. In the literature, this 

feeling is called internal political efficacy (Lassen and Serritzlew 2011). 

Dahl and Tufte (1973) argue that citizens feel less competent to vote in larger jurisdictions, where the 

representative-to-resident ratio is lower and the physical distance to the town hall greater, making direct 

contact with local politicians less likely. Furthermore, many political issues in a larger municipality concern 

distant neighborhoods or are more abstract and technical than in smaller municipalities (Lassen and 

Serritzlew 2011). Finally, keeping larger municipalities operational requires more bureaucracy and hierarchy 

(McDonnell 2019; Van Houwelingen 2017). Hence, amalgamation is predicted to reduce turnout in local 

elections, particularly if it concerns small jurisdictions where voters do not perceive themselves distant from 

politics. However, the distance to national politics does not change due to amalgamation, so no change in 

voter turnout in national elections is predicted. Political distance is probably less affected if a jurisdiction is 

amalgamated with a much smaller neighbor (henceforth referred to as “annexation”). In the smaller 

jurisdiction politics may feel more distant after the amalgamation, but this affects only a small part of the 

population of the newly formed municipality. 

Social norms 

A third common argument in this debate concerns social norms. People who realize that their individual 

vote will have little influence may still go to the polls because it is expected of them. Disruption of social 

ties may reduce turnout (Denters et al. 2014; Hansen 2015). Social norms and their enforcement could be 

more favorable to voting in small, more cohesive jurisdictions because citizens feel a greater sense of 

attachment to and responsibility for their community (Funk 2010; Knack 1992). If a certain size is 

exceeded, a jurisdiction might no longer be seen as an extension of the community because it has become 

too big. Thus, amalgamation might structurally weaken (the enforcement of) social norms favorable to 

voting. This may affect the decision to vote in general, not just in local elections. Hence, this line of 

reasoning predicts amalgamations of small jurisdictions to reduce voter turnout in both local and national 

elections. Social norms are probably less affected if a jurisdiction is amalgamated with a much smaller 

neighbor. Social norms in the smaller jurisdiction may weaken significantly, but this affects only a small 

part of the population of the newly formed municipality.  

Preference heterogeneity 

Finally, it is sometimes argued that small municipalities on average have a more homogenous citizenry 

than large ones. In a municipality where preferences are similar, voting may be less important. In the 

extreme case where everyone agrees on everything, one vote would be enough to produce the desired 
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outcome for the entire population. If preference heterogeneity increases with size, political participation 

also becomes more important (Oliver 2000). Amalgamation may merge communities with different 

median preferences (Bönisch et al. 2019), especially if people have sorted themselves into jurisdictions 

with different characteristics (Tiebout 1956). According to this argument, amalgamation will positively 

affect voter turnout in local (not national) elections, and this effect will be stronger the bigger the size 

increase (the more jurisdictions are included). 

Transitional effects  

Municipal amalgamation may cause disruptions that temporarily affect voter turnout. The most important 

disruptions in our context are disaffection, information costs, political mobilization, and identity. 

Disaffection 

Public opinion is often hostile toward municipal amalgamation. Citizens may fear having to travel further 

for public services and ancient rivalries among nearby towns may fuel resistance. In the Netherlands, such 

hostility often does not stop politicians from completing the amalgamation process (Allers and Geertsema 

2016). Given the salience of this issue, this may lead to disaffection with politics. Hostility is often especially 

strong in small jurisdictions which are amalgamated with a big neighbor (annexations). Inhabitants of this 

big neighbor, however, will probably be largely indifferent. We hypothesize that the net effect will be smaller 

in case of annexation. 

This effect of amalgamation on turnout may exist in both local and national elections (Stoker 2006). 

Amalgamations are carried through by passing a bill in Parliament. Inhabitants opposing amalgamation 

often appeal to members of Parliament for help, and may feel abandoned when the amalgamation is 

implemented. Although feelings of disaffection can linger for some time after amalgamation, they will fade 

as life goes on (Terlouw 2018). We hypothesize that disaffection will have a negative effect on turnout in 

the first local and national elections after amalgamation. 

Information costs 

There is some empirical evidence suggesting that being informed about politics positively affects the 

propensity to vote (Lassen 2005). Immediately after amalgamation, the information citizens have 

accumulated becomes incomplete and partly obsolete (Koch and Rochat 2017; Geys 2006). E.g., new 

parties and new candidates may have joined the fray, perhaps from other municipalities involved in the 

amalgamation. This could reduce voter turnout in the first elections after amalgamation.  

Following an annexation, citizens of the dominant municipality will rarely notice many changes. Only 

inhabitants of the junior partners face high information costs. Thus, we would expect this short-term effect 

on turnout to be weaker in annexations. 

Political mobilization 

Amalgamation can disrupt party organizations at the local level, which can affect the capacity of political 

parties to mobilize voters (Geys 2006; McDonnell 2019). For instance, networks of politicians and party 
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activists willing to volunteer during election time can be disrupted by amalgamation. This could reduce 

turnout in the first elections after amalgamation, after which these political networks would be rebuilt. 

Local political networks might also help mobilize voters in national elections (Horiuchi et al. 2015). So, 

this theory predicts that we would find a temporary negative effect of amalgamation on turnout in both 

local and national elections. This effect would probably be smaller in annexations, as party organizations 

in the largest jurisdiction involved would be relatively unaffected. 

Identity 

Altruistic voting theory holds that voters do not only derive utility from policy as it affects themselves, but 

also from how it affects others (Geys 2006). Humans form communities, which are part of their identity. 

Closer communities may evoke more altruism between their members, leading them to vote. Amalgamation 

destroys the symbolism of being a recognized community, in the form of a municipality (Denters et al. 

2014). It takes time before its inhabitants will accept the newly formed municipality as a community rather 

than just an administrative unit. Note that this reasoning is close to the hypothesized effect of social norms. 

The difference is that above we argue that a larger size, which is structural, might permanently change social 

norms. Here we propose that citizens may need time to accept a newly formed jurisdiction as a community, 

which would lead to a transitional effect on turnout. Based on these considerations, we expect amalgamation 

to have a temporary negative effect on voter turnout in municipal elections. This effect would be especially 

strong in small jurisdictions which are annexed by a big neighbor. However, inhabitants of the big 

municipality would be relatively unaffected, resulting in a weaker net effect in annexations. No effect on 

national elections is to be expected based on this causal mechanism. 

Predictions 

Table 1 summarizes the predictions we derived. A plus sign (+) indicates that the theory in question predicts 

a positive effect on voter turnout. A minus sign (-) indicates a predicted negative relationship. The table also 

shows whether the effects of amalgamation are transitional or structural, and whether we expect them to be 

stronger or weaker if the number of amalgamating units is larger, if amalgamating jurisdictions are small, or 

in case of annexation. 
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Table 1. Predicted effects of municipal amalgamation on voter turnout 

Theory 
Effect 

on 
turnout 

When more 
municipalities 
amalgamate, 
the effect is: 

If amalgamating 
jurisdictions are 

small, the effect is: 

In case of 
annexation, 
the effect 

is: 

Municipal elections 
Structural (scale) effects 

Instrumental voting: vote weight ‒ Stronger   
Instrumental voting: municipal efficacy + Stronger   
Political distance ‒  Stronger Weaker 
Social norms ‒  Stronger Weaker 
Preference heterogeneity + Stronger   

Transitional effects 
Disaffection  ‒   Weaker 
Information costs  ‒   Weaker 
Political mobilization ‒   Weaker 
Identity ‒   Weaker 

National elections 
Structural (scale) effect 

Social Norms ‒  Stronger Weaker 
Transitional effects     

Disaffection ‒   Weaker 
Political mobilization ‒   Weaker 

 

3.3 Institutional setup 

The Netherlands is a decentralized unitary state with three territorial layers of government: the national 

government, 12 provinces and (in 2018) 380 municipalities. Municipalities are democratically governed 

jurisdictions with considerable autonomy over spending decisions, carrying out a broad range of 

governmental tasks. Virtually every year, some municipalities are amalgamated. In countries using a “big 

bang” approach to amalgamations, these are often accompanied by other institutional changes affecting 

local decision making. This is not the case In the Netherlands, which makes it an ideal testing ground for 

this study. Between 1983 and 2018, average municipality size rose from 18,500 to 45,000 inhabitants. This 

increase of 143 percent far exceeds national population growth, which was 20 percent. 

Municipal amalgamation is realized by law, and can be pushed through by the central government against 

the wishes of affected jurisdictions. Amalgamation may occur at the request of the affected municipalities, 

but usually the initiative is taken by a higher government tier. 

A municipality is governed by its municipal council and an executive board of mayor and aldermen. 

Aldermen are appointed by the municipal council. The mayor, who has a mostly non-executive function, is 

formally appointed by the crown. In practice, the crown appoints the candidate selected by the municipal 

council. The municipal council is elected directly by the inhabitants of the municipality and is responsible 

for legislating municipal policies, for monitoring the executive board, and for representing the inhabitants 

of the municipality. 
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In both municipal and parliamentary elections, numerous parties participate. The allocation of seats among 

parties is based on proportional representation, with one electoral district and no electoral threshold. Pre-

electoral coalitions are uncommon and post-electoral coalitions are not easily predicted. This implies that 

the idea of ‘close’ elections is barely relevant in the Dutch context. In municipal elections, every permanent 

resident aged 18 or more is eligible to vote. In national elections, only Dutch nationals can vote. 

Parliamentary elections are held every four years, or earlier if a government falls. Regular municipal elections 

are conducted every four years, simultaneously in all municipalities. Amalgamations, however, require 

special elections to produce councils for the new municipalities. These elections are held several months 

before amalgamation, on a different date than the one on which regular elections are held, even if these 

occur within the same year. We exclude these special elections from our analysis to guarantee that we are 

comparing similar elections. 

Voters may prefer candidates from their own village or pre-merger home municipality (Saarima and 

Tukiainen 2016). Party lists are semi-open; preferential votes may be cast to express this preference. Also, 

it is easy to start a new party and win seats, as elections thresholds are low. Such a new party may, e.g., 

represent inhabitants from one of the pre-merger municipalities. Unfortunately, we have no data on when 

and where this has happened. 

3.4 Identification 

There are three important methodological challenges we need to deal with. The first is that numerous factors 

exist that may influence voter turnout, of which many are unobserved. The second is a potential reverse 

causality problem. Both of these issues can be solved simultaneously by using a differences-in-differences 

(DID) approach. The third issue, however, is that our DID estimates may be biased if treatment effects are 

time-varying (Goodman-Bacon 2018). 

The problem of reverse causality may arise if people with unobservable preferences for voting sort into 

jurisdictions of different size (Lassen and Serritzlew 2011), and if the likelihood of amalgamation depends 

on size. E.g., people who are more likely to vote may prefer to live in smaller municipalities. Potentially, this 

endogeneity problem may be solved by using instrumental variables, but it is unlikely that these could be 

found in this case. Instead, we investigate developments in municipal size and turnout over time, exploiting 

the panel dimension of the data. This enables us to control for many unobservable factors that might affect 

people’s preferences for voting, and jurisdictions’ likelihood to be amalgamated, by using jurisdiction fixed 

effects and time fixed effects. Including all relevant variables would solve the reverse causality problem. 

Although one can never be sure to control for everything that is relevant, in this way we control for 

everything that is time-invariant, and everything that takes place in a specific year. 

Thus, instead of comparing turnout in jurisdictions of different size at a certain moment, we rely on a 

differences-in-differences approach. This is similar to approaches used earlier for, e.g., analyzing the effect 

of amalgamation on municipal expenditures (Tyrefors 2009; Allers and Geertsema 2016), on individual 
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citizens’ beliefs that they are competent to understand and take part in politics (Lassen and Serritzlew 2011) 

and on voter turnout (Koch and Rochat 2017; Lapointe et al. 2018). 

Still, selection bias might be present. If some municipalities are badly governed, with deteriorating public 

services or rising tax rates, they may be more likely to be amalgamated and, at the same time, voter turnout 

may be higher (or lower). If, after amalgamation, such municipalities perform better, turnout could revert 

to more normal levels. To check whether this bias might occur, we will examine pre-amalgamation turnout 

trends. 

This brings us to the third methodological issue, the bias that may result from time variation in treatment 

effects (Goodman-Bacon 2018). In order to take a closer look at this, we present event study figures based 

on regressions with election-specific treatment variables. These figures show treatment effects for individual 

elections, relative to the last election before amalgamation. This allows us to inspect both pre-amalgamation 

trends and time variation in post-treatment effects. By including the DID estimates, the event study figures 

show how well these reflect the average post-treatment effects. 

As a further check on possible bias resulting from treatment effect heterogeneity, we compute the share of 

negative DID weights, as suggested by De Chaisemartin and D’Haultfoeuille (2020). Negative weights arise 

because the coefficient of amalgamation is a weighted sum of several difference-in-differences, which 

compare the changes in outcome between consecutive elections across pairs of groups. However, the 

control group in some of those comparisons may be treated at both periods. Then, its treatment effect at 

the second period is differenced out, resulting in negative weights. In that case, treatment effects which are 

heterogeneous across groups or elections may bias the DID coefficient. 

3.5 Model 

Cancella and Geys (2016) review 185 empirical studies on voter turnout on both the national and the local 

level. They distinguish 14 independent variables which are commonly used, of which 12 are often statistically 

significant. These variables fall into three categories: socioeconomic, political, and institutional variables. By 

focusing on elections in a single country and by using time fixed effects, we automatically control for 

institutional factors such as differences in voting laws. To control for concurrent elections, which might 

draw more voters to the polls, we include a dummy variable that indicates whether a municipal referendum 

was held simultaneously with a local or national election. 

We control for socioeconomic and political variables by using municipal fixed effects and time fixed effects 

(Stockemer 2017). In addition, we control for natural population growth, i.e., changes in the size of the 

electorate that do not result from amalgamation, by including the number of eligible voters. Before 

amalgamation, this variable reflects the sum of eligible voters in the jurisdictions that will be merged. We 

use logs here to account for the large variation in electoral size, and because we do not assume an effect of 

electoral size to be linear. 
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Allers and Geertsema (2016) show that, in the Netherlands, small municipalities, densely built-up 

municipalities, and municipalities in certain provinces are more likely to amalgamate. We already control for 

size by including the number of eligible voters. The other two factors, and many other unidentified sources 

that might drive selection bias, are controlled for by our use of municipal fixed effects. 

This results in the following fixed effects model to estimate most of our regressions: 

𝑦𝑖𝑡 = 𝐶 + 𝑋𝑖𝑡𝛽 + 𝛼𝑡𝐼𝑛 + 𝜂𝑖 + 𝜖𝑖𝑡.  

Subscript i indicates the observed municipality, subscript t indicates the election year. Moreover, 𝑦𝑖𝑡 is our 

dependent variable: voter turnout in either local or national elections. 𝐶 is a constant, 𝑋𝑖𝑡 is a matrix of 

exogenous explanatory variables, 𝛼𝑡𝐼𝑛 represents time fixed effects (𝛼𝑡 is a time scalar and 𝐼𝑛 is a column 

vector of ones), and 𝜂𝑖 represents municipal fixed effects. Finally, we include an error term, 𝜖𝑖𝑡, to account 

for any unexplained disturbances. We present robust standard errors that are clustered by municipality, to 

account for any potential heteroscedasticity or autocorrelation in the data. 

Some researchers also include unit-specific time trends in specifications similar to ours to allow treated and 

control units to follow different trends. However, Goodman-Bacon (2018) demonstrates that these may 

bias results in a setting with time-varying treatment effects.  

3.6 Data 

Our dependent variables are calculated using data supplied by municipalities to the Dutch Election 

Authority (Kiesraad). These variables measure voter turnout per municipality by dividing total votes cast by 

the number of eligible voters. We use voter turnout data for nine municipal elections in the 1986-2018 

period and for nine national elections in the 1989–2017 period. Data on amalgamations and population are 

taken from Statistics Netherlands. As a control variable we use a dummy indicating a municipal referendum 

concurrent with municipal or national elections, based on data from Nijeboer and Vos (2018). 

Election outcomes of jurisdictions entering an amalgamation are no longer observed separately, which 

means that our units of analysis are the 380 municipalities that existed in 2018. The database is organized as 

a panel and built such that amalgamations are retroactively applied. Municipalities that merged during our 

research period have their data combined for the years prior to amalgamation so that the units we analyze 

remain constant. 

Our dataset contains amalgamation data for 1983-2021. Amalgamations outside this time frame are not 

taken into account. We drop five municipalities from our data set because they have been amalgamated 

more than twice during our research period. Figure 1 shows the number of amalgamations that occur in 

each year in the 1983-2021 period. 
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Figure 1. Number of amalgamations in 1983-2021 

 

Of the 375 municipalities left in our dataset, 203 never amalgamated in 1983-2021, 124 amalgamated once 

and 48 twice (Figure 2). 

 

Figure 2. Occurrence of amalgamations in dataset 

 

For municipalities that amalgamated twice, serious complications arise when defining variables like time 

elapsed since amalgamation, number of jurisdictions involved, etc. To keep the analysis tractable, we 

therefore excluded these jurisdictions from the analysis. However, in Appendix 3.A we show that including 

municipalities that amalgamated twice does not affect the outcome of our basic regressions. 

To indicate whether a municipality existing in 2018 is the product of amalgamation, we use a dummy variable 

called ‘Amalgamated’, which is 0 before amalgamation and 1 after amalgamation. This variable may be 

viewed as an interaction of being amalgamated and being in the post-amalgamation period. 

Figure 3 shows that most amalgamations involved two or three municipalities. In two cases, six 

municipalities were merged. To determine whether the number of jurisdictions involved in an amalgamation 

matters, we use a set of three dummy variables, indicating whether an amalgamation involves two, three, or 

more than three jurisdictions, respectively. 
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Figure 3. Number of municipalities involved in each amalgamation (amalgamated once) 

 

Figure 4 breaks down amalgamations by population size group. Most amalgamations involve 10,000 to 

30,000 inhabitants. To study whether an amalgamation in a certain size range affects turnout differently, we 

use three dummy variables. The first dummy indicates whether an amalgamation left the newly created 

jurisdiction below the threshold of 20,000 inhabitants (small to small). The second dummy indicates whether 

amalgamation involved a crossing of the threshold for the average participant (small to large), and the third 

whether the average participant in an amalgamation already had 20,000 inhabitants ex ante (large to large). 

Figure 4. Population size newly formed jurisdictions (amalgamated once) 

 

Finally, we investigate whether the existence of one dominant amalgamation partner matters for the effect 

of amalgamation on turnout. To this end we use a dummy variable, named Annexed, indicating whether 

more than 80 percent of all people involved lived in one of the amalgamating jurisdictions. The Merged 
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dummy, on the other hand, indicates whether the largest jurisdiction had less than 80 percent of the total 

population. The control group for both dummies consists of the municipalities which were not 

amalgamated.  

Table 2 shows how often different amalgamation characteristics coincide. Annexations often involve only 

two jurisdictions and are relatively frequent in jurisdictions that were already large, on average, before 

amalgamation. There is no obvious relationship between number of amalgamating jurisdictions and size 

range across which the amalgamation occurred. Table 3 summarizes the data in our panel. 

Table 2. Occurrence of different amalgamation characteristics (amalgamated once) 

 Total Stayed 

below 

threshold 

of 20,000 

inhabitants 

Crossed 

threshold 

of 20,000 

inhabitants 

Stayed 

above 

threshold 

of 20,000 

inhabitants 

Annexed Merged 

Total 124 28 74 22 20 104 

2 jurisdictions 63 18 28 17 15 48 

3 jurisdictions 41 6 31 4 4 37 

>3 jurisdictions 20 4 15 1 1 19 

Annexed 20 4 5 11   

Merged 104 24 69 11   
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Table 3. Descriptive statistics 

 Observations Mean Standard-

deviation 

Minimum Maximum Dummies:  

count value=1 

Municipal elections  

Voter turnout (%) 3,084 64 10 42 95  

Amalgamated 3,084 0.21 0.40 0 1 738 

Amalgamation of 2 municipalities 3,084 0.11 0.31 0 1 331 

Amalgamation of 3 municipalities 3,084 0.08 0.28 0 1 255 

Amalgamation of 4 municipalities or more 3,084 0.05 0.22 0 1 152 

Amalgamated and stayed below threshold 3,084 0.08 0.28 0 1 261 

Amalgamated and crossed threshold 3,084 0.12 0.32 0 1 359 

Amalgamated and stayed above threshold 3,084 0.04 0.19 0 1 118 

Annexed 3,084 0.04 0.20 0 1 147 

Merged 3,084 0.17 0.37 0 1 591 

Eligible voters  3,084 31,515 47,686 700 674,286  

Referendum dummy 3,084 0.002 0.05 0 1 7 

National elections       

Voter turnout (%) 3,300 81 6 56 150  

Amalgamated 3,300 0.27 0.43 0 1 980 

Amalgamation of 2 municipalities 3,300 0.13 0.34 0 1 438 

Amalgamation of 3 municipalities 3,300 0.10 0.30 0 1 342 

Amalgamation of 4 municipalities or more 3,300 0.06 0.24 0 1 200 

Amalgamated and stayed below threshold 3,300 0.10 0.30 0 1 327 

Amalgamated and crossed threshold 3,300 0.15 0.36 0 1 488 

Amalgamated and stayed above threshold 3,300 0.05 0.22 0 1 165 

Annexed 3,300 0.05 0.21 0 1 185 

Merged 3,300 0.22 0.40 0 1 795 

Eligible voters  3,300 30,858 44,626 742 585,340  

Referendum dummy 3,300 0.003 0.06 0 1 11 

Notes: Municipalities amalgamated twice in research period excluded. Turnout in national elections may exceed 100 percent, as voters may 
cast their vote in another than their own municipality. The maximum value in this table, 150 percent, is not a typo but refers to a small 
island municipality that attracts many tourists. 

 

3.7 Results 

Basic model 

Table 4 presents our first regression results. The independent variable of interest is the Amalgamated 

dummy. As control variables we include the natural logarithm of eligible voters and a dummy variable which 

takes the value 1 if a local referendum is held concurrently. 
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Table 4. Effect of amalgamation on voter turnout 

Model (1) (2) (3) 

Constant Yes Yes Yes 
Time fixed effects Yes Yes Yes 
Municipality fixed effects No Yes Yes 
    

Panel A Municipal elections 
Amalgamated 0.5 -2.2*** -2.2*** 
 (0.7) (0.4) (0.4) 
Log eligible voters   -0.1 
   (1.2) 
Referendum dummy   5.6*** 
   (0.7) 
Observations 2,795 2,795 2,795 
R-squared 0.46 0.87 0.87 
    

Panel B National elections 
Amalgamated -0.1 -0.7*** -0.7*** 
 (0.5) (0.2) (0.2) 
Log eligible voters   0.0 
   (0.8) 
Referendum dummy   0.0 
   (0.4) 
Observations 2,939 2,939 2,939 
R-squared 0.17 0.59 0.59 

Robust clustered standard errors in parentheses. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Dependent variable: voter turnout in percentages. 

 
Panel A of Table 4 concerns municipal council elections. Column 1 shows basic OLS regressions including 

time fixed effects but no municipality fixed effects or controls. In Column 2 we add fixed effects, and in 

Column 3 we add control variables. In the full model (Column 3), amalgamation reduces voter turnout in 

municipal elections by 2.2 percentage points, significant at the 1 percent confidence level. This effect is 

roughly the same as reported in a policy paper addressed to the Dutch Parliament (CPB 2014) which used 

a similar specification. 

Adding fixed effects changes the estimate, but adding control variables does not, even though the dummy 

for concurrent referendums is highly significant. Recall that the variable eligible voters refers to 

municipalities as they exist in 2018, so changes in this variable reflect demographic growth, not 

amalgamations. We will include both control variables in the regressions reported in other tables, but no 

longer report their coefficients. 

Panel B of Table 4 shows our results for national (parliamentary) elections. The effect of amalgamation on 

turnout is lower here, but still very significant. Amalgamation lowers turnout by 0.7 percentage points. 

The negative effect of amalgamation on voter turnout we find here, for both municipal and national 

elections, is consistent with all theories of voter behavior we discussed above except two. First, it is not 

consistent with the hypothesis, derived from the theory of instrumental voting, that increased municipal 

efficacy after amalgamating would make voting in municipal elections more worthwhile. Second, it is 

inconsistent with the prediction that an increase in preference heterogeneity due to amalgamation would 

lead to higher turnout in local elections. 
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As a robustness check, we computed the share of negative DID weights in both regressions in Column 3 

of Table 4, as suggested by De Chaisemartin and D’Haultfoeuille (2020). We conclude that our results have 

causal interpretation even though treatment effects are not homogenous.14 

Time variation in treatment effects 

Figure 5 presents event study estimates of the effect of amalgamation on voter turnout in local elections, 

and compares these with the estimate in Table 4, Column 3. The event study estimates are based on a 

regression where the Amalgamation dummy has been replaced by a set of dummies for the j-th election 

before or after amalgamation. The omitted category is -1, the last election before amalgamation. The figure 

shows no pre-amalgamation trend, and suggests a drop in turnout after amalgamation. The amalgamation 

effect increases over time. The difference-in-difference estimate from Table 4 may somewhat underestimate 

the average treatment effect, which is shown as a straight black line. However, the confidence levels overlap. 

Figure 5. Event-study and difference-in-difference estimates of the effect of amalgamation on voter turnout 

in municipal elections 

Event study estimates from a regression similar to that in Column C in Panel A of Table 4, with the Amalgamation dummy replaced 
by a set of dummies for the j-th election before or after amalgamation. Observations with j < -3 and observations with j > 5 are 
binned and not shown in the figure because they are unavailable for municipalities that merged early or late in our research period. 

They represent subsamples and may reflect level differences. 

 
14 For local elections, the share of negative weights is 5.7 percent, and negative weights add up to just -0.016. The 
standard deviation of the average treatment on the treated is 25.8. This means that our Amalgamation coefficient and 
the average treatment effect on amalgamated municipalities may have opposite signs only when treatment 
heterogeneity is implausibly large (De Chaisemartin and D’Haultfoeuille 2020). For national elections, the share of 
negative weights is 7.5 percent, they sum to -0.023 and the standard deviation of the average treatment on the treated 
is 6.5. 
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Figure 6 plots event study estimates for national elections. Again, we see no pre-amalgamation trend and a 

drop in turnout after amalgamation. The post-amalgamation effect does not vary much, and the DID 

estimate reflects the average post-treatment effect well. 

Figure 6. Event-study and difference-in-difference estimates of the effect of amalgamation on voter turnout 

in national elections 

Event study estimates from a regression similar to that in Column C in Panel B of Table 4, with the Amalgamation dummy replaced 

by a set of dummies for the j-th election before or after amalgamation. Observations with j < -3 and observations with j > 6 are 

binned and not shown in the figure because they are unavailable for municipalities that merged early or late in our research period. 

They represent subsamples and may reflect level differences. 

Figures 5 and 6 show that amalgamation reduces turnout permanently, both in municipal and in national 

elections. Remarkably, even after five elections, i.e., when a new generation of voters has emerged, 

amalgamation still dampens voter turnout. Although the effect seems to gain strength in each post-

amalgamation municipal (but not national) election, these differences are not statistically significant. 

Thus, remarkably, we find no evidence of a transitional effect of amalgamation. Because theoretical 

expectations of a transitional effect all concern a reduction of voter turnout, there is little reason to believe 

that several bi-directional transitional effects occur and cancel each other out. If transitional effects do play 

a role here, then this implies that structural effects do not fully materialize yet immediately after 

amalgamation. However, the theories we describe above do not predict such a delayed effect. Another 

possibility is that transitional effects only play a role in (off-cycle) amalgamation elections which are excluded 

here, and that these effects have already disappeared in the first regular elections after amalgamation. 

The outcome is consistent with the theory that amalgamation negatively affects social norms to vote in local 

and national elections, or the enforcement of those norms (Table 1). The effect in local elections may also 
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partly be driven by an increase in political distance and a reduction of the power of an individual vote. This 

would explain why the effect is larger in local elections than in national elections. 

Extended model including size increase 

Municipal amalgamations are not uniform treatments. The effects may be different for amalgamations with 

different characteristics. We now turn to the question of whether the effect of amalgamation on voter 

turnout depends on the resulting size increase. Amalgamation reduces the weight of an individual vote. 

Hence, if turnout depends on this weight (instrumental voting), we expect a higher drop in turnout when 

an amalgamation includes more municipalities. 

Columns 1 and 3 of Table 5 show that the effect on voter turnout in both municipal and national elections 

does not depend on the number of amalgamating municipalities. This implies that it does not matter whether 

the average jurisdiction size increase caused by amalgamation is 100 percent, 200 percent or more. The same 

result is found when size is explicitly included in the regressions. Columns 2 and 4 of Table 5 report results 

of regressions in which the Amalgamation dummy is accompanied by a variable reflecting average 

jurisdiction size, defined as in Allers and Geertsema (2016). Before amalgamation, average jurisdiction size 

equals eligible voters in the merging municipalities divided by the number of merging municipalities (i.e., 

the average number of eligible voters before amalgamation). After amalgamation, it equals eligible voters. 

Next to the Amalgamation dummy, the coefficients of average jurisdiction size are close to zero and 

insignificant. Amalgamation already implies an average size increase of at least 100 percent. Whether 

jurisdiction size increases more than that does not seem to matter for voter turnout. This outcome does not 

support the hypothesis that voting is less likely as the weight of an individual vote diminishes. 
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Table 5. Effects of amalgamation on voter turnout: size increase 

 Municipal elections National elections 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) 

Amalgamation of 2 municipalities -2.2***  -0.7***  
 (0.5)  (0.3)  
Amalgamation of 3 municipalities -2.2***  -0.5*  
 (0.6)  (0.3)  
Amalgamation of 4 municipalities or more -2.4***  -0.8*  
 (0.8)  (0.4)  
Amalgamated  -2.2**  -0.8 
  (1.1)  (0.6) 
Log average jurisdiction size  -0.0  0.1 
  (1.1)  (0.6) 
Observations 2,795 2,795 2,939 2,939 
R-squared 0.87 0.87 0.59 0.59 
     
p-value F-test on difference coefficients:     
2 versus 3 municipalities 0.94  0.42  
2 versus 4 municipalities or more 0.83  0.91  
3 versus 4 municipalities or more 0.88  0.51  

Note: OLS estimates. Robust clustered standard errors in parentheses. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Dependent variable: Voter 
turnout (percent). Constant, time and municipality fixed effects and control included. 

 

Extended model including size range 

Amalgamation may create a mismatch between jurisdiction size and community size. This could weaken the 

social norm to vote and increase political distance, undermining internal political efficacy. If these 

mechanisms are driving the effect of amalgamation on turnout, we would expect a stronger effect if 

amalgamating jurisdictions are small. We use three dummy variables indicating whether an amalgamation 

left the affected jurisdictions below the threshold of 20,000 inhabitants, whether it involved crossing this 

threshold for the average participant, and whether the average participant already had 20,000 inhabitants 

before amalgamation. Because the latter category contains relatively many annexations, which may impact 

turnout independently, we repeat the exercise leaving annexations out of the regressions.
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Table 6. Effects of amalgamation on voter turnout: size range 

 Municipal elections National elections 

 All observations 
(1) 

Annexations 
excluded 

(2) 

All 
observations 

(3) 

Annexations 
excluded 

(4) 

Amalgamated and stayed below size 
threshold 

-3.5*** -3.5*** -1.6*** -1.6*** 

 (0.6) (0.6) (0.4) (0.4) 
Amalgamated and crossed size threshold -2.5*** -2.4*** -0.7*** -0.7*** 
 (0.4) (0.5) (0.2) (0.2) 
Amalgamated and stayed above size 
threshold 

0.1 -0.2 0.3 0.2 

 (0.7) (0.9) (0.4) (0.3) 
Observations 2,795 2,632 2,939 2,759 
R-squared 0.87 0.87 0.59 0.58 
     
p-value F-test on difference coefficients:     
Below threshold versus crossed threshold 0.16 0.13 0.04** 0.03** 
Below threshold versus above threshold 0.00*** 0.00*** 0.00*** 0.00*** 
Crossed threshold versus above threshold 0.00*** 0.02** 0.03** 0.00*** 

Note: OLS estimates. Robust clustered standard errors in parentheses. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Dependent variable: Voter 
turnout (percent). Constant, time and municipality fixed effects and control included. 

 

Table 6 suggest that turnout is reduced significantly when jurisdiction size is small before amalgamation, 

but not otherwise. This holds for both local and national elections, and the result is not driven by the fact 

that our third category contains more annexations. This is consistent with the hypotheses that the effect of 

amalgamation on local turnout is driven by a weakening of social norms or an increase in political distance. 

The effect on national turnout is consistent with our hypothesis that amalgamation weakens the social norm 

to vote. 

Extended model including inequality of municipal size 

In a final extension, we investigate whether the effect of amalgamation on voter turnout depends on 

differences in size among amalgamating municipalities. We use two separate amalgamation dummies, one 

indicating an annexation and the other a merger. Annexations are amalgamations where more than 80 

percent of the population lives in just one of the participating jurisdictions. All other amalgamations are 

mergers. As a robustness test, we also show regressions with a cut-off point of 85 instead of 80 percent. 
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Table 7. Effect of amalgamation on voter turnout: annexations versus mergers 

 Municipal 
elections 

Cut-off at 80% 

Municipal 
elections 

Cut-off at 85% 

National 
elections 

Cut-off at 80% 

National 
elections 

Cut-off at 85% 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) 

Annexed -0.3 -0.2 0.2 0.1 
 (0.9) (1.0) (0.5) (0.6) 
Merged -2.5*** -2.5*** -0.8*** -0.8*** 
 (0.4) (0.4) (0.2) (0.2) 
     
Observations 2,795 2,795 2,939 2,939 
R-squared 0.87 0.87 0.59 0.59 
p-value F-test on difference 
coefficients 

0.02** 0.03** 0.07 0.19 

Note: OLS estimates. Robust clustered standard errors in parentheses. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Dependent variable: Voter 
turnout (percent). Constant, time fixed effects, fixed effects and control variables included. 
 

Table 7 suggests that mergers reduce turnout more than annexations, but the difference is only statistically 

significant in municipal elections. Annexations may affect a minority of the population particularly strongly, 

but they leave a large majority of inhabitants relatively unaffected. This may explain why we do not find 

significant coefficients there. 

Robustness 

The tables above report outcomes from different models. We ran regressions with and without fixed effects 

and control variables in our basic models. We used different variables to capture both amalgamation and 

size increase in our extended models. We checked whether treatment effect heterogeneity might 

compromise our estimates. In Appendix 3.A, we show that our results are not driven by excluding 

municipalities that were amalgamated twice. The results are robust. 

3.8 Conclusions 

Our main result is that local jurisdiction size increase causes a reduction in voter turnout in both local and 

national elections in the Netherlands. This result is based on an analysis of the effects of municipal 

amalgamation, a source of exogenous variation in jurisdiction size. Apart from this size effect, which is 

permanent, we find no evidence that the process of amalgamation in itself also temporarily reduces voter 

turnout in municipal or national elections. Consequently, theories that predict effects on voter turnout due 

to disaffection with politics, information costs, loss of identity or disrupted party organizations are not 

supported by our results. 

The latter outcome seems to contradict the results of Horiuchi et al. (2015) that municipal amalgamations 

in Japan reduce voter turnout in national elections by disrupting party organization at the local level. The 

difference in outcomes might be explained by the fact that, unlike in Japan, clientelism is not a common 

characteristic of Dutch politics. In political systems with little clientelism, social norms may be more 

important than party organizations to maintain voter turnout. 
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The size effects we find are substantial. Amalgamation reduces local turnout by 2.2 percentage points and 

national turnout by 0.7 percentage points. In 2018, average turnout in local elections was 55 percent. This 

implies a 4 percent turnout reduction after amalgamation. This effect remains even after five elections. To 

put this in perspective: voter turnout in municipal elections dropped by 7 percentage points between 1990 

and 2018. As 43 percent of all eligible voters have been subjected to municipal amalgamations since 1983, 

one tenth (0.43 * 2 / 7) of the drop in turnout may have been caused by increases in municipal size. 

The permanent decrease in municipal voter turnout we find is consistent with three possible explanations 

listed in Table 1: reduced influence of an individual vote, increased political distance, and weaker social 

norms favoring voting (or weaker norm enforcement). To shed more light on the mechanisms at work, we 

did several additional analyses. 

First we tested whether the magnitude of the size increases matters. Because the influence of an individual 

vote decreases with the population increase of the jurisdiction, we would expect such an effect to be stronger 

when the size increase caused by an amalgamation is bigger. However, this is not what we find: the 

magnitude of the size increase does not matter. Thus, we find no evidence for instrumental voting theory. 

Secondly, if political distance or social norms would be driving the effect of amalgamation on turnout, we 

would expect this effect to be stronger if amalgamations concern small jurisdictions. This is indeed what we 

find. Consequently, we believe that these mechanisms, and not a weakening of the power of a vote, explain 

why size increase reduces voter turnout in local elections. 

In national elections, we find that municipal amalgamations have a small but significant negative effect on 

turnout. The coefficient hardly changes over time, so this effect, about 0.7 percentage points, is also 

structural. Among those listed in Table 1, the only theory that may explain this finding is that social norms 

favoring voting are weaker, or weaker enforced, in larger municipalities. The case for this explanation is 

strengthened by the outcome that turnout in national elections is reduced only in amalgamations of small 

municipalities. 

Our results provide no evidence for theories that predict that jurisdiction scale enlargement has a positive 

influence on voter turnout, because of greater preference heterogeneity or municipal efficacy. However, we 

cannot rule out that these mechanisms do play a role and that the negative effect of amalgamation on voter 

turnout would have been larger in their absence. 

Our study confirms the emerging consensus in the literature that increases in jurisdiction size reduce voter 

turnout. However, most previous work is limited to studying first elections after amalgamation, which makes 

it difficult to disentangle structural effects of size increase from any transitionary effects that may be caused 

by the amalgamation process. Future studies might want to take this into account. More studies including 

several government tiers would also be useful, as would more work on the driving forces behind the effect 

of jurisdiction size on turnout. Another interesting avenue for future research would be a study of size 
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reductions, i.e., the splitting of jurisdictions in smaller units. This could answer the question of whether the 

effects of size increases mirror those of size reductions, or whether asymmetries exist in these effects. 

Our results have important policy implications. By partly identifying which mechanisms may be responsible, 

we provide pointers for policy makers who would like to reduce the negative effects of amalgamation on 

voter turnout. First, social norms supportive of voting should be preserved, as this may protect turnout in 

both local and national elections. To safeguard turnout in local elections, an increase in the perceived 

distance between voters and politics as a result from amalgamation should be avoided. Amalgamations 

should make sense not only economically or administratively, but also from a social perspective. After an 

amalgamation, efforts should be made to involve inhabitants in local politics. 

However, it is uncertain to what extent the negative effects of amalgamation on turnout can be mitigated. 

Therefore, more fundamental questions should be raised. Municipal amalgamation is often undertaken with 

the goal of improving the efficiency or efficacy of local governments through scale increases. Even if this 

goal can be reached through amalgamation, which recent research suggests it does not (Allers and Geertsema 

2016; Bel and Warner 2016; Blom-Hansen et al. 2016), is it really worth the cost in terms of democracy? 

Another reason to amalgamate is to enable municipalities to execute newly decentralized tasks. 

Decentralization is often motivated by a desire to better tailor public services to local needs and preferences. 

But if decentralization is followed by size increase, which in turn weakens local democracy, would this policy 

not backfire? Decisions about both decentralization and amalgamation should take a possible weakening of 

democracy into account. It seems that, when it comes to local governance, small really is beautiful. 
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3.A Appendix: Municipalities amalgamated twice 

Here we test whether leaving out the 48 jurisdictions that amalgamated twice in our research period affects 

the outcomes of our basic regressions. 

In regressions including these jurisdictions, we use two variables that, for each year in our dataset, indicate 

to what extent a municipality existing in 2018 is the product of either one or two amalgamations. The first 

variable, ‘Amalgamated at least once’, is zero before amalgamation and equal to the fraction of the 

population in the part of the municipality that was amalgamated afterwards. For municipalities that 

amalgamate only once, this fraction is equal to 1 because the entire population of the (newly formed) 

municipality was involved in the amalgamation. Similarly, after a second amalgamation, the value is always 

1. The second variable, the dummy ‘Amalgamated twice’, is equal to 0 as long as a municipality is not 

amalgamated for the second time, and to the fraction of the population in the part of the municipality that 

was amalgamated twice after that. 

Figure A1. Example of a jurisdiction that was amalgamated twice (simplified) 

 

Figure A1 illustrates this with an example. One of the jurisdictions in our dataset is Binnenmaas. In its 

current (2018) form, this municipality came into being through an amalgamation of two jurisdictions in 

2007. However, one of these jurisdictions was itself the product of an amalgamation of several jurisdictions 

in 1984. In 1984, for Binnenmaas the variable Amalgamated at least once changes value from 0 to 0.69, the 

population share Binnenmaas had when it was amalgamated again in 2007. In 2007, the value becomes 1. 

The value of the variable Amalgamated twice is 0 before 2007 and 0.69 in 2007 and later years. 

Amalgamating twice clearly complicates the definition of characteristics that are straightforward when a 

municipality only amalgamates once. That is also the case for measuring the number of jurisdictions involved 

in an amalgamation: do we count the number in the first amalgamation, the second, or both? Similar issues 

arise when trying to define the time period that elapsed since amalgamation, and occurrences of annexation. 

To keep the analysis tractable, we test whether excluding the 48 municipalities that amalgamated twice from 

our basic regressions would affect the outcome. 

Table A1 presents our regression results. The independent variables of interest are the two amalgamation 

variables. Recall that the first (‘Amalgamated at least once’) is zero before amalgamation and equal to the 

Binnenmaas

Binnenmaas

population 19,636

Puttershoek

Mijnsheerenland

Heinenoord
's-Gravendeel

population 8,944

1984 

2007 
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fraction of the population in the part of the municipality that was amalgamated afterwards. The dummy 

‘Amalgamated twice’ is equal to 0 as long as a municipality is not amalgamated for the second time, and 

equal to the fraction of the population involved in the second amalgamation after that. 

As control variables we include the natural logarithm of eligible voters and a dummy variable which takes 

the value 1 if a local referendum is held simultaneously with the regular local elections. Column 1 shows 

basic OLS regressions. In Column 2 we add fixed effects, and in Column 3 control variables. 

Panel A of Table A1 concerns municipal council elections. The first series of regressions includes both 

amalgamation variables. In the full model (Column 3), the most recent amalgamation reduces voter turnout 

in municipal elections by 2.0 percentage points, significant at the 1 percent confidence level. The coefficient 

of Amalgamated twice is -2.2, but it is not statistically significant. This indicates that, conditional on the 

occurrence of a more recent amalgamation, the previous amalgamation has no statistically significant 

influence on voter turnout. 

In the second series of regressions in Panel A, we exclude data from municipalities that were amalgamated 

twice during 1983-2021. This transforms the variable Amalgamated once into a dummy variable, indicating 

whether a jurisdiction is the product of amalgamation or not. The variable Amalgamated twice is now 

dropped. In the full model (Column 3), amalgamation reduces voter turnout in municipal elections by 2.2 

percentage points, significant at the 1 percent confidence level. The coefficient of the Amalgamation once 

dummy is quite similar to that in the first series of regressions. Omitting jurisdictions that experienced two 

amalgamations does not seem to significantly influence our results. 

Panel B of Table A1 shows our results for national elections. The effect of amalgamation on turnout is 

much lower here, but still very significant. Amalgamation lowers turnout by 0.6 percentage points. Again, 

results do not change much if municipalities that were amalgamated twice are excluded. This suggests that 

dropping municipalities that were amalgamated twice does not affect our results. We drop these 

observations from the dataset used for our main analysis, for reasons given above. 
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Table A1. Effect of amalgamation on voter turnout 

Model (1) (2) (3) 

Constant Yes Yes Yes 
Year dummies Yes Yes Yes 
Fixed effects No Yes Yes 
    

Panel A Municipal elections 
First regression series: municipalities amalgamated twice in research period included 

Amalgamated at least once 0.9 -2.0*** -2.0*** 
 (0.7) (0.4) (0.4) 
Amalgamated twice -3.2** -2.3 -2.2 
 (1.6) (2.0) (2.0) 
Log eligible voters   0.2 
   (1.2) 
Referendum dummy   5.6*** 
   (0.7) 
Observations 3,142 3,142 3,142 
R-squared 0.48 0.87 0.87 
 

Second regression series: municipalities amalgamated twice in research period excluded 
Amalgamated once 0.5 -2.2*** -2.2*** 
 (0.7) (0.4) (0.4) 
Log eligible voters   -0.1 
   (1.2) 
Referendum dummy   5.6*** 
   (0.7) 
Observations 2,795 2,795 2,795 
R-squared 0.46 0.87 0.87 
 

Panel B National elections 
First regression series: municipalities amalgamated twice in research period included 

Amalgamated at least once 0.0 -0.6*** -0.6*** 
 (0.5) (0.2) (0.2) 
Amalgamated twice -2.7* 0.4 0.4 
 (1.5) (0.4) (0.4) 
Log eligible voters   0.6 
   (0.8) 
Referendum dummy   -0.2 
   (0.4) 
Observations 3,370 3,370 3,370 
R-squared 0.18 0.62 0.62 
    

Second regression series: municipalities amalgamated twice in research period excluded 
Amalgamated once -0.1 -0.7*** -0.7*** 
 (0.5) (0.2) (0.2) 
Log eligible voters   0.0 
   (0.8) 
Referendum dummy   0.0 
   (0.4) 
Observations 2,939 2,939 2,939 
R-squared 0.17 0.59 0.59 

Robust clustered standard errors in parentheses. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Dependent variable: voter turnout in percentages. 
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Chapter 4: Corruption, scandals and failures: Do voters care?15 

 

Abstract 

The accountability theory posits that elections weed out badly performing politicians whereas the type-

selection theory posits that politicians who do not represent a (sufficiently large) group are ousted. This 

paper tests this by estimating the impact of various forms of misconduct by Dutch local government 

politicians on the vote share of their parties using difference-in-differences. It shows that incidents that 

reveal that politicians lack the competences to perform well in politics (i.e., failures) cost their parties 1.5 

p.p. of the vote share or roughly 10 percent of their voters. Incidents that expose politicians to be someone 

else than they publicly pretend to be (i.e., scandals) have a similar cost. Incidents that reveal both 

simultaneously (i.e., corruption) costs parties almost double, namely 3 p.p. of the vote share. The results 

show that the accountability and type-selection theories are equally important in explaining voting behavior 

and suggest that there is additional punishment when both theories predict anegative effect. Furthermore, 

the results show insufficient support for the hypothesis that the size of the voting population mediates the 

operation of these theories. 

 

4.1 Introduction  

Elections are the main mechanisms for the selection of political leadership in democracies. Exactly who are 

selected through this mechanism and how elections influence politicians’ in-office behavior is a hotly 

debated subject. This debate has generated a number of theories of which the accountability and type-

selection theories are most prominent (Mansbridge, 2009). They are simple theories with far-reaching 

implications. The accountability theory posits that voters judge the change in (expected) private or social 

welfare due to politicians, i.e., their performance, and vote correspondingly (de Vries and Solaz, 2017; 

Ashworth, 2012; Mansbridge, 2009; Ferejohn, 1986; Barro, 1973). The type-selection theory posits that 

voters judge politicians by the type of person they are and vote correspondingly (Mansbridge, 2009; Fearon, 

1999; Hobolt and Høyland, 2011). These theories differ from one another in what it is that voters judge 

 
15 An earlier version of this chapter appeared as a working paper: The electoral consequences of corruption and 
integrity scandals: The case of Dutch local elections (Rienks, 2019).  
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when casting their ballot. If performance is the salient issue for voters, then politicians are selected based 

on how effectively they deliver public services: e.g., did they succeed in creating employment or housing 

opportunities? As long as politicians deliver what voter wants, it does not matter who they are. In contrast, 

if the salient issue is the type of person, then politicians are selected on personal characteristics, such as 

honesty, gender or cultural heritage, and convictions about, e.g., family and religion. Who someone is, 

someone’s identity, is the main issue. The aim of this paper is to test the relative merits of these two theories 

in explaining voter behavior by connecting them to various forms of misconduct in a most likely case setting 

(Rohlfing, 2014). 

 

The accountability and type-selection theories predict that voters change their vote in response to different 

signals. These signals are sent by different types of misconduct. Major professional failures, such as failing 

to deliver on a signature project, signal that politicians lack competences to perform well in politics. Scandals, 

such as an ostensibly family-orientated politician who is caught having an affair, signal that politicians are 

not who they pretend to be. Corruption incidents send both signals simultaneously, thus resulting in both 

theories predicting a negative effect on electoral performance. This assumes that corruption is, by definition, 

also a scandal. This assumption is unproblematic in the Dutch context but it might be problematic in high-

corruption countries. These predictions are tested using a unique panel dataset on various forms of 

misconduct by Dutch local government politicians in the period 2010 – 2018 using a difference-in-

differences setup. Table 1 provides an overview of key terms.  
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Table 1: Overview key terms 

Term Defined as: Operationalized: 

Scandal Events that reveal that politicians 

are not who they pretend to be. 

By data on integrity violations that are not office-

related, i.e. norm violating behavior committed by 

local government politicians in their free time. 

Failure Events that reveal that politicians do 

not have the competences to 

perform well in politics. 

By data on aldermen that (were forcibly) resigned 

due to political (rather than personal) reasons 

attributable to them alone.  

Corruption Events that reveal that politicians 

misuse public office for private gain. 

By data on bribing, favoritism/nepotism, fraud 

and theft of resources by Dutch local government 

politicians. 

Misconduct Umbrella term that refers to 

scandals, failures and corruption. 

Aggregate of scandals, failures and corruption. 

 

Literature review and contributions to the literature  

Corruption, scandals and failures are individually all subject of academic study, but rarely in unison. 

Failures are studied separately from scandals and corruption, most notably in the economic voting and 

voting function literatures. These literatures do not study the failures of individual politicians but rather 

aggregate measures of (mal)performance, such as economic growth. They find that voters do respond to 

performance indicators, sometimes asymmetrically in the sense that they are more likely to punish bad 

performance than to reward good performance (Boyne et al., 2009; Lewis-Beck and Stegmaie, 2013). 

Corruption and scandals are sometimes studied together, overwhelmingly by using surveys and lab 

experiments. These studies confront respondents with (fictional) candidate profiles of politicians (von 

Sikorski, 2018). They find that respondents evaluate politicians that are involved in scandals or corruption 

incidents more negatively. These evaluations are impacted more negatively by corruption and abuse of 

power incidents than by (sex)scandals (von Sikorski, 2018). 

 

Other papers investigate the impact of misconduct on electoral performance directly. Papers in this literature 

use some measure of electoral success as dependent variable and some measure of misconduct, most often 

corruption, as independent variable. Confusingly, some papers in this literature use the term corruption to 

cover various forms of misconduct (e.g., Welch and Hibbing, 1997; von Sikorski, 2018). They also tend to 
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interpret their results as support for the accountability theory (de Vries and Solaz, 2017). United States 

Congressional elections are widely studied (Welch and Hibbing, 1997; Peters and Welch, 1980; Basinger, 

2012; Pereira and Waterbury, 2019). The early studies use crude definitions of corruption and find that 

incumbent members of Congress lose, on average, a little less than 10% of the vote when involved in an 

incident (Welch and Hibbing, 1997; Peters and Welch, 1980). Recent studies, based on larger datasets, use 

more refined definitions of corruption and other forms of misconduct. They find that corruption and sex 

scandals are punished most severely, resulting in a loss of vote share of around 6%, whereas financial and 

political scandals are punished less (Basinger, 2012; Pereira and Waterbury, 2019). To develop this literature 

and our understanding of elections, we need not only to further refine the forms of misconduct that are 

distinguished, but also to connect these taxonomies to theories about elections. This paper contributes to 

the literature, firstly, by connecting various types of misconduct to two different theories about elections, 

namely the accountability and type-selection theories. This latter theory is largely ignored in the corruption 

literature although it may be seen as “… the strongest and most central mechanism for representing the constituent’s view 

…” (Mansbridge, 2009: 371). This dominance of the accountability theory is so overwhelming that some 

papers distinguish between type-selection and accountability based on, respectively, prospective and 

retrospective voting. This reduces the type-selection model to one of expected performance (Hobolt and 

Høyland, 2011; Crisp et. al., 2014). 

 

The literature has investigated corruption in several institutional settings, such as medium and high-

corruption countries (Ferras and Finan, 2008; Pereira et al., 2009; Chang et al., 2010) and plurality voting 

systems (Eggers and Fisher, 2011; Basinger, 2012). In general, studies investigating the electoral 

consequences of corruption find surprisingly small negative effects (Fernández-Vázquez et al., 2015; 

Bågenholm, 2013; Chang et al., 2010; de Vries and Solaz, 2017: 396; Reira et al., 2013; Pereira et al., 2008; 

Xezonakis et al., 2015; Bågenholm and Charron, 2020; Costas-Pérez et al., 2012). This can be explained by 

the fact that these studies mainly focus on high-corruption countries such as Brazil or Mexico, or on 

elections were only few parties participate, such as in the United Kingdom or the United States. In such 

countries, it is more difficult for voters to punish corruption because there are fewer viable alternatives to 

vote for (de Vries and Solaz, 2017). The second contribution to the literature is to study corruption in an 
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institutional context in which it has not been studied before and where it is relatively easy for voters to 

punish corruption, namely a low-corruption country with proportional representation, many parties, and 

semi-open lists. The results show that in such a setting, voters strongly punish corruption. 

 

Some studies have also probed the conditions under which voters punish corruption. These studies show 

that information dissemination mediates the degree in which voters punish corruption (Ferraz and Finan, 

2008; Chang et al., 2010; Costas-Perez et al., 2012). The period between the publication of a scandal and the 

election is also important, with scandals that break closer to an election being costlier (Pereira and 

Waterbury, 2019; Bågenholm and Charron, 2020). Finally, when voters also benefit from a politician’s 

corrupt behavior, punishment is less (Fernández-Vázquez et al., 2015). The literature on size and democracy 

suggests that electoral size might mediate the functioning of accountability and type-selection (Dahl and 

Tufte, 1973; Gerring and Veenendaal, 2020; Allers et al., 2021). This is because smallness may foster 

favoritism and clientelism, whereas largeness may induce an indifference towards politics (Gerring and 

Veenendaal, 2020). The third contribution of this paper to the literature is to investigate how electoral size 

mediates the punishment of misconduct.  

 

4.2 Theoretical framework 

Comparing theories 

The accountability and type-selection theories offer different, but not mutually exclusive, explanations on 

similar topics. First, these theories correspond with two different methods to overcome the principal-agent 

problem inherent in representative government. When voters select politicians according to the 

accountability theory, they trust in their threat to sanction politicians at the ballot box to guarantee that 

politicians act in accordance with their preferences. Voting provides an external motivation for politicians 

to perform well. This in contrast to the type-selection theory that posits that voters try to select politicians 

whose preferences align with their own, so that politicians are internally motivated (Mansbridge, 2009). 

Secondly, these two theories also align with two elementary functions of elections, namely disciplining and 

representation (Przeworski, 2018). Comparing these theories is a way to compare these two functions: Do 

elections primarily function as a means to incentivize politicians to act in the interest of voters or rather as 
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a means to ensure representation? Thirdly, when taking a bird’s eye view, these theories are closely connected 

with either a more technocratic or a more representational view on government. 

 

To make a valid comparison between these theories they must be operationalized in analogous ways. To 

ensure this I use relatively similar events that all induce negative judgements of voters. This also makes it 

easier to operationalize ‘performance’ and ‘type’ since it is difficult to operationalize ‘good’ performance 

(Maloy, 2014) or to determine what a ‘more favorable type’ is (Hobolt and Høyland, 2011). 

 

Conceptualization and hypotheses 

Accountability theory  

According to the accountability theory, voters judge the (expected) performance of a politician (de Vries 

and Solaz, 2017; Ashworth, 2012; Mansbridge, 2009; Ferejohn, 1986; Barro, 1973). In order to perform well 

in politics, politicians need to possess a wide range of competences. Any serious deficiency in this set of 

competences will reduce the welfare gains politicians can realize for voters. However, in the noisy 

environment of electoral politics, voters cannot observe politicians’ competences directly. In this context, 

major professional failures of politicians are an important signal for voters since it reveals that politicians 

may be incompetent. For instance, when politicians fail to stay in financial control they send an important, 

although imperfect, signal that they are incompetent. This operationalization of the accountability theory 

entails hypothesis 1): Parties whose politician(s) had a failure receive fewer votes than parties whose 

politicians had no misconduct, ceteris paribus. 

 

Type-selection theory 

The preferred information for voters to judge the type of a politician would be an independent report of a 

politician’s true convictions, personal characteristics, motives, and behavior. Voters would use this 

information to decide if they feel truly represented by a politician and whether their preferences align 

(Mansbridge, 2009; Fearon, 1999;). Lacking such information, voters must assess type based on what 

politicians display in public. This display consists of an integrated whole which includes not only speech 

statements but also the appearance and behavior of politicians. Through this behavior and the norms to 
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which it abides, politicians show that they adhere to their expressed convictions. Politicians being aware of 

this have an incentive to adjust their public display in such a way that they become more appealing to voters. 

When politicians commit integrity violations, they violate some of the behavioral norms they pretend to 

uphold.  When these integrity violations are exposed, it become scandals as with, e.g., a politician who 

pretends to be unprejudiced but makes discriminatory remarks in private. Such scandals, i.e., publicized 

integrity violations, are an important signal for voters, since they reveal that politicians are not of the type 

they publicly pretend to be.  Note that this definition of scandals stays close to its general definition, being 

an instance of moral or legal wrongdoing that causes public outrage (von Sikorski, 2020). These reflections 

entail hypothesis 2): Parties whose politician(s) had a scandal receive fewer votes than parties whose 

politicians had no misconduct, ceteris paribus.  

 

Corruption 

The accountability and the type selection theories predict negative effects on electoral success based on 

different signals. So what happens when a single act of misconduct sends both signals simultaneously? If 

the voters that change their voting behavior when confronted with a signal about performance are identical 

to the voters that change their behavior when confronted with a signal about type, i.e., they are the same 

voters, such incidents impact electoral performance the same as scandals or failures. However, if some 

voters change their vote based on considerations about performance while other voters change their vote 

based on considerations about type, then such incidents should have a more negative effect on electoral 

performance than either scandals or failures. 

 

Corruption incidents send both signals simultaneously. Corruption is generally defined as the misuse of 

public office for private gain (De Vries and Solaz, 2017; Lasthuizen et al., 2011).  

This definition implies a deficiency in the competences of politicians: rather than aiming for the public 

interest they went for their own (private) interests. Voters pay a cost in welfare for this incompetence. The 

embezzled funds, petty as they might have been, could have been used for public services. In addition to 

this direct loss in welfare there is also an indirect loss since (cross-country) research shows that corruption 

leads to less economic growth and other undesirable outcomes (Winters and Weitz-Shapiro, 2013; de Vries 
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and Solaz, 2017). As such, corruption incidents signal to voters that a politician lacks the competences to 

perform well in politics. At the same time, it reveals to voters that some of the values the politician pretends 

to have, such as honesty, trustworthiness, caring about their voters, etc., are false. They are exposed to be 

of another type than they pretend to be and voters thus may no longer feel represented by them. Corruption 

incidents should thus lead to a change in voting behavior of both voters that are sensitive to signals about 

(mal)performance and of voters that are sensitive to signals about the (un)true type of politicians. This 

entails hypothesis 3): Parties whose politician(s) had a corruption incident receive fewer votes than 

parties whose politicians had either only a scandal or only a failure, ceteris paribus. Figure 1 gives a 

schematic overview of the first three hypotheses. 

 

Figure 1: Hypotheses 

 

           

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Slim arrows indicate conceptual relationships; Dashed arrows indicate how the signal is sent; Fat arrows indicate hypotheses 

 

Size as mediating factor 

After establishing whether the accountability and type-selection theories accurately describe voting behavior, 

the next question concerns the conditions that mediate their predicted effects on electoral performance. 

The literature on size and democracy suggests that jurisdiction size, as measured by the number of eligible 

voters, could be important (Dahl and Tufte, 1973; Gerring and Veenendaal, 2020; Allers et al., 2021). This 

literature provides two opposing arguments. On the one hand, a small electorate facilitates clientelism and 

favoritism, e.g. because voters more often (personally) know politicians (Gerring and Veenendaal, 2020). 

According to this argument, a small electorate would dampen the negative effect of misconduct on electoral 
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performance. On the other hand, the literature also argues that a large electorate fosters an attitude of 

indifference towards politics and makes it more difficult to disseminate information (Dahl and Tufte, 1973; 

Gerring and Veenendaal, 2020; Allers et al., 2021). This would dampen the effect of misconduct on electoral 

performance. Ex-ante it is difficult to predict which of these two arguments should take precedence and 

thus whether the effects of misconduct on electoral performance are stronger in smaller or larger electorates. 

However, since clientelism is not an important characteristic of Dutch politics (Coppedge et al., 2019), 

smallness might not dampen the effects of misconduct on electoral performance much. This entails 

hypothesis 4): Parties whose politician(s) had a scandal, failure or corruption incident receive fewer 

votes in smaller municipalities than in bigger municipalities, ceteris paribus. Note that this 

hypothesis assumes that size mediates the type-selection and accountability theories in the same way. 

However, this is by no means necessarily the case. 

4.3 Case selection 

The hypotheses are tested using data from Dutch local elections. De Vries and Solaz (2017) list a number 

of conditions that need to be satisfied in order for voters to be able to punish corrupt or, more generally, 

misconducting politicians at the ballot box. They emphasize, respectively, that voters need to have (credible) 

information, correctly attribute this information to the right party or candidate, find it a salient issue and, 

finally, have a viable alternative to vote for (de Vries and Solaz, 2017). Since corruption studies focus on 

medium and high-corruption countries or plurality voting systems, de Vries and Solaz (2017) explain the 

mild punishment of corruption by pointing out that these four conditions are often insufficiently satisfied. 

In Dutch local elections these four conditions are satisfied, making this a proper setting to test competing 

theories (Rohlfing, 2014): 

 

Firstly, voters can easily acquire credible information about misconduct since the Netherlands has a well 

working democratic system, including many (local) media which are free to investigate and publish on 

(potential) misconduct (Coppedge et al., 2019). Secondly, although it is more difficult in multiparty systems 

to attribute blame or praise for policies, which are made by coalitions of parties, this is not necessarily so 

for misconduct. To make sure that voters correctly attribute blame, the empirical analysis restricts itself to 

misconduct that is clearly attributable to a single party. Thirdly, since the Netherlands consistently ranks 
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among the ten least corrupt countries, voters have not grown accustomed to corruption and find it a salient 

issue in elections (Transparency International, 2018). Finally, Dutch voters have many viable alternatives to 

vote for, with on average eight parties participating in a municipal election. This abundance of alternatives 

to vote for may also explain why misconduct has no impact on voter turnout in local elections in the 

Netherlands (see appendix 4.A). Since there are sufficient alternative parties to vote for, misconduct does 

not cause voters to withdraw from voting (Stockemer et al., 2011).  

4.4 Institutional setup 

The Netherlands is a decentralized unitary state with three territorial layers of government. In 2010 it 

counted 431 municipalities, decreasing to 380 in 2018 due to municipal mergers. Dutch municipalities are 

democratically governed jurisdictions with considerable autonomy over spending decisions. Municipalities 

carry out a broad range of governmental tasks, concerning public safety, mobility, social services, culture, 

economy, housing, the environment and more. 

 

Municipalities are governed by an executive board of mayor and aldermen. Aldermen are appointed by the 

municipal council and govern the municipality. The mayor has a mostly non-executive function and is 

formally appointed by the crown but in practice by the municipal council. Aldermen and mayors generally 

have strong party affiliations because of which their behavior is closely associated with their party. 

 

The inhabitants of a municipality directly elect the municipal council. These quadrennial elections are all on 

the same day, except for special elections held due to municipal mergers, which are excluded from this study. 

Multiple parties participate in elections and the division of municipal seats among parties is based on 

proportional representation, with one electoral district per municipality and no electoral threshold. Elections 

use semi-open lists. Voters primarily vote for a party and overwhelmingly choose the candidate at the top 

of the list but can cast a preferential vote for a specific candidate (Allers et al., 2021). Note that in this 

setting, voters punish parties instead of candidates. It is thus assumed that individual misconduct of 

politicians carries over to their parties. This is an unproblematic assumption since otherwise a political party 

would be just a pamphlet. 
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4.5 Data 

To operationalize failures, I use data on aldermen that (were forced to) resign because they: 1) failed in their 

style of governing (too self-absorbed; no vision; etcetera); 2) failed to remain in financial control; 3) failed 

to deliver on a signature project. This data is drawn from a comprehensive study on the reasons why Dutch 

aldermen resign (Bouwmans, 2019). This study has documented all (forcibly) resigned aldermen during the 

period 2002 – 2018 and determined the reason for resignation. This was done by interviewing the staff that 

supports the municipal council in its deliberations or through newspaper articles (Bouwmans, 2019). I 

selected from this study only those resignations that involve a major professional failure which is easily 

attributed to a single party. Resignations due to personal circumstances, such as sickness or death, and 

resignations that included aldermen from several parties, such as coalition breaches, are discarded. 

Bouwmans’ dataset also includes integrity violations as a reason for dismissal. These observations largely 

overlap with the more fine-grained dataset that is discussed next and the few observations that do not are 

included in the other incident variable. Bouwmans also distinguishes resignations due to insufficiently 

informing the municipal council. These are in the main analysis included under the variable other incident 

since they relate to issues of (dis)trust and thus border on being also a scandal. Table 2 provides descriptive 

statistics of all variables discussed in this section. 

The scandal and corruption variables are operationalized using data from the Political Integrity Index (PII). 

This index collects data on integrity violations committed by Dutch politicians, which includes not only 

aldermen but also mayors and council members. It is compiled for scientific purposes under supervision of 

professors L.W.J.C. Huberts, S.P. Kaptein and journalist B. de Koning. Every year, they report on this index 

through newspaper articles. The PII dataset is comprised of observations on politicians who violate social 

norms, moral values, laws or internal party rules. Only serious accusations are included which have led to a 

formal investigation, formal punishment or a public admittance of guilt (de Koning, 2017). Observations 

are mainly derived from news reports in national and local media using a standardized protocol. After an 

integrity violation is found, a dossier is started and it is ascribed to one of ten descriptive PII categories 

(Lasthuizen et al., 2011). See appendix 4.B for the definition of each category.  

To operationalize scandals, I use the PII category misconduct in private time. This category contains 

observations on integrity violations committed by local politicians in their spare time, as opposed to 
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violations committed in-office. This includes scandals such as drunk driving, extramarital affairs, brawls and 

discriminatory remarks in a private setting. To operationalize corruption, I use the observations in the PII 

categories bribing, favoritism/nepotism, and fraud and theft of resources. This includes incidents such as awarding 

contracts to family members, accepting holidays from contractors or unjustly reimbursing costs. The 

remaining PII categories are included in the main analysis using the other incident variable. In some cases, a 

single party is involved in several incidents in the run up to an election. These additional incidents are 

included in the analysis under the variable with the same name. 

The other incident variable includes a relatively large number of observations because failures, scandals and 

corruption are operationalized using strict definitions. As a robustness test these strict definitions are 

broadened in a separate analysis, using observations from the other incident variable. As a further robustness 

test, scandals and corruption incidents are also disaggregated into those that were criminally investigated 

and those that were not (von Sikorski, 2020).  

The analysis excludes observations on parties with politicians that, after a scandal or corruption incident, 

started a party of their own or joined another party. The parties that these politicians started or joined are 

also excluded. This is because the breaking of social norms by a politician can signal an alternative set of 

values and policies entering the political stage. Politicians that want to represent these new values face the 

choice of trying to change their party from within or start a new party. In the electoral system in the 

Netherlands, the costs of the latter option are relatively low, and politicians do this occasionally. 

Observations on parties whose politicians were involved in misconduct but did not participate in the 

subsequent municipal election are also excluded. The reason why these parties did not participate in the 

next election could be related to the misconduct. In candidate (rather than party) based elections, 

“retirement rates” are often higher among incumbent candidates that were involved in corruption 

(Bågenholm and Charron, 2020). In this dataset, the percentage of parties that had an integrity violation and 

did not participate in the next municipal election is similar to the percentage of parties that did not participate 

in the next election while not having any misconduct. 

For the dependent variable, I use data on election results from the regular municipal elections of 2010, 2014, 

and 2018. Off-cycle elections are excluded. The data originates from Ogink (2019) and is verified using data 
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from the Dutch Election Authority (Kiesraad, 2019). This data is also used to calculate the competitiveness 

municipal council variable  as explained below. The data on participating in the ruling coalition, i.e. 

incumbency, originates from annual publications of the Association of Dutch Municipalities (Vereniging 

Nederlandse Gemeenten, 1991/2015). 
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Table 2: descriptive statistics 

         

 Obs. Mean Standard-

deviation 

Minimum Maximum Dummies: 

Count 

(value=1) 

Of which 

criminally 

investigated 

Data source 

Dependent variable    
Vote share (percentage) 8003 12.98 8.32 0.02 61.29   Kiesraad, 2019; 

Ogink, 2019 

Independent variables: Main treatment variables (dummies)    
Failures 8003 0.02 0.13 0.00 1.00 137 n.a.  

- Failed style of 
governing  

     63  Bouwmans, 
2019 

- Failed to remain in 
financial control 

     24  Bouwmans, 
2019 

- Failed to deliver on 
signature project 

     50  Bouwmans, 
2019 

Scandals 8003 0.01 0.09 0.00 1.00 64 26  

- Integrity violation in 
private time 

     64  Huberts et al., 
2019 

Corruption 8003 0.00 0.06 0.00 1.00 33 16  
- Bribing       6  Huberts et al., 

2019 
- Favoritism/nepotism      5  Huberts et al., 

2019 
- Fraud and theft of 

resources 
     22  Huberts et al., 

2019 

Independent variables: Covariates     
Other incident 8003 0.02 0.14 0.00 1.00 164 20  

- Failed to sufficiently 
inform the municipal 
council   

     15  Bouwmans, 
2019 

- Conflict of private 
and public interest 
through gifts 

     55  Huberts et al., 
2019 

- Improper use of 
authority 

     8  Huberts et al., 
2019 

- Misuse and 
manipulation of 
information 

     39  Huberts et al., 
2019 

- Indecent treatment         
of colleagues or 
citizens and 
customers 

     25  Huberts et al., 
2019 

- Waste and abuse of 
organizational 
resources 

     13  Huberts et al., 
2019 

- Unclassified incident      9  Bouwmans, 
2019 

          
Additional incident  8003 0.00 0.07 0.00 1.00 43  Huberts et al., 

2019;  
Bouwmans, 

2019 
Incumbency 8003 0.38 0.49 0.00 1.00 3080  VNG, 2020 

Competitiveness 
municipal council 

8003 6.08 1.58 0.25 11.45   Kiesraad, 2019; 
Ogink, 2019 

 

The figures below show histograms comparing the vote share of parties which had a scandal, corruption 

incident or failure in the election before the misconduct and after it. They show that for all types of 
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misconduct, the distribution of vote shares moves to the left after the misconduct, indicating that parties 

that have misconducting politicians receive fewer votes in the election after the misconduct than before it. 

 

Figure 2: Histograms of vote share of parties with a failure, corruption or scandal in the election 

before and after the incident  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.6 Model 

The following two way fixed effects (FE) model identifies the influence of misconduct on electoral 

performance:  

1) 𝑦im,𝑡 = 𝛽1 𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑖𝑚,𝑡 + 𝛽2𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑚,𝑡 + 𝛽3𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑢𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑚,𝑡 + 𝛽4𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟 𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑚,𝑡 +

𝛽5 𝑎𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑚,𝑡+𝛽6𝐿𝑇𝑇 𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑖𝑚,𝑡+1|2 + 𝛽7 𝐿𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑚,𝑡+1|2 +

𝛽8 𝐿𝑇𝑇𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑢𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑚,𝑡+1|2 + 𝛽9 𝐿𝑇𝑇𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟 𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑚,𝑡+1|2 +

 𝛽10 𝐿𝑇𝑇 𝑎𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑚,𝑡+1|2 + 𝛽11 𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑚,𝑡−1  +

𝛽12 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑚𝑐𝑚(𝑖𝑚),𝑡−1 + 𝛽13𝑝𝑦𝑝(𝑖𝑚),𝑡 + 𝛽14𝑓𝑒𝑖𝑚 + 𝜖𝑖𝑚,𝑡  

The dependent variable, 𝑦𝑖𝑚,𝑡, represents the percentage vote share for a certain political party i in a certain 

municipality, m, in election year t. It is calculated as the number of votes cast for that specific political party 

divided by the total number of votes cast within that municipality: 𝑦𝑖𝑚,𝑡 =
#𝑣𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑚,𝑡 

#𝑣𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑚,𝑡
× 100. This measure 

of electoral performance is commonly used in the literature (Pereira and Waterbury, 2019; Bågenholm and 

Charron, 2020). 
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There are three independent variables representing the various treatments. The variable 𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑖𝑚,𝑡 is a 

dummy variable which is one if a party had a politician with a failure in the period between election t-1 and 

election t and is zero otherwise. The variables 𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑚,𝑡 and 𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑢𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑚,𝑡 are defined similarly, using 

the date on which the scandal or corruption incident became public.  

 

After these variables follow seven variables that are included to prevent parties that received treatment or 

had some other incident to become part of the baseline/control group. The variable 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟 𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑚,𝑡  is 

a dummy which is one if a party had some incident that is not a failure, scandal or corruption incident and 

the variable  𝑎𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑚,𝑡 is a dummy which is one if there was an additional incident within 

a party. Then there are five variables that model the long-term treatment (LTT) effects of the variables just 

discussed. These dummies have the value one if it is the second or third election after a certain type of 

misconduct and zero otherwise. 

 

Subsequently there are four variables to control for (unobserved) covariates. The variable 𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑚,𝑡−1 

is a dummy which is one if a party in a municipality was in government in the period preceding election t. 

This variable is included because governing parties have more opportunity for misconduct and because 

incumbency itself influences vote share (Allers et al., 2018). The variable 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑚𝑐𝑚(𝑖𝑚),𝑡−1 

indicates the competiveness of a municipal council in a certain municipality (m) in the period preceding the 

election. It is calculated as the effective number of parties, i.e., one divided by the sum of the quadratic vote share 

of all participating parties in the previous municipal election. This variable is included since a more 

competitive council could bring misconduct to light sooner and keep it in the public eye for longer and 

because it also influences vote share. 16 The variable 𝑝𝑦𝑝(𝑖𝑚),𝑡 represent party-election dummies with all 

local chapters of a certain national or regional party (p) in a certain election year (t) being coded as one and 

 
16 An alternative way to model this would be to include an interaction term between the competiveness of the municipal 
council variable and the different types of misconduct variables. When this is done, the interaction terms are statistically 
insignificant at a confidence level of 0.05 and are thus excluded from the model. The same is true for the incumbency 
variable. 
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all other observations zero. Parties that only participate in one municipality, i.e. local parties, are grouped 

together for making party-election dummies. These dummies control, e.g., for the state of the national 

economy, the possible second order character of local elections, and the varying popularity of certain parties 

in certain years. 𝑓𝑒𝑖𝑚 are municipal-party fixed effects (FE) with a single municipal party combination (im) 

being coded as 1 for all subsequent elections in which it participated and zero otherwise. They control for 

time-invariant party and municipality characteristics, e.g. the level of crime within a municipality or party 

size. Finally, there is the error term, 𝜖𝑖𝑡, to account for any unexplained disturbances. The model’s 

parameters are estimated using OLS, with robust standard errors that are clustered on the level of the 

municipal-party, to account for any potential heteroscedasticity or autocorrelation in the data. 

4.7 Identification 

The analysis uses difference-in-differences to estimate the effects of various forms of misconduct on vote 

share. This method is common in the corruption literature (see, e.g., Fernández-Vázquez et al., 2015; 

Bågenholm and Charron, 2020). The three treatment groups are, respectively, political parties whose 

politician(s) had either failures, scandals or corruption incidents that became public in the period preceding 

the elections. The control group consists of parties whose politicians did not have any misconduct. 

The main risk for identification is wrongly categorizing a party as having a failure, scandal or corruption 

incident whereas in reality it did not have it or had one of a different type. To minimize this risk, strict 

definitions of failures, scandals and corruption are used in the main analysis. False negatives, wrongly 

categorizing a party that had a certain type of misconduct as if it did not, would hardly bias the estimates 

due to the large control group (Fernández-Vázquez et al., 2015). 

Another hazard is reversed causality. Politicians that expect disappointing election results might be more 

prone to misconduct. In Dutch local elections, this problem is limited since election outcomes are uncertain 

and because, under proportional representation, politicians always have an incentive to minimize electoral 

damage, unlike their colleagues in ‘winner takes all’ elections. Nonetheless, to gauge if this is an issue I 

investigate whether scandals or corruption incidents are more likely to occur in municipalities that cease to 

exist due to municipal mergers. The data shows this is not the case. In the 2010-2018 period, scandals and 
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corruption are even slightly less likely to occur in municipalities that will be terminated than in other 

municipalities. 

A third issue for identification is regional spillovers. Spillovers can occur through the treatment variables or 

through the dependent variable. A spillover effect operating through the treatment variables arises if, e.g., a 

scandal in a certain party in a certain municipality increases the probability of a scandal in neighboring 

municipalities. Such spillovers could lead to bias if there are also unobserved regional covariates. The 

municipal-party FE control for this. A spillover effect operating through the dependent variable arises if, 

e.g., a scandal in a certain party in a certain municipality influences the vote share for that party in 

neighboring municipalities. Including such spillovers falls outside the scope of this paper. If they exist, the 

treatment effects reported in this study are underestimated. 

A fourth potential issue are heterogeneous time and treatment effects. A difference-in-difference setup with 

two-way FE can lead to biased estimates of the treatment coefficients. To check whether this is an issue I 

follow the procedure described by de Chaisemartin and D'Haultfoeuille (2020). This shows that this bias is 

not an issue since the percentage of negative weights attached to the three treatment coefficients are zero 

(de Chaisemartin et al., 2019). 

A final risk for identification is unobserved covariates that correlate with misconduct and vote share. Since 

a two-way FE model is used, such confounders should vary over the 2010-2018 period at the sub-national 

level. Although their existence can never be ruled out, the employed control variables cover all confounders 

commonly mentioned in the literature (Fernández-Vázquez et al., 2015; Chang et al., 2010; Reira et al., 2013; 

Pereira et al., 2008; Bågenholm, 2013; López-Valcárcel, 2017). 

The use of difference-in-differences is appropriate when treatment and control groups have parallel trends 

prior to treatment. To validate this, data going back to the municipal elections of 1990s is added to the 

dataset for all well-established national parties.17 These parties comprise around 65% of total observations. 

All other (mostly local) parties are excluded from this due to a lack of data availability. Figure 3 presents 

event study estimates of the effect of different types of misconduct on vote share relative to the control 

 
17 These well-established national parties the Christian Democrats (CDA), Christian Union (CU), Social liberals (D66), 
Green Left (GL), Social democrats (PvdA), Socialists (SP), Orthodox Christian Right (SGP) and Conservative Liberals 
(VVD). 
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group. It is based on a full regression model with two-way FE, all control variables and an extra set of 

dummies that number the jth election before or after misconduct, with the first election before misconduct 

as baseline. Note that the far ends of this graph are based on few observations. The figure shows that the 

vote share levels of the control and treatment groups are similar, reducing worries about structural difference 

between them (Kahn-Lang and Lang, 2020). Prior to misconduct, the average vote share of the treatment 

groups varies slightly from the control group from election to election but when taking into account the 

confidence intervals they are parallel to the control group. This is confirmed by an F-test on the parameters 

of the sixth till second election before misconduct being all equal to zero at the 5% confidence level (𝛽−6 =

𝛽−5 =  𝛽−4 =  𝛽−3 =  𝛽−2 = 0 ). For scandals, this F-test has a power of 0.32, for corruption it has a 

power of 0.92, and for failures a power of 0.93. It is also confirmed by the individual coefficients which are 

never statistically significant different from zero prior to misconduct. In the first election after the 

misconduct, there is a visible drop in vote share. For failures, this drop in vote share persists also with the 

second and third election, for corruption this is partly the case, whereas for scandals the effect is almost 

entirely gone in the third election after misconduct. 
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Figure 3: Event study graph  

 

4.8 Main results 

Effects of misconduct on vote share 

Table 3 shows how the vote share that parties with scandals, corruption or failures receive differs from that 

of parties without misconduct. Models 1 to 3 track how the different treatment variables change when 

controls are added. Model 1 only includes the treatment variables and individual FE. In model 2, party-

election dummies are added and in model 3, the full model, the remaining controls are included as well. 

Model 3 shows that scandals and failures have a negative impact on vote share of, respectively, -1.7 percent 

point (p.p.) and -1.5 p.p., both being statistically significantly different from zero. This confirms hypotheses 

1 and 2. The coefficients of scandal and failure do not differ statistically significantly from each other, as 

shown in the lower panel of the table. This shows that both the accountability and type-selection theories 

are equally important in explaining voting behavior. The corruption coefficient is more negative than those 

of failures or scandals, namely -3.0 p.p.. This suggests that there is additional punishment for misconduct 

that signals to voters that politicians both perform badly and are not who they publicly pretend to be. 
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However, the corruption coefficient is not significantly smaller than that of scandals, having a p-value of 

0.12. The corruption coefficient is statistically significant smaller than that of failures at a confidence level 

of 0.1. The LTT coefficients show that the loss in vote share for failures and corruption persists for two or 

three elections, whereas the LTT of scandals is statistically insignificant. Having an additional incident or other 

incident does not have a statistically significant influence on vote share. The coefficient for the incumbency 

variable indicates a small cost-of-ruling effect and the coefficient of Competitiveness municipal council is only 

significant at a confidence level of 0.1.  
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Table 3: Effect of scandals, corruption or failures on the vote share that parties receive relative to 

parties without misconduct (top panel of table) and hypotheses tests (bottom panel of table).  

 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 (full 
model) 

    
Individual FEs Yes Yes Yes 
Party-election FEs No Yes Yes 
Additional covariates No No Yes 
    
VARIABLES    

Scandal -2.3*** -1.6*** -1.7** 
 (0.7) (0.6) (0.7) 
Corruption -2.6*** -1.6*** -3.0*** 
 (0.7) (0.6) (1.0) 
Failure -0.1 -0.6 -1.5*** 
 (0.5) (0.4) (0.6) 
Other incident -0.9* -0.7 -1.0* 
 (0.5) (0.4) (0.6) 
LTT scandal   -0.1 
   (1.5) 
LTT corruption   -3.2** 
   (1.5) 
LTT failure   -2.0*** 
   (0.7) 
LTT other incident   -0.3 
   (0.8) 
Additional misconduct   1.3 
   (1.4) 
LTT additional misconduct   1.0 
   (1.8) 
Incumbent   -0.3** 
   (0.1) 
Competitiveness municipal council   -0.1* 
   (0.1) 
Constant 13.0*** 12.6*** 13.5*** 
 (0.0) (0.1) (0.4) 
    

Observations 8,003 8,003 8,003 
R-squared 0.0 0.2 0.2 
Number of parties 3,868 3,868 3,868 

P-values test of equality of coefficients  

𝐻0: 𝛽𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑙𝑠 = 𝛽𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑠 0.01*** 0.17 0.82 

𝐻0: 𝛽𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑢𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 ≥ 𝛽𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑙𝑠 0.39 0.50 0.12 

𝐻0: 𝛽𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑢𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 ≥ 𝛽𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑠 0.00*** 0.09* 0.09* 

Robust standard errors in parentheses 
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 

OLS estimates. Dependent variable: percentage of votes 
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Size as mediating factor 

The left-hand side y-axis of the graphs in Figure 4 shows the marginal effect of size on vote share, 

conditional on parties having a scandal, corruption or failure. Municipal size is measured using the log of 

the number of eligible voters. The overlaid histograms display the number of observations for the relevant 

treatment variable per log eligible voters, the values of which are on the right-hand side y-axis. The plots are 

based on the full model with the addition of interaction terms for misconduct with the log of eligible voters. 

The plots weakly suggest that the extent to which scandals, corruption or failures are punished by voters 

decreases as the number of eligible voters increases. However, the relationship is too weak to draw any 

conclusions. The results thus show insufficient support for the hypothesis that parties whose politician(s) 

had a scandal, failure or corruption incident receive fewer votes in smaller municipalities than in bigger 

municipalities. 

 

Figure 4: Marginal effect of size on vote share, conditional on parties having scandals, corruption or failures  
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4.9 Robustness tests 

The main results show that voters punish scandals and failures to a similar degree. They also suggest that 

corruption incidents cost parties more votes than scandals and failures, although the p-values of the tests of 

the equality of coefficients are, respectively, 0.12 and 0.09 and thus inconclusive. One way to test the 

robustness of these results is by altering the definitions of the treatment variables. Therefore, the definition 

of the treatment variables has been broadened step-by-step, by transferring observations from the other 

incident variable to the main treatment variables. This leads to lower coefficients for all of the treatment 

variables but does not alter the main results. See appendix 4.C for how the definitions are broadened and 

the regression results. 

This robustness test is taken one step further, by disaggregating scandals and corruption incidents into those 

that were (not) criminally investigated. This should also group misconduct that is more similar in severity 

together, improving the comparability of the different types of misconduct (von Sikorski, 2020). When 

scandals and corruption are disaggregated into those that were and those that were not criminally 

investigated, the coefficients of the corruption variables are more negative than those of scandals, but the 

standard errors are too large to draw any conclusions. See appendix 4.D for more details. 

The results are robust for alternative definitions of electoral performance. To test this, the model is re-

estimated using the difference in vote share and the relative change in vote share as dependent variables. 

This does not alter the main results, although two things are worth noting. Firstly, the coefficient of the 

scandal variable is still negative but now only statistically significant at a confidence level of 0.1. Secondly, 

the coefficient of the corruption variable is now statistically significantly more negative than that of either 

scandals or failures. This provides more substantial support for hypothesis 3, being that politicians that both 

perform badly and are not who they publicly pretend to be, are punished harder than politicians whose 

misconduct sent only one of these signals. See appendix 4. E for more details. 

A final robustness check for hypothesis one to three is done by regressing the main model on different 

samples. When the sample is limited to only include parties that participate in all three elections, the results 

remain the same. When it is limited to include only local parties, the coefficient of the scandal variable 

remains negative but is now statistically insignificant. Alternatively, when the sample is limited to include 
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only well-established national parties, the coefficient of the failure variable is still negative but becomes 

statistically insignificant.  This suggest that the effects of scandals and failures could depend on the specific 

party. Finally, the sample is expanded to also include parties that were joined or left by politicians after an 

integrity violation. Also including these parties does not alter the results. See appendix 4.F for more details. 

The results show insufficient support for hypothesis four, that misconduct is punished stronger in smaller 

municipalities. To test the robustness of this result, the same model is regressed using broader definitions 

of the treatment variables. Using these alternative definitions, the results remain inconclusive, with the 

mediating effect of size on the punishment of scandals almost disappearing whereas the mediating effect of 

size on the punishment of corruption becomes clearer. See appendix 4.G. 

4.10 Conclusion and discussion 

The results show unequivocally that Dutch voters punish parties whose politicians are involved in a scandal, 

failure or corruption incident. The results support both the accountability and type-selection theories, with 

both being roughly equally important in explaining voting behavior. This is remarkable since the corruption 

literature focuses almost exclusively on accountability. It thus supports the call for a broadening of electoral 

research beyond accountability made by Achen and Bartels (2017) and Mansbridge (2009).  

The results also show that corruption is punished severely in a low corruption country with proportional 

representation, many parties and semi-open lists. Although the corruption incidents used in this study are 

petty in comparison to those in other countries, the electoral consequences are not. An averaged sized party 

only has 13% of the vote share, so losing 3 p.p. of this due to a corruption incident amounts to losing 

roughly 1 of every 5 votes received in the previous election. This is a reassuring finding. If voters would 

have failed to punish corruption in a context in which they are most likely to do so, this would have been a 

blow to the idea of combating corruption through elections. The results also show that the corruption 

coefficient is consistently more negative than those of scandals or failures, although this difference is in 

most models not statistically significant. As such, additional research is needed to exclude the possibility 

that this more negative coefficient of corruption is caused by statistical noise. This paper also showed 

conceptually that explaining the effects of corruption incidents on voting behavior by using only the 
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accountability theory is overly simplistic. What makes corruption ‘special’ is not just its detrimental impact 

on welfare but the way it combines this with norm-violating behavior. 

The results are inconclusive regarding the hypothesis that misconduct is punished more severely in smaller 

municipalities than in larger municipalities. This indicates that additional research is necessary. Supportive 

evidence would be worrisome in view of recent global trends in municipal mergers. Although jurisdictions 

are getting bigger, smallness could be a necessary condition in order to achieve electoral accountability and 

representation. 

Limitations and further research 

This paper has several limitations. First, it presents the accountability and type-selection theories as 

operating at the same level. However, the relationship between these two theories could be more complex. 

For instance, it could be that voters first select politicians based on type-selection. Then, if two or more 

options are eligible, voters consider performance. This would be in line with a two-step model of voting 

behavior (van der Brug et al., 2005). 

Secondly, this paper has ignored the famous distinction between the private and public realm, which traces 

back to Aristotle (Sarmiento-Mirwald et al., 2014). Using this distinction is potentially a fruitful way to 

conceptualize the distinction between scandals and corruption. 

Thirdly, this paper has excluded parties whose politicians founded or joined another party after a scandal or 

corruption incident. This leaves out an interesting group of politicians, namely those whose scandals might 

turn out to be the start of a new political movement. Such scandals have their own dynamic, possibly 

resulting in electoral reward rather than punishment. These politicians are worth studying in their own right. 

Finally, this paper has only scratched the surface of the factors that could mediate type-selection and 

accountability. Many more factors deserve attention, such as the extent to which parties can mitigate the 

electoral punishment for misconduct, the influence of local media, or the way (evolving) social norms 

interact with corruption and scandals. Such research should also consider the possibility that these factors 

mediate type-selection differently than accountability. 
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4.A Appendix: Effects of misconduct on turnout  

Table A1 shows the effect of misconduct on turnout. Models 4 and 5 show the results of regressions of 

turnout with municipal FE and election dummies. Model 4 shows that misconduct has no effect on turnout. 

In model 5 the misconduct variable is disaggregated. Corruption and failures have no impact on turnout 

and scandals have a small positive effect which is only statistically significant at the 10% confidence level. 

Table A1: Effect of misconduct on voter turnout 

Model 4 5 

 misconduct disaggregated 

   

Model includes municipal FE 

and election-year dummies 

Yes Yes 

 

VARIABLES 

  

Corruption  -0.1 

  (0.4) 

Scandal  0.4* 

  (0.3) 

Failure  -0.1 

  (0.2) 

Misconduct 0.1  

 (0.1)  

Constant 57.0*** 57.0*** 

 (0.1) (0.1) 

   

Observations 1,108 1,108 

R-squared 0.1 0.1 

Number of municipalities  430 430 

   

Robust standard errors in parentheses *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 OLS estimates. Dependent 

variable: voter turnout 
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4.B Appendix: Typology of integrity violations  

Table B1: Typology of norm violating behavior (based on Lasthuizen et al., 2011) 

Categories of integrity violations   

1. Corruption Bribing: Misuse of (public) power for private gain: asking, offering, accepting bribes 

2. Favoritism (nepotism, cronyism, patronage): Misuse of authority or position to favor family (nepotism), 

friends (cronyism), or party (patronage) 

3. Fraud and theft of resources: Improper private gain acquired from the organization or from colleagues and 

citizens, with no involvement of an external actor 

4. Conflict of (private and public) interest through gifts: The interference (or potential interference) of personal 

interest with the public/organizational interest because of gifts, services, assets, or promises taken  

5. Conflict of (private and public) interest through sideline activities: The interference (or potential interference) 

of personal interest with the public/organizational interest because of the jobs or activities practiced outside 

the organization 

6. Improper use of authority: The use of illegal/improper means or methods to achieve organizational goals 

(sometimes for ‘noble causes’) 

7. Misuse and manipulation of information: The intended or unintended abuse of (access to) information, such 

as cheating, violation of secrecy rules, breaching confidentiality of information, or concealing information 

8. Indecent treatment of colleagues or citizens and customers: Unacceptable treatment that includes not only 

discrimination (based on gender, race, or sexual orientation), intimidation, and sexual harassment but also 

improper behavior like bullying, nagging, and gossiping 

9. Waste and abuse of organizational resources: Failure to comply with organizational standards and/or 

improper performance or incorrect/dysfunctional internal behavior 

10. Misconduct in private time: Conduct during private time that harms people’s trust in the (public) 

organization 

 

4.C Appendix: Robustness tests treatment variables  

The main results use strict definitions of the treatment variables. In Table C1 they are broadened by 

transferring observations from the other incident variable to the main treatment variables, a process in which 

some subjectivity is unavoidable. The first panel of Table C1 reports which types of observations are 

transferred. The columns show, from left to right, how the definitions are broadened step-by-step. 

Broadening 1.1 and 1.2 are identical to one another, except that a new variable is created for conflicts of 

interests by politicians of local parties. This because local parties have strong ties with the local community 

and clientelism could play a role here, mediating the effect of such misconduct on voting behavior 

(Fernández-Vázquez et al., 2015). Alternatively, it could be difficult for local parties to avoid the appearance 

of conflicts of interests due to their strong ties with the local community. 

The second panel of the table reports the regression results for the broadened definitions of the treatment 

variables. All models include two-way FE and controls with only the results for the relevant variables being 

reported in the table. For all models the broadening of the treatment variables reduces the size of their 

coefficients slightly. However, the coefficients of the treatment variables remain negative and statistically 

significant different from zero. Again, for all models, the corruption coefficient is more negative than that 
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of either failures or scandals, but not in a statistically significant way. Models 6-8 thus show that the main 

results are robust to alterations in the treatment variables. Models 7 and 8 also show that conflict of interest 

of local parties have no significant distinct impact on voting behavior. 
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Table C1: The upper panel shows the number of observations for different definitions of the main 

treatment variables; the middle panel shows regression results for the corresponding definitions of 

the main treatment variables; the lower panel shows the outcomes of the hypothesis tests. 

 
Broadening  1.1 
 

Broadening  1.2 
 

Broadening  2 
 

Transfers from 
other incident 
variable to 
treatment 
variables: 
 
 
 

-indecent treatment of 
colleagues and citizens to 
scandals;  
- conflict of interests to 
corruption; 
- and aldermen failing to 
sufficiently inform the 
municipal council to 
failures 

- All previous 
transfers  
- Conflicts of 
interest local 
parties to separate 
variable  
 
 

 

 - All previous transfers 
- waste/abuse of resources to 
corruption; 
- improper use of authority to 
corruption 
 
 

 

    

No misconduct 7605 7605 7605 

Scandal 86 86 86 

Corruption 88 70 91 

Failure 152 152 152 

Other incident 72 72 51 
Conflict of interest 
local party 0 18 18 

 Total 8003 8003 8003 

 Model 6 Model 7 Model 8 

Scandal -1.4** -1.4** -1.4** 
 (0.7) (0.7) (0.7) 
Corruption -1.6** -1.8*** -1.8*** 
 (0.8) (0.7) (0.6) 
Failure -1.5*** -1.5*** -1.5*** 

 (0.5) (0.5) (0.5) 
Other incident -1.3 -1.3* -0.9 

 (0.8) (0.8) (1.0) 
Conflict of interest 
local party 

 -0.6 -0.5 

  (2.8) (2.8) 
    

Observations 8,003 8,003 8,003 

R-squared 0.2 0.2 0.2 

Number of parties 3,868 3,868 3,868 

    

 P-values test of equality of coefficients 

𝐻0: 𝛽𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑢𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

≥ 𝛽𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑙𝑠 0.42 0.33 0.32 
𝐻0: 𝛽𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑢𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

≥ 𝛽𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑠 0.48 0.36 0.33 
Robust standard errors in parentheses 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
OLS estimates. Dependent variable: percentage of votes 
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4.D Appendix: Robustness tests of treatment variable to disaggregation based on 

criminal investigation 

The comparability of different types of misconduct can be improved by comparing misconduct of similar 

severity (von Sikorski, 2020). To do so, scandals and corruption are disaggregated into those that were 

criminally investigated (abbreviated crim.i.) and those that were not. This should group scandals and 

corruption incidents that are more similar in severity together. Failures are not criminally investigated and 

are for that reason not shown in the table. The upper panel of Table D1 lists the number of (not) criminally 

investigated observations, using the same (broadening) definitions of the treatment variables as in Table C1. 

For 25 observations it is unknown whether they were criminally investigated or not and these are omitted 

from the analysis. 

Model 9 in Table D1 shows that, surprisingly, the coefficient of corruption incidents that were not criminally 

investigated is more negative than those that were, although not so in a statistically significant way. This 

anomaly should not distract from the result that the coefficient of not criminally investigated corruption is 

more negative than the coefficient of not criminally investigated scandals, being respectively -3.0 and -1.7, 

although not statistically significantly different from one another (see bottom of the table). The same is true 

for corruption and scandals that are criminally investigated, being -2 and -1.7. These results remain the same 

when broader definitions of the treatment variables are used, as shown by models 10-12, confirming the 

robustness of the results of section 8.1. 
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Table D1: Scandals and corruption (not) criminally investigated  

Number of observations on main treatment variables for different definitions of main treatment 
variables 

 
Strict 
definitions 

Broadening  1.1 
 

Broadening  1.2 
 

Broadening  2 
 

Scandals not crim.i.  30 47 47 47 

Scandal crim.i. 26 26 26 26 

Corruption not crim.i.  15 59 45 62 

Corruption crim.i. 16 21 20 24 
Other incident not 
crim.i. 129 53 53 36 

Other incident crim.i. 20 15 15 11 
Conflict of interest 
local party not crim.i.  0 0 14 14 
Conflict of interest 
local party crim.i. 0 0 1 1 

Regression results full model (includes individual FEs; party-election dummies; all 
covariates) 

Variables Model 9 Model 10 Model 11 Model 12 

Scandals not crim.i.  

 
-1.7 

 
-1.5 

 
-1.5 

 
-1.5 

 (1.2) (1.1) (1.1) (1.1) 

Scandal crim.i. -1.7*** -1.5** -1.6** -1.6** 

 (0.6) (0.6) (0.6) (0.6) 

Corruption not crim.i.  -3.0*** -1.5 -1.5** -1.4** 

 (1.0) (0.9) (0.7) (0.6) 

Corruption crim.i. -2.0** -2.0** -2.0** -2.5*** 

 (0.9) (0.8) (0.8) (0.9) 

Observations  7978  7978  7978 7978 
R-squared 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 
Number of parties 3861 3861 3861 3861 

  P-values test of equality of coefficients 

𝐻0: 𝛽𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑢𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑛𝑜𝑡 𝑐.𝑖.

≥ 𝛽𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑙𝑠 𝑛𝑜𝑡 𝑐.𝑖. 0.20 0.49 0.50 0.54 

𝐻0: 𝛽𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑢𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑐.𝑖.

≥ 𝛽𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑙𝑠 𝑐.𝑖. 0.37 0.33 0.33 0.20 
Robust standard errors in parentheses 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
OLS estimates. Dependent variable: percentage of votes 
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4.E Appendix: Robustness tests dependent variable 

Table E1 shows that the results are robust for alternative definitions of the dependent variable. Model 13 

uses the first-difference of vote share and is a classical robustness check. Model 14 uses the relative change 

in vote share. This measure of electoral performance is arguably more relevant for the parties themselves, 

since they show the impact on misconduct relative to their own size. For instance, it shows that parties with 

a corruption incident lose on average 16 percent of their voters. The coefficients for the control variables 

are all similar as for the full model, except that in model 12 the coefficient of additional incident is statistically 

significant at a confidence level of 0.05 and is positive. For both models 11 and 12 the coefficient of failures 

is negative and statistically different from zero. The coefficient for scandals is still negative but only 

statistically significant at the 10% confidence level. For both alternative depended variables, the coefficient 

of the corruption variable is significantly more negative than those of scandals and failures, as indicated at 

the bottom of the table. This supports hypothesis three. It indicates that misconduct that signals to voters 

that politicians that both perform badly and are not who they publicly pretend to be, are punished harder. 

Table E1: Regression results full model using alternative dependent variables 
 Model 13 Model 14 

Dependent variable Difference in vote share Relative change in vote share 

Calculation 

 

∆𝑦im,𝑡 =  𝑦im,𝑡 − 𝑦im,𝑡−1 𝑦im,𝑡
𝑟𝑒𝑙.𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒

=  
𝑦im,𝑡 − 𝑦im,𝑡−1

𝑦im,𝑡−1

 

Model includes individual FEs and 

party-election dummies and all 

covariates 

Yes # Yes# 

Variables   

Scandal -0.9* -5.9* 

 (0.5) (3.4) 

Corruption -2.4*** -16.2*** 

 (0.7) (2.9) 

Failure -1.3*** -6.5*** 

 (0.4) (2.1) 

Observations 6,705 6,705 

R-squared 0.3 0.5 

 

P-values test of equality of coefficients 

𝐻0: 𝛽𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑢𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 ≥ 𝛽𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑙𝑠 0.04** 0.01*** 

𝐻0: 𝛽𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑢𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 ≥ 𝛽𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑠  0.08* 0.00*** 

Robust standard errors in parentheses 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 

OLS estimates. Dependent variable: percentage of votes 

#Fixed effects are implemented using first differences 
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4.F Appendix: Robustness tests different samples  

Table F1 show the effect of scandals, corruption and failures on vote share for various samples. Model 15 

only includes parties that participated in all three elections. This changes the data into a fully balanced panel 

dataset and makes for a more homogenous group of parties, excluding newly formed parties or parties that 

only participated in few elections. The results remain the same. Model 16 only includes local parties whereas 

model 17 only includes well-established national parties. These changes in sample suggest that local parties 

are less consistently penalized for scandals whereas national parties are less consistently punished for 

failures. Model 18 includes, the previously excluded, parties that were left or joined by politicians after an 

integrity violation. Including these parties does not significantly change the results.  

  

Table F1: Regression results full model for different samples 
Model  15 16 17 18 

Sample Fully 

balanced 

data 

Only local 

parties 

Only well 

established national 

parties 

Includes politicians 

that joined other 

parties 

Model includes individual 

FEs and party-election 

dummies and all covariates 

Yes Yes Yes Yes 

     

Variables     

Scandal -1.5** -0.6 -2.0*** -1.8*** 

 (0.7) (1.8) (0.6) (0.7) 

Corruption -3.1*** -6.3*** -2.5** -2.4*** 

 (1.0) (2.3) (1.0) (0.9) 

Failure -1.7*** -3.7** -0.4 -1.4** 

 (0.6) (1.5) (0.5) (0.6) 

     

Observations 5,283 2,560 4,850 8,040 

R-squared 0.2 0.0 0.4 0.2 

Number of parties 1,811 1,439 2,032 3,887 

Robust standard errors in parentheses 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 

OLS estimates. Dependent variable: percentage of votes 

 

4.G Appendix: Robustness tests size as mediating factor  

Figure G1 show the effect of municipal size on vote share conditional on parties having scandals, corruption 

or failures. The figures on the left use broadening 1.1 to define the treatment variables (see also appendix 

4.C) and the figures on the right broadening 2. The plots weakly suggest that the degree in which scandals, 

corruption or failures are punished decreases as the number of eligible voters increase. However, the 
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relationship is too weak to draw any conclusions. Only for corruption the effect of municipal size on vote 

share is significantly more negative for smaller municipalities than for bigger municipalities 

Figure G1: Linear interaction plots for the effect of municipal size on vote share conditional on 

parties having either scandals, corruption or failures. The figures on the left are based on 

definitions of scandals, corruption and failures according to broadening 1.1 and those on the right 

according to broadening 2.  
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Chapter 5: When are parties punished for serving in a coalition 

government?18 

 

Abstract 

Many empirical studies find that parties in government on average lose votes. However, few studies take 

into account that this cost of ruling may not be uniform across parties. Those that do present dissimilar 

results. We investigate whether characteristics of parties and coalitions mediate the effect of party 

incumbency on local election results. Using a large panel data set on municipal elections in the Netherlands 

enables us to control carefully for omitted variables. We find that the cost of ruling decreases with the 

number of coalition parties, and after four or more consecutive terms in office. These results are consistent 

with the grievance asymmetry theory. However, other results remain unexplained by existing theories. One 

example is the finding that some (niche) parties actually gain seats after incumbency. Thus, there seems to 

be a need for more refined theorizing. 

5.1 Introduction 

Democracy can only thrive if there is healthy competition between political parties. This keeps parties on 

their toes and forces them to stay connected to their voters (Wittman, 1995). An important factor that may 

influence party competitiveness is being in power. If some parties enjoy unfair advantages because they are 

part of the government, competition is weakened. Competition might also suffer if parties are punished 

solely for taking responsibility by joining a governing coalition. 

The literature on the effects of incumbency is extensive and “incumbency” can have different meanings. In 

some studies, incumbency means holding seats in a legislative body (parliament, council). In this paper, 

however, incumbency refers to participating in government: we investigate the effect of governing on 

electoral success. This can be analyzed at the level of individual politicians, parties or entire coalitions. We 

study party incumbency.  

The empirical evidence shows that parties on average lose votes after joining a coalition (see, e.g., Van 

Spanje, 2011 and Hjermitslev, 2020, and the literature cited therein). However, the reasons for this cost of 

governing are unclear. For a long time, the literature implicitly assumed that the cost of ruling affects all 

parties and coalitions within the same institutional framework equally. Recently, studies have emerged on 

the heterogeneity of the cost of governing, i.e., the variation in this cost among governing parties. One 

might expect, e.g., that the cost of ruling is higher for anti-establishment parties (Van Spanje, 2011). This 

 
18 This chapter is published as Allers, Rienks and de Natris (2022). An earlier version of this chapter appeared as a 
Dutch language report Bestraffen kiezers partijen die bestuursverantwoordelijkheid nemen? (Allers et al., 2020) prepared for the 
Ministry of the Interior and Kingdom Relations. 
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kind of research is important because the mechanisms behind the cost of governing may be uncovered by 

studying how it differs among parties. 

Only seven papers study the heterogeneity of party incumbency for legislative bodies. Five of these papers 

study national elections and two local elections. Their results are often not replicated, as the literature review 

below shows. Therefore, we can draw few conclusions yet, except that we do not really understand the 

causes of the cost of governing. 

Inconsistent results may occur because the cost of governing is strongly dependent on the institutional 

context. A study in a different institutional context would then yield different outcomes. To investigate 

whether this is true, an empirical study should encompass different institutional contexts, which in practice 

would mean different countries, and analyze how results differ. However, inconsistent results may also occur 

because of omitted variable bias, even if the cost of governing is not strongly dependent on the institutional 

context. Historical or cultural factors may help shape the impact of incumbency, while the importance of 

these factors may not always be known and sufficient data to control for them is often unavailable. A multi-

country empirical setup exacerbates this risk, because it not only provides different institutional contexts, 

but also different cultural and historical contexts. This makes it hard to tell whether the inconsistent results 

in the literature are due to omitted variable bias, or proper reflections of different effects of incumbency in 

different institutional settings. 

Thus, we face a trade-off. Studying the cost of ruling at the local level in one country, as we do, reduces the 

risk of omitted variable bias. Historical, cultural or institutional factors differ much less between local 

governments in a unitary state than between countries. Studying local elections has the additional benefit 

that more jurisdictions can be included than in a multi-country study; this allows including more variables 

without overfitting regression models. However, this approach comes at a cost: our empirical setup does 

not allow us to study how institutions shape the cost of governing. Rather, our goal is to estimate the 

heterogeneity of the cost of governing among parties and coalitions as accurately as possible. We realize that 

our results cannot easily be generalized to other institutional settings. Therefore, we would like to see similar 

studies on local elections in other countries. 

We use data on municipal elections in the Netherlands in the 1990 – 2018 period. The cost of governing 

has not been previously studied for local elections in the Netherlands. This is a well-functioning 

representative democracy (Coppedge et al., 2019) based on proportional representation, i.e., the most 

commonly used electoral system worldwide (Bormann and Golder, 2014). Because of these institutional 

characteristics, it is an interesting case to test hypotheses derived from the grievance asymmetry theory and 

the coalition of minorities theory, which both may explain negative incumbency effects that differ between 

parties. 

To further reduce omitted variable bias, we use party-year fixed effects (unlike previous studies at the local 

government level (Martinussen, 2004; Karlsson and Gilljam, 2014)). These control for factors that affect all 
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local chapters of a party in a certain year in the same way, e.g., scandals affecting the party at the national 

level or factors such as the national economy. Another source of potential omitted variable bias is that 

previous studies (whether at the local or the national level) have only included interactions of up to three 

terms, whereas our models include interactions of four terms (main model) or more. Unnecessarily including 

a term in an interaction does not create bias and has little effect on predictive power (Mikucka et al., 2015). 

However, wrongly omitting an interaction term creates bias and reduces predictive power. 

This paper adds to the literature in four ways. Firstly, we add a country to the small universe of cases studied 

in depth at the local level. Secondly, we control more rigorously for omitted variables than previous studies. 

Thirdly, we test two hypotheses that have not been tested before, namely that the local cost of ruling is 

higher for parties participating in the national cabinet, and also for niche parties. Finally, we identify 

grievance asymmetry as the most likely explanation for the negative incumbency effect in Dutch local 

government. 

5.2 Literature review 

Theories of incumbency effects 

Some theories predict that incumbency should have no effect on electoral success. According to the 

accountability theory, parties that govern well are rewarded at the polls while underachieving parties are 

punished (Karlsson and Gilljam, 2014). Assuming that voters are rational and base their vote on how well a 

party performed relative to other parties, incumbency is not a factor. Similarly, if parties behave as expected 

by voters, incumbents are not systematically rewarded or punished since voters have no reason to change 

their vote (Nannestad and Paldam, 1999). And if parties behave differently, voters only defect if parties 

disappoint. 

The more resources theory predicts a positive incumbency effect, because government parties enjoy more 

media coverage, become household names, accumulate experience, and can use government means to gain 

votes (Trounstine, 2011; Liang, 2010). The positive selection theory maintains that parties that succeeded in 

joining a governing coalition have exceptional qualities. Unless they lose these qualities, these will help them 

secure votes again in the next election (Trounstine, 2011). 

These theories mainly originate from US scholarship in the context of two-party elections and single- party 

governments (Liang, 2010). They may not be very helpful in multiparty systems, where previous studies 

found negative incumbency effects (Van Spanje, 2011). Theories predicting negative incumbency effects are 

mostly found in the vote-function literature. This literature mainly deals with national elections, with 

empirical studies often having a cross-country setup, but also local elections have been studied (Liang, 2010; 

Karlsson and Gilljam, 2014). 

One theory that may explain such a cost of ruling is the back-swinging theory, which argues that it is simply 

a statistical artefact. Parties that win votes may be more likely to secure a place in the ruling coalition. If 

parties’ electoral successes fluctuate around some ‘natural’ level, vote share may be lower in an election 
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following a successful one (Paldam, 1986). An incumbency effect would then be an artefact of a selection 

effect, where only parties that did well are analyzed. To prevent this, one may control for parties’ vote share 

in the previous election (Brender, 2003). 

Four other theories predict a negative incumbency effect. The median gap theory asserts that two parties 

competing for votes in a one-dimensional issue space will aim at voters in the center of the ideological 

distribution, while taking care to keep enough distance from their competitor in order not to become 

indistinguishable (Downs, 1957; Nannestad and Paldam, 1999). Voters in the gap between both parties will 

vote for the party in opposition, because the average policy outcome is closer to their ideal if power changes 

in every election. Despite its theoretical elegance, this theory is difficult to apply to Dutch local elections, 

which are multidimensional and have many parties. 

Three theories remain, and these are easy to apply to multiparty systems. The preference for political change 

theory just assumes voters prefer political change, as a result of which a party in government will lose votes 

(Paldam, 1986). Why voters like political change is not explained. Perhaps, from time to time, voters want 

to see new faces. Because of its vagueness, this theory is hard to prove or disprove (Paldam and Skott, 1995). 

Moreover, its use for explaining why the size of the cost of governing may differ among coalition parties 

seems limited. 

The grievance asymmetry theory (also referred to as negativity bias, Narud and Valen, 2008) originates in 

the economic-voting literature and can be seen as an extension of the accountability theory. According to 

this theory, voters judge a party in government by its performance, but attach more weight to failures than 

to successes. This would lead incumbents to lose votes on average. A theoretical foundation for such an 

asymmetry is found in loss aversion, which is part of the prospect theory developed by Kahneman and 

Tversky (1979). The grievance asymmetry theory has mainly been used to explain why voters punish 

incumbent governments more strongly for economic failure than that they reward them for economic 

success (Nannestad and Paldam, 1999; Narud and Valen, 2008; van Spanje 2011). However, similar 

asymmetries have been found in other policy fields (Boyne et al., 2009). 

Another explanation why voters might punish specific parties for governing is given by the coalition of 

minorities theory. This theory originated with Downs (1957) but we focus on the adaptation of Nannestad 

and Paldam (1999). It argues that a party can win votes by promising more than it can deliver. Once in 

government, some promises cannot be kept and the party’s true preferences are gradually revealed. More 

and more voters will become disenchanted, and be courted by opposition parties that follow the same 

strategy of overpromising. This theory assumes some degree of amnesia about the behavior of opposition 

parties when they were in office earlier, or, alternatively, that a fraction of the electorate can be fooled at 

every election (Nannestad and Paldam, 1999). 

Van Spanje (2011) shows that the coalition of minorities theory may be used to explain why electoral costs 

of incumbency differ among coalition parties: some parties are more likely to promise more than they can 
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deliver than others. The resulting disenchantment may concern policy, but also other considerations on 

which voters may base their choice. E.g., an anti-establishment party that has become an established member 

of a governing coalition can no longer credibly claim to ‘clear the swamp’ and, as a result, loses votes. 

However, the grievance asymmetry theory may also be used to explain why electoral costs of incumbency 

differ among coalition parties: e.g., if a coalition consists of many parties, it may be harder to put the blame 

on individual parties and punish them at the polls. 

Of the theories discussed in this section, the last two are most relevant for our study: they apply to multi-

party elections which are multidimensional and they may help explaining heterogeneity in the cost of 

governing. Therefore, it is worth elaborating how they differ. According to the coalition of minorities theory, 

ruling exposes inconsistent promises. The compromises that must then be made reveal a party’s true 

preferences. This will disenchant a part of its voters. According to the grievance asymmetry theory, voters 

judge a ruling party by its performance, attaching disproportionally heavy weights to failures. Electoral 

promises will partly shape the way voters judge the in-office performance of parties, but these promises are 

less important and do not have to be inconsistent as with the coalition of minorities theory. The latter, on 

the other hand, does not assume asymmetric reactions to successes and failures. 

Empirical studies of heterogeneous incumbency effects 

The theories discussed above focus on explaining the cost of governing in general, not on why it would 

differ between parties. Nevertheless, some empirical studies have investigated the heterogeneity of the cost 

of governing. As most of them lack specific theories that deal with heterogeneity, there seems to be a 

disconnect between theory and empirical studies. This disconnect might be somewhat stronger on the local 

level because these theories were mainly inspired by studying national elections. However, their theoretical 

arguments are not specifically targeted at national elections. The reasoning behind the coalition of minorities 

theory or the grievance asymmetry theory, which are most relevant here, may be applied to local elections 

as well as to national elections. The extent to which these theories can actually explain effects of incumbency 

in local elections is an empirical question we aim to answer. 

Table 1 summarizes the results of previous empirical studies on party-political factors, i.e., characteristics of 

parties and coalitions, which explain differences in the effect of party incumbency on election results for 

legislative bodies. 

We found five studies on national elections (Narud and Valen, 2008; Van Spanje, 2011; Klüver and Spoon, 

2019; Greene et al., 2020 and Hjermitslev, 2020) and two studies on local elections (Martinussen, 2004 and 

Karlsson & Gilljam, 2014). The studies on national elections use data from 7 to 28 countries, which differ 

in their electoral institutions and traditions. The studies of local elections use data from a single country 

(Norway and Sweden, respectively), which reduces the omitted variables problem. 
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Table 1 shows that there is no consensus about what mediates the cost of governing. Although some results 

have been replicated, many have not. Null-effects are common. Many studies find several factors to have 

no moderating effect on the cost of ruling. 
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Table 1 Summary of findings of previous studies* 

 Effect on cost of ruling 

Characteristic / hypothesis Higher No effect Lower 

Party level  

Anti-establishment parties Van Spanje (2011) and 

Karlsson & Gilljam (2014) 

- - 

Number of consecutive terms in office - Martinussen (2004)  - 

Larger parties Karlsson & Gilljam (2014) 

and Hjermitslev (2020) 

- - 

Prime minister’s/mayor’s party - - Karlsson & Gilljam (2014), 

Klüver & Spoon (2019), Narud 

& Valen (2008) and Hjermitslev 

(2020)1 

Junior parties (coalition party that is not 

PM/mayor’s party) 

Hjermitslev (2020) - - 

Junior parties that hold either their most 

salient portfolio, or many non-salient 

portfolios 

- - Greene et al. (2020) 

Increasing ideological distance of party 

from coalition partners 

Martinussen (2004) and 

Karlsson & Gilljam (2014)3 

Van Spanje (2011) and 

Karlsson & Gilljam (2014)3 

Karlsson & Gilljam (2014)3 

Government level  

Fragmented opposition/parliament - Martinussen (2004) and Narud 

& Valen (2008) 3 

Narud & Valen (2008) 3 

More coalition partners (decreased clarity 

of responsibility) 

- Martinussen (2004), Narud & 

Valen (2008) and Karlsson & 

Gilljam (2014)3 

Van Spanje (2011), and 

Karlsson & Gilljam (2014)3 

and Hjermitslev (2020) 

Higher number of seats in legislature Hjermitslev (2020); Narud 

& Valen (2008) 3 

Narud & Valen (2008) 3; 

Karlsson & Gilljam (2014)2 

Martinussen (2004) 

Ideological breadth of coalition Martinussen (2004) and 

Karlsson & Gilljam (2014)3 

Karlsson & Gilljam (2014)3 Karlsson & Gilljam (2014)3 

Degree of consensual decision making - Martinussen (2004) - 

Opposition control index - Hjermitslev (2020) - 

Centrist vs ideologically extreme cabinet - Narud & Valen (2008) - 

*Underscored characteristics are studied in this paper too. 

1 Under most circumstances. 

2 Operationalized as ‘oversized coalition’. 

3 Depending on the model or sample. 
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5.3 Hypotheses 

Previous empirical research on the effect of incumbency on election outcomes in multiparty systems finds 

electoral losses in the range of 1 to 3 percentage points (van Spanje, 2011). In line with these results, we 

expect a similar effect in Dutch local elections. However, we expect the strength of this effect to depend on 

party characteristics, coalition characteristics and temporal characteristics. 

The theories discussed above are not mutually exclusive and it is not always clear how they relate to one 

another. For instance, is grievance asymmetry a modification of the accountability theory in which the 

failures of a government are given more weight than its successes? Or is it a consequence of overpromising, 

and thus an implication of the coalition of minorities theory? Linking hypotheses to theories is bound to 

create ambiguities. Testing a specific theory directly is, therefore, not possible. Instead, we test a number of 

hypotheses that can be linked to existing theories. From the results, we derive to what extent we find 

empirical support for them. 

Party characteristics 

Hypothesis 1: Cabinet parties, i.e., local chapters of parties participating in the national government, 

suffer higher electoral costs of local incumbency 

According to the grievance asymmetry theory, incumbents are more strongly punished for failures than they 

are rewarded for successes. Voters may use local elections to punish parties in the national government, 

making these local elections second-order elections. Parties participating in local government could suffer 

more from this second-order effect. Local governments depend on the central government for a large share 

of their revenues, and national regulation impacts local governments’ ability to deal with local problems. As 

a result, disappointing performance of local administrators may be punished harder if the same party is also 

in power nationally, because that party is attributed a larger part of the blame. To the best of our knowledge, 

this hypothesis has not been tested before. 

Hypothesis 2: Electoral costs of incumbency decrease with party size 

The more seats a coalition party obtains in the local council, the bigger its political clout and the more it will 

be able to keep its promises. Small coalition parties will more often have to bend to bigger parties’ wishes. 

In the process, they must reveal what they hold most dear and alienate part of their electorate. Therefore, 

in line with the coalition of minorities theory, we expect the electoral costs of incumbency to be lower for 

large coalition parties. Table 1 shows that previous research provides some evidence for this hypothesis. 

Hypothesis 3: Electoral costs of incumbency decrease after the first term in office 

The grievance asymmetry theory assumes that voters (asymmetrically) judge the performance of a party. We 

expect that parties disappoint more voters after their first term in office than after two or more consecutive 

terms in office. This is because parties in office have revealed how they govern, and voters who were not 

satisfied with their performance in their first term will probably already have deserted them in the previous 
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elections. Unless a party changes its policies or its style of governing, fewer of its voters will be disappointed 

after every consecutive term. Martinussen (2004) found no evidence for this hypothesis. 

Hypothesis 4: Electoral costs of incumbency are higher for niche parties than for mainstream parties 

that run on a broad platform 

In line with the coalition of minorities theory, we expect niche parties to have a higher cost of ruling than 

mainstream parties. There are many definitions of what a niche party is. Many of these are developed for 

national elections because they link niche-party status to not discussing the economic cleavage in society 

(Wagner, 2011). However, labor rights and income redistribution do not fall under municipal purview in the 

Netherlands. Consequently, we define niche parties as parties that mobilize voters on a single or few issues 

(e.g., greens, animal rights supporters, orthodox Protestants), which is equal to Wagner’s (2011) definition 

minus their criterion that niche-parties prioritize non-economic topics. Niche-party voters value ideological 

purity, and will be quickly disenchanted when parties compromise upon entering a coalition. There is some 

empirical evidence suggesting that anti-establishment parties have a higher cost of ruling (Table 1). We are 

not aware of a previous study that tested whether niche parties are punished more heavily for entering a 

coalition.19 

Hypothesis 5: Electoral costs of incumbency increase with the ideological distance from other coalition 

parties 

When a party forms a government with one or more parties that are ideologically distant, it will need to 

make bigger compromises. According to the coalition of minorities theory, this will alienate a larger share 

of their voters. Support for this hypothesis in previous research is mixed (Table 1). 

Coalition characteristics 

Hypothesis 6: Electoral costs of incumbency increase with the ideological breadth of coalition 

This hypothesis is related to the previous one, but it applies at the coalition level instead of the party level. 

According to the policy-seeking model of coalition theory, a successful coalition should consist of parties 

that are connected along an ideological continuum (Martinussen, 2004). Such governments appear to be 

more consistent and reliable, and disappoint fewer voters, than governments with parties from different 

ends of the ideological continuum. Support for this hypothesis is mixed (see Table 1). 

Hypothesis 7: Electoral costs of incumbency decrease with the number of coalition parties 

The extent to which voters react to disappointing government performance may depend on the clarity of 

responsibility (Powell and Whitten, 1993; Narud and Valen, 2008). The more parties there are in the local 

government, the more difficult it is to pin the blame of disappointing performance on any one of them. In 

 
19 Hjermitslev (2020) tests whether the electoral cost of ruling as a junior member depends on being a niche party, but 
the latter is operationalized as taking an extreme position on a left-right scale. Using a broader definition of niche party 
than we do, Adams et al. (2006) find evidence that niche parties that shift their policy program are penalized electorally 
while mainstream parties are not. 
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line with grievance asymmetry, we expect the electoral costs of incumbency to decrease with the number of 

coalition parties. Previous studies that tested this hypothesis report different results (see Table 1). 

Temporal characteristics 

Hypothesis 8: The electoral costs of incumbency have increased over time 

Whatever may drive the cost of governing, such an effect can only be expected if voters consider different 

parties to choose from. If, in each election, they routinely vote for the same party, incumbency will not 

matter. The Netherlands has long been characterized by a high degree of pillarization, where social 

democrats, Catholics, Protestants, and liberal conservatives habitually voted for their own parties. In the last 

decades of the 20th century, depillarization, combined with secularization and individualization, gradually 

loosened the ties between voters and parties. Combined with the openness of the Dutch party landscape, 

where it is easy to form a new party and gain seats, we expect that incumbency is becoming increasingly 

important for voting decisions as time progresses. Thus, we hypothesize that the electoral costs of 

incumbency increase over time. Narud and Valen (2008) present some evidence for such an increase. 

5.4 Institutional context 

The Netherlands is a decentralized unitary state with three government tiers: the national government, 12 

provinces and (in 2018) 380 municipalities. Municipalities are democratically governed jurisdictions with 

significant autonomy over spending decisions, carrying out a broad range of governmental tasks. 

A municipality is governed by its municipal council and an executive board of mayor and aldermen. 

Aldermen are appointed by the municipal council. The mayor, who has a mostly non-executive function, is 

formally appointed by the crown. In practice, the crown appoints the candidate nominated by the municipal 

council. 

In municipal elections, every permanent resident aged 18 or more is eligible to vote. Municipal elections are 

conducted every four years, simultaneously in all municipalities. When municipalities amalgamate, off-cycle 

elections are held (Allers et al., 2021). We exclude these from our analysis. 

In both municipal and parliamentary elections, many parties participate. Party lists are semi-open; 

preferential votes may be cast. The allocation of seats among parties is based on proportional representation, 

with one municipality wide electoral district and no electoral threshold. This makes it easy to start a new 

party and gain seats. Pre-electoral coalitions are uncommon and post-electoral coalitions are hard to predict. 

Thus, the idea of ‘close’ elections is irrelevant in the Dutch context. Because of these institutional 

characteristics we think that the grievance asymmetry theory and the coalition of minorities theory, as 

discussed in paragraph 2.1, are most relevant for our case. Because of the proportional system there are 

often many smaller parties, niche parties and broad coalitions, which allows us to test hypotheses about 

these phenomena. 
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5.5 Regression models 

In order to test our hypotheses, we use regression analysis with interaction terms. The main model is given 

as: 

Y = α +  β(Incumbency ## Seatshare ## Natcab ## Colpart)  + γ( Party # Year)  +  δ Munfe + ϵ 

The dependent variable, Y, is the relative change in the share in council seats of party x in municipality y 

between two subsequent local elections.20 Thus, the units of observation are municipality-party 

combinations. α, β, γ, and δ are coefficients and ε is an error term. The symbol # refers to an interaction 

term, while ## refers to an interaction term which includes all constitutive terms, i.e., each of the elements 

that constitute the interaction term is included in the regression model. 

The most important independent variable is a dummy that indicates incumbency. A party is incumbent if it 

participates in the ruling coalition before an election. To estimate how the cost of governing differs between 

parties or coalitions, we interact the Incumbency dummy with a number of variables. The first is the council 

seat share gained in the previous election (Seatshare). This variable also controls for possible back swinging 

or regression to the mean effects (Brender, 2003). Next, we include a dummy variable for participation in 

the (national) cabinet at the moment of the municipal elections (Natcab), and a variable reflecting the 

number of coalition parties in the local government before the election (Colpart). 

All our models also include party-year dummies (Party # Year). These control for factors that affect all local 

chapters of a party in a certain year in the same way, e.g., scandals affecting the party at the national level. 

They also control for factors that have a similar impact on all municipalities, e.g., the business cycle. All 

models also include municipal fixed effects (Munfe). These control for all time-invariant characteristics of 

the municipalities. 

The model described so far is used to test hypotheses 1, 2, and 7. To test specific hypotheses we modify 

our interaction term. To test hypothesis 3, we combine the incumbency variable with dummy variables that 

measure the number of subsequent terms a party was in local government. This is only possible for elections 

in 2006 and later, because we need data from previous elections to calculate this variable, and our data start 

in 1990. 

To test hypothesis 4, we combine the incumbency variable with dummy variables that indicate the different 

parties. To test hypothesis 5, we add a (continuous) variable to the interaction that measures the ideological 

distance between a party and the ruling coalition. We measure this as the difference between the ideology 

score of a party and the weighted average ideology score of all coalition parties. We do not use the distance 

 
20 We do not use the first difference in vote share between two elections because, for the parties themselves, the degree 
in which they grow or shrink relative to the previous election is more relevant. For instance, a three percentage points 
increase in vote share may imply a doubling of the votes for a small party, but it signifies a much smaller victory for a 
large party (Karlsson and Gilljam, 2014). 
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to the median party, because coalition policies reflect coalition compromises, rather than the preferences of 

the median party (Martin and Vanberg, 2014). 

To test hypothesis 6, we add a (continuous) variable to the interaction that measures the ideological breath 

of the coalition. This is measured as the difference between the ideology scores of the two coalition parties 

that take up the extreme positions on a certain ideological dimension. To test hypothesis 8, we combine the 

incumbency variable with election year dummies. 

5.6 Data 

We built a dataset of the results of the eight regular municipal council elections held in the 1990 – 2018 

period. Because our dependent variable is relative change in seat share, this allows us to estimate the cost of 

governing in elections from 1994 onward. 

Data on coalition membership and number of aldermen per party are derived from the annual Gids 

Gemeentebesturen published by the Association of Dutch Municipalities (VNG). These directories list, for 

each municipality, names and party membership of aldermen and council members. However, parties that 

participated in local elections but did not win seats are not included. Therefore, we derive data on election 

participation from Ogink (2019), which lists every party that participated in an election, even if it won few 

votes. 

All national political parties are included in our dataset. Due to data limitations, local parties, i.e., parties that 

run in a single municipality, are only included in elections where one local party participated. 

We have 12,589 observations, i.e., party-municipality combinations for which we know the change in seat 

share, in 737 different municipalities. Municipalities that were amalgamated were coded as different from 

their constituent parts, so change in seat share can only be computed for the second regular election after 

amalgamation. 

Of the 12,589 observations in our dataset, 11,570 involve a national party, 559 a local party, and 460 a party 

combination, where two or more parties have formed a combined list (Table 2). Combined lists most often 

include either several conservative protestant parties (CU, SGP, RFP, GPV) or both social democrats and 

greens (PvdA/GL). Observations involving national parties that participated in less than twelve local 

elections have been left out of the dataset. 
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Table 2. Number of observations per party or combined list 

CDA Christian democrats 2.845 

VVD Conservative liberals 2.641 

PVDA Social democrats 2.340 

D66 Social liberals 1.309 

GL Green left 997 

CU Socially conservative Christians 554 

SGP Orthodox Christian right 412 

SP Socialists 401 

RPF Socially conservative Christians 44 

GPV Socially conservative Christians 41 

Local party  559 

Combined list  460 

Total  12.589 
In 2000, GPV and RPF merged to form CU. 
 

Breadth of a coalition and ideological distance of a party from the ruling coalition are calculated using 

ideology scales developed by Laméris et al. (2018). Laméris et al. (2018) use factor analysis to derive ideology 

scales from a Dutch voter survey. Respondents were asked for their preferences with respect to 40 political 

statements. The answers were then analyzed with respect to their national party preferences. These scales 

thus reflect the preferences of voters of particular parties, not party programs. In total, Laméris et al. 

developed five scales, including a left-right scale which is similar to scales used in other studies. The four 

new scales are based on different ideological dimensions: preferences for economic equality, for markets 

and efficiency, for personal and cultural freedom, and nationalist, protectionist and populist preferences. 

Because Laméris et al. (2018) provide ideology scores for national but not local parties, the variables breadth 

of coalition and ideological distance cannot be calculated in cases where a local party participates in a ruling 

coalition. Ideological distance can also not be calculated for local parties. In order to calculate these variables 

where combined lists participate, we use the ideology of the first party listed. Descriptive statistics are 

presented in Table 3. 

The number of parties represented in municipal councils ranges from 2 to 14, with a median value of 6 

(Figure 1). Most often, governing coalitions consist of 2, 3 or 4 parties (Figure 2, left panel). The number of 

aldermen is often quite small (Figure 2, right panel), however. This implies that, in many (mostly small) 

municipalities, even the largest party has only one or two aldermen. 

Figure 3 shows how often parties were incumbent in our research period. In more than half of all local 

elections, Christian democrats (CDA), social democrats (PvdA) and conservative liberals (VVD) were 

incumbent. In 45 percent of all elections, a local party was incumbent. Measured in council seats, incumbent 

parties are usually bigger than other parties are (Figure 4, left panel). Still, Figure 4 shows that even parties 

holding few council seats may participate in local government. 
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The right-hand side panel of Figure 4 shows our dependent variable: relative change in council seat share. 

Incumbent parties often lose seat share. Parties doubling their seat share (+100) are overwhelmingly not 

incumbent. 

Figure 1. Number of parties in municipal council before elections 

 

 

Figure 2. Number of coalition parties and number of aldermen before elections 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Percentage of elections where party was incumbent 
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Figure 4. Share of council seats before elections (left) and change therein (right; horizontal axis cut off at 200) 

 

Table 3. Descriptive statistics 

 N Mean Standard-

error 

Minimum Maximum 

Change in council seat share (%) 12,589 2.65 0.41 -100 557 

Incumbent (dummy) 12,589 0.52 0.004 0 1 

Share of council seats (%) 12,589 17.3 0.09 2.2 73.7 

Cabinet party (dummy) 12,589 0.50 0.004 0 1 

Number of coalition parties 12,589 2.95 0.007 1 6 

Consecutive terms in office 6,517 1.20 0.02 0 4 

Coalition’s breadth (left-right) 7,024 1.92 0.008 0.11 2.65 

Coalition’s breadth (equality) 7,024 0.92 0.004 0.02 1.61 

Coalition’s breadth (markets) 7,024 0.32 0.002 0.03 0.85 

Coalition’s breadth (freedom) 7,024 1.01 0.006 0.06 2.88 

Coalition’s breadth (populism) 7,024 0.84 0.004 0.16 1.43 

Distance from coalition (left-right) 6,469 -0.03 0.013 -2.57 2.50 

Distance from coalition (equality) 6,469 0.01 0.007 -1.40 1.38 

Distance from coalition (markets) 6,469 -0.04 0.003 -0.77 0.58 

Distance from coalition (freedom) 6,469 0.01 0.008 -2.69 1.86 

Distance from coalition (populism) 6,469 -0.03 0.006 -1.22 1.23 

All variables except change in seat share reflect the situation before the relevant elections 

 

5.7 Results 

Table 4 presents regression results of models without interactions. In the first column, the incumbency 

dummy is the only independent variable. In the second column, we add share in council seats, cabinet 

membership, and number of coalition parties. In column 3, party-year and municipality fixed effects are 

added. The incumbency effect decreases from -21.5 percentage points in column 1 to -7.4 in column 3. 
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Table 4: Effect of incumbency on relative change in share of council seats; models without interactions 

 (1) (2) (3) 

    

    

Incumbent -21.53*** -6.03*** -7.37*** 

 (0.78) (0.83) (0.74) 

Share in council seats  -0.96*** -1.13*** 

  (0.05) (0.05) 

Cabinet membership  -23.59*** 32.78*** 

  (0.81) (3.00) 

Number of coalition parties  -3.35 0.31 

  (0.55) (0.78) 

    

Observations 12,589 12,589 12,589 

R2 0.05 0.15 0.43 

Constant X X X 

Party-year fixed effects - - X 

Municipality fixed effects - - X 

Cluster-robust standard errors between parentheses, clustered by municipality-party. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 

 

The next step is adding interactions between the independent variables. These models are described in the 

method section. The regression coefficients for the main model are reported in Appendix 2. These are hard 

to interpret, since the many different interaction coefficients have to be considered jointly. Marginal effects 

provide a more intuitive way to assess the results of multiple joint coefficients, in which we are interested. 

Without information about co-variances, confidence intervals of marginal effects cannot be derived from 

coefficients or their variance (Brambor et al. 2006). 

The marginal effect of incumbency is the predicted change in seat share that would result from changing 

the value of the incumbency variable from 0 (not incumbent) to 1 (incumbent). Put differently, the marginal 

effect is the predicted change in seat share if incumbent, minus the predicted change in seat share if not 

incumbent, while holding all other variables constant. In order to test our hypotheses, we plot conditional 

marginal effects, e.g., the effect of local incumbency given that the party concerned is also a member of the 

(national) cabinet (or not). 

First, we calculate the unconditional marginal effect of incumbency on change in council seat share. Parties 

that join a local coalition can expect to lose on average 6 percent of their share in council seats in the next 

elections (with a 95% confidence interval that runs from -7.5 to -4.6) compared with parties that do not. 

In the remainder of this chapter, we analyze the effects of several moderator variables on the strength of 

this incumbency effect in order to test our hypotheses. 

Hypothesis 1 states that the cost of ruling in local elections is higher for parties that participate in the 

(national) cabinet. Figure 5 shows that this hypothesis must be rejected. The Figure shows the predicted 

vote share change, with 95% confidence intervals as tails. We see that, after controlling for the effects of 

other relevant variables and their interactions, cabinet membership does not significantly affect the cost of 

governing. This does not imply that cabinet membership does not influence local election outcomes. Local 
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chapters of parties that participate in the national cabinet do lose votes (not shown), in line with the second 

order character of local elections, but they do not suffer a higher local cost of governing than non-cabinet 

incumbent parties. 

Figure 5. Marginal effect of incumbency on change in seat share, conditional on cabinet 
membership, with 95% confidence intervals  

Note: dots represent the conditional marginal effects; lines the 95% confidence intervals, and bars number of 
observations (right hand axis). 

 

Hypothesis 2 holds that the cost of ruling decreases with party size, measured as a party’s share in council 

seats. Figure 6 shows the predicted vote change with confidence intervals. The left panel suggests that the 

incumbency effect is negative for small parties holding up to about 20 percent of council seats, and positive 

for parties with more than 20 percent of council seats. However, share in council seats is treated here as a 

continuous variable. This implies that we assume a linear interaction effect, where the effect of incumbency 

on change in vote share can only linearly change with share in council seats.  

To check whether this is appropriate, we follow Hainmueller et al. (2019) and replace the continuous 

moderator variable by several dummies. These dummies are defined by breaking the continuous moderator 

into several bins. Put differently, we treat share in council seats as a categorical variable after discretizing it. 

The middle panel of Figure 6 reveals that the assumption of linearity does not hold. The incumbency effect 

is negative for all categories. 

The conventional 95% confidence intervals show whether an effect differs significantly from zero, but not 

whether it is different for different values of the mediator variable (Goldstein and Healy 1995). To that end, 

we also present 83% confidence intervals (see, e.g., Austin and Hux 2002). The cost of ruling for parties 

with 0-10 percent of council seats is significantly higher than for bigger parties with the exception of parties 

with 18-24 percent of council seats (Figure 6, right panel). Hypothesis 2, that the cost of ruling decreases 

with party size, must be rejected. 
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Figure 6. Marginal effect of incumbency on change in seat share, conditional on share in council seats  

Hypothesis 3 maintains that the cost of ruling decreases after the first term in office. Because of data 

limitations, we can only test this hypothesis for elections in the 2006 – 2018 period. The left-hand side panel 

of Figure 7 shows a negative incumbency effect for up to three consecutive terms in office. The panel on 

the right shows no significant differences in the cost of governing after one, two or three terms in office. 

Only after four or more terms, the cost or ruling is significantly lower than after the first term. We thus find 

no conclusive support for the hypothesis that the cost of ruling decreases after the first term in office. 

Figure 7. Marginal effect of incumbency on change in seat share, conditional on number of consecutive terms in office  

 

According to hypothesis 4, the cost of ruling is higher for niche parties than for mainstream parties. Figure 

8 presents the marginal effect of incumbency conditional on party.21 Based on our definition of niche parties 

as parties that mobilize voters on a single or a few issues, CU, SGP, GL and SP are considered niche parties. 

The first two represent conservative Christians, whose main support comes from voters adhering to specific 

protestant churches, which makes them compete on specific dimensions (e.g., traditional family values). GL 

are leftish greens, who strongly emphasized sustainability long before other parties addressed this theme, 

 
21 For the elections before the merger of GPV and RPF into CU in 2000, GPV and RPF were coded as CU in the 
regression underlying this figure. In other regressions, GPV and RPF are treated as separate parties before 2000. 
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and SP activist socialists who focus on the class-cleavage dimension, which at the local level sets them apart 

from other parties. Some local parties are also niche parties, but many are not. 

Figure 8 does not support our hypothesis. On the contrary, the Christian niche parties CU and SGP actually 

gain vote share when incumbent and GL (green left) is not affected much by incumbency. The SP (Socialist 

Party) does seem to suffer but the confidence interval is rather wide. 

Figure 8. Marginal effect of incumbency on change in seat share, conditional on party affiliation 

According to hypothesis 5, the electoral costs of incumbency increase with the ideological distance between 

a party and the average ideological position of the coalition parties. We test this hypothesis using the five 

different ideological scales developed by Laméris et al. (2018), as described in the data section. 

The left part of Figure 9 plots the conditional marginal effects. For most scales, the confidence intervals 

include zero for all values of the mediator variables. For the market friendliness scale, we find that for some 

low values of the mediator variable incumbent parties do worse than opposition parties do. For the freedom 

scale, we find that this is the case for some intermediate values. Neither of these results are in line with 

hypothesis 5, according to which the cost of ruling increases with ideological distance. 

Hypothesis 6 states that the cost of ruling increase with the ideological breadth of the coalition. The only 

evidence we find is on the ideological left-right scale. None of the four other ideological scales we use 

mediates the cost of governing. We find only weak support for hypothesis 6. 
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Figure 9. Ideological distance from coalition (left-hand side) and ideological breadth of coalition 

(right-hand side) with 95%  
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Hypothesis 7 (the cost of ruling decreases with the number of coalition parties), is supported by the data 

(Figure 10). The panel in the middle and the right panel of Figure 10 confirm that the cost of governing 

varies linearly with the number of coalition parties. Possibly, it is more difficult to blame an individual party 

for disappointing performance when coalitions consist of more parties. We cannot rule out that the effect 

found here is driven by the number of council parties rather than number of coalition parties, as both are 

correlated. However, insofar this correlation is due to municipal size (larger jurisdictions have both more 

council seats and more aldermen), this is controlled for by our municipality fixed effects. 

Figure 10. Marginal effect of incumbency on change in seat share, conditional on number of coalition parties  

Hypothesis 8 states that the cost of ruling has increased over time. Figure 11 shows that this hypothesis is 

not supported. There is no clear trend in the cost of governing. 

Figure 11. Marginal effect of incumbency on change in seat share, conditional on election year 

5.8 Conclusion 

On average, parties that join a local coalition government in the Netherlands can expect to lose about six 

percent of their vote share in the next election. This shows that Dutch local elections are not ‘just’ second-

order elections. Local politics matters for voters’ electoral choices. As expected, the cost of ruling is not 

homogeneous. In some cases, being an incumbent party may not affect electoral performance, or it may 
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even be rewarded by an increase in vote share. However, in many cases, this heterogeneity in the cost of 

incumbency does not conform to our hypotheses (Table 5). 

Table 5. Results per hypothesis 

 Hypotheses: electoral costs of 
incumbency: 

Support? Remarks 

1 are higher for cabinet parties No Makes no difference 

2 decrease with party size Some Cost is higher for very small parties but differences among medium-
sized and big parties are not significant 

3 decrease after the first term in 
office 

Some Only after four or more terms the cost or ruling is significantly lower 
than after the first term 

4 are higher for niche parties than 
for mainstream parties 

No Some niche parties win vote share after incumbency 

5 increase with the ideological 
distance from coalition 

No Only for one out of five ideological scales we find an effect, and this 
effect goes against the hypothesis 

6 increase with ideological breadth 
of coalition 

Little Only on one out of five ideological scales 

7 decrease with number of 
coalition parties 

Yes Linear effect of moderator variable 

8 have increased over time No There is no clear trend 

 

We find that whether a party is a member of the national cabinet does not matter for the cost or ruling in 

local elections. In line with hypothesis 2, small parties (up to ten percent of council seats) are punished more 

harshly for joining a local coalition than larger parties. Small parties must compromise more, and are more 

liable to disappoint voters. However, the difference with parties occupying 18-24 percent of council seats is 

not significant. 

The cost of ruling seems to decrease with the number of consecutive terms in office, but only after four 

terms or more is this cost significantly lower than after one term in office. We expected that parties 

disappoint more voters after their first term in office than after two or more consecutive terms, because 

parties in office have revealed how they govern, and unsatisfied voters would probably already have deserted 

them after their first term. That this effect only materializes after four or more consecutive terms suggests 

that grievance asymmetry is possibly not the best explanation. Possibly theories relating to the life cycle of 

political parties could offer some insights into this. 

Two (Christian) niche parties actually gain seats when incumbent, while the two other (left wing) niche 

parties in our study suffer no significant electoral cost of incumbency. Perhaps these Christian niche parties 

are more reluctant to enter coalitions with parties that are ideologically different, because they do not want 

to compromise on what is important for them. Additional research could bear this out. 

The electoral cost of incumbency does not increase with the ideological distance between a party and the 

average ideological position of the coalition parties. The cost of ruling increases with the ideological breadth 

of the coalition, but only on the ideological left-right scale. Possibly hypotheses 5 and 6 are not supported 

because local politics is less ideological than national politics (Oliver et al., 2012). Municipal government is 
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more about solving practical problems, making the ideological composition of the coalition less relevant for 

policies and voters. 

One hypothesis is unambiguously supported: the cost of ruling decreases with the number of coalition 

parties, and thus with clarity of responsibility. This suggests that, when a proportional electoral system allows 

a large number of parties to emerge, necessitating coalitions of many parties, accountability could suffer. 

With regard to our final hypothesis, we find no clear trend in the cost of ruling over time. 

An important limitation of this study is that local parties could only be included in regressions for elections 

where only one local party ran. As a robustness test, we investigated whether our conclusions would be 

different had all local parties been excluded. This is not the case; see Appendix 1. 

We hope to see new studies on the local cost of governing using a similar methodology in countries with 

different institutions, in order to compare the results. Similar results would imply that the cost of governing 

is fairly independent of the institutional setting. However, different results would suggest that the cost of 

governing is context dependent, which may then explain the inconsistency in results of extant empirical 

studies. 

We discuss different theories that may explain the mechanism behind the incumbency effect. These theories 

mainly originate from research on national elections and aim to explain the incumbency effect in general, 

not its heterogeneity. And, although they have been applied to local government before and go some way 

in explaining why the incumbency effect might differ between parties, they do not apply seamlessly. Two of 

these theories predict a negative incumbency effect, as we find here, and may also be applied to a 

multidimensional context, as in Dutch local elections: grievance asymmetry and coalition of minorities. 

In line with the first of these theories, grievance asymmetry, we find that the electoral cost of incumbency 

decreases with the number of coalition parties and with the number of consecutive terms in office. However, 

only after four or more terms in office is this cost significantly lower than after the first term. Support for 

hypothesis 1 (parties that are simultaneously a national and local incumbent incur a disproportionally higher 

cost of ruling) would have been in line with grievance asymmetry as well, but was not found. 

In line with the coalition of minorities theory, we would expect the electoral costs of incumbency to decrease 

with party size. However, although this cost is indeed higher for very small parties, differences among 

medium-sized and big parties are small and not significant. We would also expect a higher cost for niche 

parties and when there is a greater ideological distance between a party and the coalition it joins, but neither 

of these hypotheses is supported. Finally, the coalition of minorities theory leads us to expect the cost of 

ruling to increase with the ideological breadth of the coalition, but this hypothesis is only weakly supported. 

Our study points towards grievance asymmetry as a most likely explanation for the cost of governing in 

Dutch local government. This suggests that it is indeed fruitful to employ this theory beyond economic 

voting, which is also a logical implication of its close connection to prospect theory. Support for the 

grievance asymmetry theory implies that voters hold government accountable, although in an imperfect way. 
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However, many of our results remain unexplained by theory. This shows that there is a lot we do not know 

about the mechanisms that may affect the quality of our democracies. The most glaring anomaly is perhaps 

that we find that some (niche) parties actually benefit from incumbency. Future research could, e.g., look 

into the kind of ties parties have with the electorate (Martin et al., 2022). Moreover, we hope that new 

theories will be developed that might better explain what we find. Since most of the theories on the 

incumbency originate from research relating to national governments, it could be worth exploring if novel 

theories are needed to explain the heterogeneity of the cost of governing at the local level. As Hjermitslev 

(2020) notes, there is clearly a need for more refined theorizing. 

5.A Appendix: Robustness tests 

This Appendix shows a different version of the Figures presented in the results section, obtained by 

dropping all observations on local parties from the sample. For ease of comparison, we maintained the 

Figure numbers from the paper and preceded them by an A. 

Figure A5. Marginal effect of incumbency on change in seat share, conditional on cabinet membership, with 95% confidence intervals 

 

Figure A6. Marginal effect of incumbency on change in seat share, conditional on share in council seats 
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Figure A7. Marginal effect of incumbency on change in seat share, conditional on number of consecutive terms in office 

 

Figure A8. Marginal effect of incumbency on change in seat share, conditional on party 
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Figure A9. Marginal effect of incumbency of change in seat share, conditional on ideological distance of party from coalition (left) and breadth of 

coalition (right) with 95% confidence intervals 
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Figure A10. Marginal effect of incumbency on change in seat share, conditional on number of coalition parties  

 

Figure A11. Marginal effect of incumbency on change in seat share, conditional on election year 
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5.B Appendix: Regression table 

This appendix contains the regression results of the main model. Regression tables of the other models, 

which take up more space because of the larger number of interaction terms, are available from the authors 

upon request. 

Effect of incumbency on relative change in share of council seats; main model 

Incumbency -34.43*** 

 (10.66) 

Seatshare -1.05** 

 (0.49) 

Incumbency#Seatshare 0.41 

 (0.55) 

Natcab 23.52* 

 (12.43) 

Incumbency#Natcab -2.27 

 (13.92) 

Natcab#Seatshare -0.33 

 (0.67) 

Incumbency#Natcab#Seatshare 0.86 

 (0.71) 

Colpart 5.66** 

 (2.87) 

Incumbency#Colpart 0.34 

 (3.50) 

Seatshare#Colpart -0.57*** 

 (0.18) 

Incumbency#Seatshare#Colpart 0.44** 

 (0.20) 

Natcab#Colpart -6.68* 

 (3.95) 

Incumbency#Natcab#Colpart 6.38 

 (4.53) 

Natcab#Seatshare#Colpart 0.62** 

 (0.24) 

Incumbency#Natcab#Seatshare#Colpart -0.65** 

 (0.26) 

Constant -13.76 

 (11.74) 

  

Observations 12,589 

R-squared 0.45 

Robust standard errors in parentheses. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. OLS estimates. 
Dependent variable: Relative change in share in share council seats. 
Party-year and municipal dummies are included, but coefficients are not reported. 
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Chapter 6: The influence of politics on local taxes22 

 

Abstract 

In a well-functioning democracy, citizens can change government policy by voting for parties that advocate 

such changes. We investigate whether changes in party composition of local governments lead to changes 

in local tax burdens or the distribution of local taxes over groups of taxpayers. Hypotheses are tested using 

panel data on municipalities in the Netherlands in the period 1998 – 2021 in a difference-in-differences 

setup. Dutch municipalities are an interesting case to investigate because several of their institutional 

characteristics should induce policy responsiveness. Apart from a traditional left-right ideology scale, we use 

two recently developed ideology scales that measure preferences for economic equality and preferences for 

markets and efficiency, respectively. We find that changes in local governments’ party composition do not 

lead to changes in local taxes. This null-result raises concerns about the responsiveness of Dutch local 

democracy. Future research should investigate whether voters influence taxes through other mechanisms 

or whether voters influence other policy areas. 

6.1 Introduction 

The tradeoff between taxes and government services is among the most fundamental in public policy. 

Higher taxes enable more government services, while lower public service levels allow lower taxes. One 

would expect that voters can influence this tradeoff by voting for parties that either want to increase 

government service levels (and taxes) or, alternatively, lower taxes (and service levels). This would ensure 

that the amount of government services and the corresponding tax burden are congruent with the 

preferences of the constituency (Oates, 1972; 1999). 

Democratic governments should not always and immediately do what a majority of voters want (Sabl, 2015) 

as this could conflict with other democratic values, such as protection against tyranny. To what extent 

policies should be responsive is still being debated. It depends not only on the specific policy, but also on 

one’s specific view on democracy (Sabl, 2015). However, that taxes should be, to some degree, responsive 

to changes in the preferences of constituencies is uncontroversial, as long as such changes in taxes are not 

disruptively large and they do not directly conflict with other democratic values. 

This paper investigates whether changes in the party composition of municipal governments predict changes 

in local taxes. We study both changes in the composition of the municipal council and the municipal 

executive in terms of the seat share of individual parties and in terms of the position of these bodies on 

three different ideology scales. We are interested whether such ideological changes affect tax levels or local 

tax incidences, i.e., the distribution of the tax burden over different groups of taxpayers. 

 
22 This chapter is an English language adaptation of De invloed van kiezers op de lokale belastingen (Allers and Rienks, 2022a) 
prepared for the Ministry of the Interior and Kingdom Relations. An adaptation summary of this report has appeared 
in Economische Statistische Berichten (Allers and Rienks, 2022b).  
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We test this using panel data on municipalities in the Netherlands in the period 1998 – 2021 in a difference-

in-differences setup. Dutch municipalities are an excellent case to investigate this. Ex-ante we expect Dutch 

tax policy to be responsive because these elections are competitive and have an electoral system based on 

proportional representation (Wlezien and Soroka, 2021; Coppedge et al., 2019). The relatively small scale of 

Dutch municipalities should also contribute to policy responsiveness (Dahl, 1994; Wlezien and Soroka, 

2021). Furthermore, the municipal funding system is designed to enable local governments to set property 

tax rates in accordance with the preferences of their constituencies. Equalizing grants from the central 

government aim to allow municipalities to offer a similar level of government services at similar local tax 

rates. Local taxes are meant to enable municipalities to cater to the specific preferences of their 

constituencies (Tweede Kamer, 1996). Of course, this aim can never be fully reached in practice, but the 

Dutch government makes a big effort to come as close as is reasonably possible. Another benefit of focusing 

on the Netherlands is that there are a number of novel ideology scales available to categorize Dutch political 

parties. Besides the traditional left-right divide, there are also scales available for the preferences for 

economic equality and for the preferences for markets and efficiency (Lameris et al., 2018). 

We find that political changes in the composition of municipal councils or municipal executives do not lead 

to changes in local taxes. This null-result is unexpected, also in the light of previous studies, and raises 

concerns about the responsiveness of Dutch local democracy to voters’ preferences. Its practical relevance 

lies in the central governments’ intention to give local democratic policymaking a key role in addressing 

policy challenges in the fields of social services, the transition towards a sustainable economy, and the 

transformation of the housing market.  

6.2 Literature  

6.2.1 Theory 

The municipal government sets local taxes in the Netherlands. This government consists of a municipal 

council and a municipal executive which are composed of individuals that are generally organized in political 

parties. Either these political parties influence taxes or they do not. Theories provide credence to both 

possibilities. 

“Parties do not matter” 

According to the inertia-theory, political parties do not change taxes, out of fear of losing votes (Blom-

Hansen et al., 2006). The reasoning is that both increasing taxes and reducing government services are 

unpopular with the electorate. The electorate does not appreciate the corresponding increase in service 

levels or decrease in taxes enough to make the net effect feel positive. This might be due to loss aversion 

(Kahneman and Tversky, 1979). This theory of inertia might be especially applicable to Dutch municipalities. 

Allers et al. (forthcoming) show that loss aversion (in the form of grievance asymmetry) can explain some 

aspects of voting behavior in Dutch local elections. Furthermore, since local taxes account for only a modest 

share of municipal income (10 percent on average), municipal politicians have more leeway to leave them 

unchanged. Previous studies show that, when there are difficulties with balancing the municipal budget, 
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increasing taxes is only considered as a measure of last resort, when further spending cutbacks are hard to 

realize (Van Gemeren et al., 2015). Kattenberg et al. (2016) show that financial windfalls rarely lead to lower 

taxes in Dutch municipalities. De Natris and Allers (2021) show that in about half of the municipalities, the 

parties that form the municipal executive agree to limit the potential increase in local taxes prior to taking 

office (usually to the inflation rate).  

Other theories argue that parties do not matter at all for policy, including tax policy. According to the 

median-voter theory, parties compete for the favor of the median voter, which eliminates most of the policy 

differences between parties (Downs, 1957b; Blom-Hansen et al., 2006). Another theory argues that the 

effect of parties on taxes is crowded out by other factors, such as policies at higher tiers of government, 

socio-economic factors, and institutional factors. These factors might have become more important in 

determining taxes because of globalization and European integration. This theory, if one might call it that, 

originates from empirical research that suggests that parties matter less for policies since the 1970s (Schmitt, 

2016). 

The theory of yardstick competition argues that voters base their judgement of the performance of 

governing parties on simple indicators like tax rates. Because it is very difficult, i.e., costly, for voters to 

measure local government performance, they resort to simple indicators, such as a comparison of tax rates 

with those of neighboring municipalities. Tax rates are easy to quantify, unlike public service levels. Local 

politicians might anticipate this and try to improve their electoral success by avoiding tax rates that deviate 

too much from neighboring municipalities. Allers and Elhorst (2005) find empirical support for yardstick 

competition in the Netherlands. 

Finally, under the theory of tax competition (Wilson, 1986), citizens can voice their discontent not only 

through voting, but also by moving. This exit-option is also available to firms. A municipality with much 

higher taxes than those in neighboring municipalities might lose residents and firms, and thus part of its tax 

base. Especially the wealthy could decide to move since they are both mobile and pay high property taxes. 

Local politicians might anticipate this and thus be reluctant to increase taxes. However, because local taxes 

in the Netherlands are too low to make moving profitable, this is mainly a theoretical consideration. 

“Parties matter” 

Other theories imply that parties do matter for local taxes. Different theories mention different reasons for 

why parties matter. However, all theories come to similar conclusions: Left-wing parties have, almost by 

definition, a greater preference for government intervention, and thus require higher tax revenues (e.g., 

Folke, 2014; Petterson-Lidbom, 2008; Lameris et al., 2018). Left-wing parties also prefer progressive or 

redistributive tax policies, in which the relatively wealthy pay more taxes than the relatively poor. This in 

contrast to ideologically right-wing parties who prefer lower taxes and less government intervention. These 

parties also place less value on progressive taxation (Blom-Hansen et al., 2006). 
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6.2.2 Previous empirical research 

Previous research in countries that are somewhat comparable with the Netherlands show mixed results 

about the influence of parties on local taxes. Studies for the Netherlands, Denmark and Norway conclude 

that party composition matters for local taxes. However, research on Sweden presents mixed findings. 

Because these studies, summarized in Table 1, use different research methods, it is difficult to draw 

conclusions about differences between these countries. Both Allers et al. (2001) and Blom-Hansen et al. 

(2006) use cross-section data, and may suffer from missing variable bias as a result. Petterson-Lidbom 

(2008), Folke (2014), and Fiva (2018) use regression discontinuity analysis, which means their results have a 

limited degree of external validity because they only apply to the subpopulation around the threshold 

(Imbens and Lemieux, 2007). 

Table 1: Empirical studies about the influence of parties on local taxes 

Study  Country Method Results 

Allers et al. 

(2001) 

Netherlands Linear regression based 

on a single year 

- Municipal councils that are more left-wing also have higher 

property taxes. 

- A higher share of municipal council seats for either the 

Christian Democrats or the Conservative Liberals in the 

municipal council or municipal executive, correlates with lower 

property tax revenues. The reverse is true for the Labor Party 

and the Social Liberals.  

Blom-Hansen 

et al. (2006) 

Norway and 

Denmark 

Linear regression based 

on a single year 

Municipal revenues are higher when left parties have a 

majority, and these taxes are levied more progressively.  
Pettersson-

Lidbom (2008) 

Sweden Regression discontinuity 

design that exploits 

variation in the seats 

majority. 

When left-wing parties have a majority, local taxes are 2 to 3 

percent higher than with a right-wing majority. 

Folke (2014) Sweden Regression discontinuity 

design that utilizes 

leftover seats 

Parties do not influence local taxes, but they do influence 

immigration and environmental policies. 

Fiva et al. 

(2018) 

Norway Two regression 

discontinuity designs. 

The first utilizes changes 

in the seats majority and 

the second leftover 

seats. 

Bigger left parties lead to higher property taxes, higher 

spending on childcare and less spending on the elderly. No 

effect is found on spending for local public goods.   

Egerod and 

Larsen (2021) 

Denmark Linear regression based 

on difference-in-

differences 

Changes in electoral support for right-wing parties explains 

differences in the degree in which municipal policy is 

conservative. The estimation of the conservativeness of 

municipal policy is based on 14 policy indicators, including 

municipal taxes. 

 

6.2.3 Hypotheses and contribution to the literature 

Only a handful of studies estimate the impact of politics on local taxes in electoral systems using 

proportional representation, like the Netherlands. The most recent study on the influence of parties on local 

taxes in the Netherlands was based on data of a single year (Allers et al., 2001). Because of these data 

limitations, it could not control for unobserved covariates at the municipal level. This study adds to the 

literature in four ways. Firstly, it investigates the impact of parties on local taxes in a setting in which one 

would expect to find an effect. The competitiveness of Dutch local elections, the use of proportional 
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representation (Wlezien and Soroka, 2021), the relatively small scale of Dutch municipalities (Dahl, 1994) 

and its equalizing funding system should induce responsiveness. Secondly, this study controls more 

stringently for omitted variables than previous studies did, by employing a difference-in-differences setup 

and using time trends. Thirdly, it uses two novel ideology scales that go beyond the traditional left-right 

divide. Fourthly, by studying both the impact of individual parties, the ideological majority and the average 

ideological composition of the municipal council and the executive, we measure the impact of politics in a 

greater variety of ways than previous research. To improve robustness, tax levels and tax incidence are 

measured in different ways as well. 

This paper tests two hypotheses. First, we hypothesize that an increase in the political influence of left-wing 

parties leads to a raise in taxes. Secondly, we hypothesize that an increase in the political influence of left-

wing parties leads to a more redistributive allocation of local taxes. 

6.3 Case selection and institutional setup 

Municipal government 

Municipalities in the Netherlands are democratically governed jurisdictions. They have significant autonomy 

over spending decisions and carry out a broad range of governmental tasks. The municipal council and 

executive govern them. The latter consists of a mayor and two or more aldermen. Aldermen generally have 

strong party affiliations and need the support of a majority of the municipal council. Pre-electoral coalitions 

are uncommon and post-electoral coalitions are hard to predict. The Crown formally appoints the mayor, 

who has a mostly non-executive function. In practice, the Crown appoints the candidate nominated by the 

municipal council. 

In municipal elections, every permanent resident aged 18 or more is eligible to vote. Municipal elections are 

quadrennial and held on the same day in all municipalities, except for municipalities involved in an 

amalgamation process (Allers et al., 2021). These have off-cycle elections which are excluded from the 

analysis. 

Many parties participate in municipal elections. The allocation of seats among parties is based on 

proportional representation, with one municipality wide electoral district and no electoral threshold. This 

makes it easy to start a new party and gain seats. It scores high on the Varieties of Democracy index, with a 

score of 0.86 on the VDEM local government index variable in 2016 (the maximum score being 0.99 for, 

for instance, Finland) and a score of 2.54 in 2016 on the free and fair subnational elections variable (with 

only Portugal and Sweden having a slightly higher score) (Coppedge et al., 2019). These institutional 

conditions should facilitate policy responsiveness (Wlezien and Soroka, 2021).  

We would expect competitive elections to lead to policy responsiveness primarily for salient policy issues 

(Wlezien and Soroka, 2021). Local taxes do appear to be an important issue. Local taxes have direct financial 

consequences for voters and are fundamental to public policy. Municipal rankings on local taxes feature 

regularly in Dutch media. Explorative research suggests that (local) taxes are mentioned in at least 80% of 
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the coalition agreements in the period 2010-2018 (Otjes and de Natris, 2022). However, other issues also 

play an important role in local elections and the saliency of issues differs between municipalities.  

Municipal income and taxes 

Municipalities in the Netherlands receive most of their funding from the national government. In 2018, 

49% of municipal income was provided through a general intergovernmental grant and 11% through 

earmarked grants (Ministry of Finance, 2021). The system of intergovernmental transfers in the Netherlands 

is equalizing and aims to enable every municipality to offer a similar level of government services at standard 

tax rates. Municipalities can opt to offer better public services and set higher tax rates, or vice versa. The 

grant allocation formula equalizes both spending need and tax capacity (Tweede Kamer, 1996). Such an 

institutional setting facilitates a political trade-off of the benefits of extra public services against the cost to 

the taxpayer. This makes the Netherlands an interesting case to study. 

By far the most important taxes Dutch municipalities levy are property taxes, which account for 7 percent 

of municipal revenues on average. Other local taxes, of which tourist taxes and parking taxes are most 

important, together generate 3 percent of revenues. Municipalities are free to set property tax rates and the 

tax base is defined by national law. Local tax rates are set by the municipal council as part of the yearly 

municipal budget. The municipal budget is prepared by the municipal executive. 

Municipal user fees, which include the sewage fee and waste collection fee, account for 7% of revenues. 

Sewer fees, garbage fees and property tax are levied via one combined tax bill. The combined amount has 

considerable political relevance. Annual rankings of municipal taxes often highlight this combined amount 

for the average household in different municipalities. 

The property tax rate is expressed as a percentage of the value of a property (land plus buildings). Before 

2006, there were four kinds of property taxes: on ownership of residential property, on use of residential 

property, on ownership of non-residential property, and on use of non-residential property. The property 

tax rate on the use of residential property was been abolished in 2006. To make our data comparable over 

the full research period, we also exclude this tax from our study. 

Municipalities can change tax (and user fee) incidence by shifting revenue between the different categories 

of property tax, and between property taxes and user fees. User fees can be set below (not above) cost-

covering levels, with the remainder being funded out of property tax revenue. Moreover, sewer fees, e.g., 

can be levied from occupants or owners, and the rate may be linked to property value, water use or 

household size. This provides leeway to shift the local tax burden to certain groups. 
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6.4 Operationalization and data 

6.4.1 Dependent (tax) variables 

The hypotheses are tested using linear regression. In each regression, the dependent variable reflects either 

the level or the distribution of local taxes whereas the main independent variable measures the political 

composition of the municipal government. We use five different dependent variables. 

Our first hypothesis is that left-wing parties levy higher taxes in order to fund higher levels of government 

services. Property taxes are the most straightforward way for municipalities to generate extra revenue. We 

measure property tax levels in two different ways: as total per capita property tax revenue and as the property 

tax bill faced by the owner of a residential property with a value equal to the local average residential property 

value. Our third dependent variable is the average combined municipal tax bill (property tax, sewer fee and 

garbage fee) for home-owning, multi-person households. Table 2 provides an overview of the descriptive 

statistics of our dependent variables. The table contains both descriptive statistics for the overall and the 

within variation, because we use a fixed effect model. 

Our second hypothesis is that left-wing parties raise taxes in a more progressive way. Economic tax 

incidence differs from legal tax incidence, as it depends on elasticities of supply and demand. There has 

been much discussion among economists about who exactly bears the burden of local taxes. However, most 

politicians and taxpayers appear to be blissfully ignorant of this academic discussion, and focus on legal tax 

incidence instead. We operationalize progressive taxation using two dependent variables. The first measures 

which percentage of property tax revenue collected from owners comes from owners of residential buildings 

rather than non-residential buildings. Progressive here thus means a preference to tax companies, i.e., capital, 

rather than residents. This preference of left-wing parties contrasts with that of right-wing parties, which 

attach more weight to stimulating business and entrepreneurship and thus are more reluctant to tax 

companies. Note that the within variation on this variable is relatively low (see Table 2). 

A second way in which we operationalize progressive taxation is by comparing tax bills for owners with 

those for renters of residential buildings. Citizens that rent their house are often less wealthy than home 

owners. Municipalities can tax renters less by collecting a larger share of their municipal taxes from property 

taxes, which renters do not have to pay directly, and a smaller share from sewer and waste collection fees, 

which renters (and home owners) do pay directly. Municipalities also have the possibility to levy a higher 

sewage fee on the owners of residential property than on those that rent it. As such, we also use the 

combined municipal tax bill for a multi-person household renting its home as a percentage of the tax bill 

for a home-owning multi-person household as dependent variable. The lower this percentage is, the less 

renters pay in comparison to owners, and the more progressive local taxation is.  
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Table 2. Descriptive statistics dependent variables 

 

Number of 

observations Average 

Standard-

deviation Minimum Maximum 

1. Total property tax revenue per capita (euro)1  1947 218 70 56 610 

As above (within) 351 n.a. 36 -218 199 

2. Property tax revenues collected from the owners of residential 

buildings as a percentage of property tax revenues collected from all 

property owners. 

1663 59 11 20 92 

As above (within) 351 n.a. 2 -11 12 

3a. Property tax bill for the owner of a residential building with an 

average property value (euro) 

1947 289 81 109 890 

As above (within) 351 n.a. 48 -372 211 

3b. Municipal tax bill for the owner of a residential building with an 

average property value (euro) 2 

1947 775 119 368 1517 

As above (within) 351 n.a. 81 -447 381 

4. Municipal tax bill for the renter of a residential building3 as a 

percentage of the tax bill for the owner of a residential building 

(multi-person households) 

1947 53 13 -18 83 

As above (within) 351 n.a. 6 -50 40 

1: This includes both property taxes for owners of residential buildings, owners of non-residential buildings, and users of non-residential buildings. 
2: Calculated as: sewer fee for a multi-person household + garbage fee for a multi-person household  – tax discount (Dutch: heffingskorting) + 
property tax bill for a residential building with an average property value. A tax discount is given by very few municipalities and may result in negative 
combined tax bills for renters. 
3: Calculated as: sewer fee for a multi-person household + garbage fee for a multi-person household – tax discount. 

 

6.4.2 Independent political variables  

Individual parties in the municipal council 

Our main independent variables measure the composition of the municipal government. Our first measure 

of this is the seat share of an individual party in the municipal council. We include all parties that received 

at least 3 percent of total council seats (aggregated over the entire research period and all municipalities), to 

ensure we have sufficient (not zero) observations. These are the Christian Democrats (in Dutch abbreviated 

as CDA), Conservative Liberals (VVD), Social Democrats (PvdA), Social Liberals (D66), Green Left (GL), 

Socially Conservative Christians (CU), and unaffiliated local parties. 

Unaffiliated local parties only participate in a single municipality. As such, they cannot be included as 

separate parties in the regressions. Some of these local parties have either a protestant Christian, a left-wing 

or a right-wing character, indicated in their name. For instance, a party named Christian Schiermonnikoog 

(where Schiermonnikoog is the name of a municipality) is categorized as Christian. If a party’s name does 

not clearly indicate a left-wing, right-wing or Christian identity, we categorize it as unaffiliated. We group 

local parties in these four categories and treat these as if they were parties participating in numerous 

jurisdictions. 

When taken together these unaffiliated local parties occupy 27% of all council seats and supply around 25% 

of all aldermen. Left-wing local parties, Christian local parties or right-wing local parties do not reach our 

minimum threshold of having 3% of council seats. The Socialist Party (SP) and the Orthodox Christian 
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Right (SGP) also did not reach our 3% threshold. See the top panel of Table 3 for summary statistics of 

parties included in the analysis. 

Table 3. Percentage of council seats and percentage of aldermen per party 

 

Number of 

observations Average 

Standard-

deviation Minimum Maximum 

Municipal council      

Christian Democrats 1947 19.94 9.2 0.0 73.7 

Christian Democrats (Within variation) 351 n.a. 4.3 -22.7 15.3 

Socially Conservative Christians 1947 4.4 7.0 0.0 42.1 

Socially Conservative Christians (Within variation) 351 n.a. 2.4 -29.6 28.8 

Social Democrats  1947 14.1 9.4 0.0 47.6 

Social Democrats (Within variation) 351 n.a. 6.4 -23.2 24.8 

Conservative Liberals 1947 15.2 7.7 0.0 52.4 

Conservative Liberals (Within variation) 351 n.a. 4.3 -34.0 21.2 

Social Liberals 1947 5.1 5.8 0.0 31.1 

Social Liberals (Within variation) 351 n.a. 3.9 -13.2 17.0 

Green Left 1947 4.5 5.7 0.0 38.5 

Green Left (Within variation) 351 n.a. 2.7 -16.9 18.8 

Unaffiliated local parties 1947 27.4 17.9 0.0 100.0 

Unaffiliated local parties (Within variation) 351 n.a. 9.6 -31.8 56.9 

Aldermen      

Christian Democrats 1947 24.0 17.8 0.0 100.0 

Christian Democrats  (Within variation) 351 n.a. 14.1 -55.6 61.1 

Socially Conservative Christians 1947 4.6 10.7 0.0 66.7 

Socially Conservative Christians  (Within variation) 351 n.a. 7.0 -33.3 41.7 

Social Democrats 1947 16.2 17.3 0.0 66.7 

Social Democrats  (Within variation) 351 n.a. 13.9 -38.9 44.4 

Conservative Liberals 1947 17.1 16.6 0.0 100.0 

Conservative Liberals  (Within variation) 351 n.a. 13.1 -41.7 72.2 

Social Liberals 1947 4.5 10.1 0.0 50.0 

Social Liberals  (Within variation) 351 n.a. 8.3 -26.1 41.7 

Green Left 1947 4.0 9.7 0.0 50.0 

Green Left  (Within variation) 351 n.a. 7.2 -27.8 41.7 

Unaffiliated local parties 1947 23.6 24.9 0.0 100.0 

Unaffiliated local parties  (Within variation) 351 n.a. 16.9 -55.6 83.3 

 

Ideological majority in the municipal council 

Because Dutch municipalities are run by coalitions, individual parties might be too insignificant to influence 

property taxes. To measure the impact of having an ideological majority in the council we sum the seat 

shares of parties that are ideologically similar to one another. In the regressions, we include dummy variables 

which have the value of 1 if a majority of council seats is taken by parties that favor a certain ideology. 

Political parties’ ideology has long been measured on a one-dimensional left-right scale, but contemporary 

political beliefs are multi-dimensional (Lameris et al., 2018). Apart from a traditional left-right scale, we 
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therefore use two of the four dimensions of voter ideology developed by Lameris et al. (2018). We selected 

these two scales because they are relevant for tax policy. These capture preferences for economic equality 

and preferences for markets and efficiency, respectively. 

Lameris et al. (2018) use factor analysis to derive ideology scales from a Dutch voter survey. Respondents 

were asked for their preferences with respect to 40 political statements. The answers were then analyzed 

with respect to their national party preferences. These scales thus show what citizens that voted for a 

particular party prefer. They do not take into account party programs nor do they take into account that 

local chapters of national parties can have a (somewhat) deviating ideological profile. Because local parties 

are not included in these ideology scales, we assume that they are ideological neutral. The exception to this 

are local parties that signal through their name that they are either left-wing or right-wing, which we included 

as being either left or right. 

For every ideology scale, two dummy variables are created. When a majority of council seats in a municipality 

is occupied by parties that score high on a certain ideology scale, as indicated in Table 4, they receive the 

value of 1, and 0 otherwise. Municipalities in which a majority of council seats is occupied by parties that 

score low on an ideology scale (see Table 4) are coded in the same way using another dummy variable. Table 

4 positions parties on the three ideology scales and reports their dummy count. 

 

Table 4. Party scores ideology scales 

Ideology scale Parties that score high on this 

scale 

Parties that score low on this 

scale 

Traditional left – right 

Green Left; Social Democrats; 

Socialist Party; local left  

Socially Conservative Christians; 

Christian Democrats; 

Conservative Liberals; Orthodox 

Christian right; local right 

Dummy count 54 611 

Preferences for economic 

equality 

Green Left; Social Democrats; 

Socialist Party 

Social Liberals; Socially 

Conservative Christians; 

Christian Democrats; 

Conservative Liberals; Orthodox 

Christian right 

 50 816 

Preferences for markets 

and efficiency 

Social Liberals; Christian 

Democrats; Conservative 

Liberals 

Green Left; Socialist Party; 

Socially Conservative Christians; 

Orthodox Christian right   

Dummy count 402 23 

Based on Lameris et al. (2017) 
 

Average ideological profile of the municipal council 

We also use ideology scales in our third measure of the political composition of the municipal government. 

Here we measure the average ideological position of the municipal council on each ideology scale. This is 

calculated by multiplying the seat share a party has in a council with its ideology score. These scores are then 

summed up for all parties in the municipal council for which an ideology score is known and then divided 
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by the total seat share of all parties for which an ideology score is known. Parties for which no ideology 

score is known are assumed to have an ideology score of zero. See the top panel of Table 5 for descriptive 

statistics. Note that there is very limited within variation for the ideology score ‘preferences for markets and 

efficiency’. 

 

Table 5. Weighted average scores on ideology scales of municipal governments  

Ideology scale 

Number of 

observations Average 

Standard-

deviation Minimum Maximum 

Municipal council      

Traditional left – right 1933 5.5 0.5 4.3 7.0 

Traditional left – right (within variation) 349 n.a. 0.2 -0.9 1.1 

Preferences for economic equality 1933 -0.3 -0.2 -0.9 0.2 

Preferences for economic equality (within variation) 349 n.a. 0.1 -0.4 0.3 

Preferences for markets 

and efficiency 

1933 
0.1 -0.1 -0.2 0.3 

Preferences for markets 

and efficiency (within variation) 
349 n.a. 

0.0 -0.2 0.2 

Aldermen      

Traditional left – right 1884 5.6 0.8 3.2 7.4 

Traditional left – right (within variation) 349 n.a. 0.6 -2.3 2.3 

Preferences for economic equality 1884 -0.3 -0.3 -0.9 0.7 

Preferences for economic equality (within variation) 349 n.a. 0.2 -0.8 0.9 

Preferences for markets 

and efficiency 

1884 
0.1 -0.1 -0.5 0.3 

Preferences for markets 

and efficiency (within variation) 
349 n.a. 

0.1 -0.6 0.3 

 

Individual parties in the municipal executive 

Local taxes are part of the municipal budget that is prepared by the municipal executive. We measure the 

political composition of the municipal executive in two ways. First, by a set of variables reflecting the share 

of aldermen that belongs to each individual party (we ignore the non-elected mayor). We only include parties 

that have at least 3% of total aldermen. These are the same parties that occupy at least 3% of council seats. 

See the bottom panel of Table 3 for summary statistics. 

Average ideological profile of the municipal executive 

Our second measure of the political composition of the municipal executive is the average ideological profile 

of the municipal executive, calculated in a similar way as for the municipal council. See the bottom panel of 

Table 5 for descriptive statistics. Note that we do not analyze whether having an ideological majority in the 

municipal executive impacts local taxes. Because the municipal executive often includes only two aldermen 

(in smaller municipalities), they do not reflect the distribution of power within the municipal government 

very accurately. 
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6.4.3 Control variables 

In the Netherlands, equalizing intergovernmental grants reduce fiscal disparities to a considerable extent. 

Nevertheless, changes in tax rates may be induced by changes in spending need or tax capacity caused by, 

e.g., demographic developments, instead of changes in the electorate’s ideological preferences. Therefore, 

we include several control variables in the regressions. For example, an influx of very wealthy residents in a 

municipality could increase the support for right-wing parties. However, such an influx also increases the 

tax base of the municipality, thus resulting in higher tax revenues if tax rates remain unchanged. Because of 

this, we control for, e.g., per capita property value of residential buildings per capita. Omitting such variables 

risks biasing our estimates. Table 6 shows descriptive statistics of the control variables. Appendix A contains 

an overview of all data sources. 

Table 6. Control variables 

 

Number of 

observations Average 

Standard-

deviation Minimum Maximum 

General (not earmarked) grant per capita (1000 euro) 1947 0.98 0.31 0.39 3.29 

Property value residential buildings per capita (1000 euro)  1947 116.70 38.21 43.82 418.75 

Property value non-residential buildings per capita (1000 euro) 1947 25.75 10.36 6.74 100.02 

Number of inhabitants (1000) 1947 47.17 69.61 0.94 872.76 

Percentage of inhabitants aged below 20 1947 23.63 2.96 12.08 43.34 

Percentage of inhabitants aged above 65 1947 17.53 4.20 6.56 32.56 

Percentage of minorities 1947 3.97 4.08 0.00 27.73 

Number of welfare recipients per capita 1947 0.01 0.09 0.00 0.07 

Number of companies per capita  1947 0.08 0.03 0.03 0.21 

 

6.5 Method 

6.5.1 Research sample 

We investigate how changes in the political color of municipal governments influence tax levels or local tax 

incidence, using panel data on Dutch municipalities in the period 1998 – 2021. In 2021, there were 352 

municipalities. During the research period, a number of municipalities amalgamated, e.g. merged. The 

database is organized such that amalgamations are retroactively applied, i.e., municipalities that merged 

during our research period have their data combined for the years prior to amalgamation so that the units 

we analyze remain constant. Amounts are expressed in euros of 2021 using the consumer price index 

(source: Statistics Netherlands). 

The composition of the municipal government changes once every four years, after the municipal council 

elections. However, changing tax policy takes time. Our dependent (tax) variables apply to the third year 

after each municipal council election, i.e., to the years 2001, 2005, 2009, 2013, 2017 and 2021. We use the 

third year because the municipal budget in the first year after an election is often mostly the work of the 

outgoing government. We also do not want to use the last year before the next municipal elections, because 

parties might feel an electoral incentive to (temporarily) lower taxes. 
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6.5.2 Model and identification 

The hypotheses are tested through linear regression analysis. The units of observation are municipalities. 

Our models include the following variables:  

- A dependent variable that measures either the local tax level or its (legal) incidence. In total we have 

five different dependent variables that are listed in Table 2; 

- In each regression, the independent variable of interest measures the political color of the municipal 

government. Political color is first measured by share of individual parties (Table 3). We run one 

regression in which we include the individual parties in the council and one regression for the 

individual parties in the executive. Additionally, we use variables based on ideology scales: dummies 

for an ideological majority in the municipal council, the average ideological profile of the municipal 

council and the average ideological profile of the municipal executive (Tables 4 and 5). Each 

ideology scale is included in a separate model to avoid multi-collinearity, resulting in nine different 

regressions. In total we measure the composition of the municipal government through 11 different 

models; 

- Nine control variables (Table 6) to ensure that changes in tax rates are not induced by changes in 

fiscal factors that might correlate with party preferences of the electorate; 

- Municipal fixed effects: The control variables do not rule out the possibility that there might be other 

relevant municipal characteristics that influence both our dependent variable and the independent 

variable of interest. By including municipal fixed effects, we control for this to the extent that these 

characteristics are time invariant; 

- Year fixed effects: These dummy variables control for all events that have a simultaneous impact on 

all municipalities, such as changes in the national economy or in legislation; 

- Municipal time trends: These dummy variables control for developments within a municipality that 

follow a linear trend.  

We use robust standard errors clustered at the municipal level. Due to the large number of model estimates, 

we do not report the standard errors but only report whether results are statistically significant. 

The within variation reported in Tables 2, 3, and 5 show that both the composition of the municipal 

government and local taxes changed during the research period. The models estimate if changes in the 

municipal government are followed by changes in local taxes in a way that deviates from our control group, 

i.e., municipalities in which the composition of the municipal government was constant. If this is the case, 

then we assume that there is a causal relationship between changes in the governments’ political color and 

changes in taxes. 
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6.6 Results 

6.6.1 Influence of individual parties in the municipal council on local taxes 

Table 7 shows how changes in the individual seat share of parties in the municipal council influences changes 

in local taxes. Every column corresponds to a different dependent (taxation) variable. The first coefficient 

in column 1 of Table 7, e.g., shows that if Christian Democrats increase their council seat share with 1 

percentage point, then, on average, per capita property tax revenue decreases with 0.03 euro. This effect is 

negligibly small. It is also statistically insignificant at the 5 percent confidence level, just like all other 

coefficients in the table. 

By including municipal time trends, we might inadvertently control for changes in local taxes that follow a 

linear pattern. To mitigate this risk, we run the same regressions again without municipal time trends. 

Without trends, two coefficients become statistically significant at the 5 percent confidence level and their 

values increase slightly. The cells of these coefficients are highlighted in the table. This suggests that the 

municipal tax bill for the owners of residential buildings decreases with around 1 euro for every 1 percentage 

point increase in the share of council seats for Social Democrats or Conservative Liberals. Since the average 

municipal tax bill is 775 euro, this effect is negligible. 

We find no results that are statistically significant at the 5 percent confidence level when including time 

trends and find only few significant results which are negligibly small when time trends are excluded. We 

thus do not find convincing evidence that changes in the council seat shares of individual parties predict 

changes in local taxes. 

Table 7: Regression results: influence of individual parties in the municipal council on local taxes 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

 Property tax 

revenue per 

capita (euro) 

Property tax revenue 

from owners of 

residential buildings as a 

percentage of property 

tax revenue from all 

owners 

Property tax bill for 

owner residential 

building of average 

value (euro) 

Municipal tax 

bill for owner 

residential 

building of 

average value 

(euro) 

Municipal tax bill for a 

home renter as a 

percentage of the tax 

bill of a home owner 

Seat share Christian Democrats -0.03 0.02 -0.04 0.59 0.04 

Seat share Social Democrats 0.04 -0.01 -0.09 -0.75 -0.05 

Seat share Conservative Liberals -0.11 -0.01 -0.12 -0.78 -0.07 

Seat share Social Liberals -0.16 0.02 0.05 -0.61 -0.08 

Seat share Socially Conservative 

Christians 

0.22 0.04 0.47* 0.83 -0.02 

Seat share Green Left -0.08 0.00 -0.28 -0.15 0.05 

Seat share unaffiliated local parties 0.12 -0.00 0.10 -0.06 -0.02 

Number of observations 1.947 1.663 1.947 1.947 1.947 

Number of municipalities 351 351 351 351 351 

R2 0.850 0.728 0.820 0.753 0.739 

Note: OLS estimates. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Every column displays the results of a separate regression. All models include control variables, time 
fixed effects, municipal fixed effects and municipality time trends. Results in highlighted cells are statistically significant at the 5 percent level when time 
trends are excluded. 
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6.6.2 Influence of having an ideological majority in the municipal council on local taxes 

Table 8 shows how a change in the ideological majority predict changes in local taxes. Councils without a 

majority for either side on a particular ideology scale form the baseline. Because the ideology scales are 

correlated, we run a different regression for each ideology scale. In total, Table 8 shows the results of 15 

different models. 

Table 8 shows that there is one significant relationship (in Column 1): when elections create a majority for 

left-leaning parties where no such majority existed, property revenues per capita decrease by 6.2 euro. The 

coefficient for a swing to a right-wing majority is -1.6 and insignificant. The difference between both these 

coefficients is not significant (not shown in Table 8). Results based on the economic equality ideology scale 

are very similar. 

If we exclude municipal time trends, we find six statistically significant results, highlighted in Table 8. 

However, in only two cases these coefficients are also significantly different from the corresponding 

coefficient for a majority for the other end on the same ideology scale. The first is in column (2) when using 

the ideology scale preferences for markets. The second is in column (4) when using the traditional left-right 

ideology scale. Because we only find two of such statistically significant effects, the results do not show 

convincing evidence in favor of our hypotheses. 

Table 8: Regression results: influence of having an ideological majority in the municipal council on local taxes 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

 Property tax 

revenue per 

capita (euro) 

Property tax 

revenue from 

owners of 

residential buildings 

as a percentage of 

property tax 

revenue from all 

owners 

Property tax 

bill for owner 

residential 

building of 

average value 

(euro) 

Municipal tax bill 

for owner of 

residential 

building of 

average value 

(euro) 

Municipal tax 

bill for the 

renter of a 

residential 

building as a 

percentage of 

the tax bill of 

an owner 

Majority traditional right -1.6 0.2 -2.0 -3.5 -0.1 

Majority traditional left -6.2** 0.4 -4.7 5.9 1.0 

R2 0.849 0.726 0.820 0.750 0.737 

Majority against economic equality  -1.5 0.3* -1.3 -5.4 0.2 

Majority prefers economic equality -6.8** 0.4 -5.2 4.2 0.8 

R2 0.849 0.727 0.820 0.751 0.737 

Majority prefers markets and efficiency -0.6 1.2 5.2 8.8 -0.5 

Majority against markets and efficiency -3.1 0.0 -4.3 -12.7* 0.2 

R2 0.849 0.727 0.820 0.751 0.737 

Number of observations 1.947 1.663 1.947 1.947 1.947 

Number of municipalities 351 351 351 351 351 

Note: OLS estimates. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Every column displays the results of a separate regression. All models include 
control variables, time fixed effects, municipal fixed effects and municipality time trends. Results in highlighted cells are statistically 
significant at the 5 percent level when time trends are excluded. 
 

6.6.3 Influence of the average ideological profile of the municipal council on local taxes 

Table 9 shows how a change in the average ideological profile of the municipal council influences changes 

in local taxes. The first cell in the table shows, for instance, that when the council becomes 1 unit more 

right-wing (based on the scale of Lameris, with an average score of 5.5), property tax revenue per capita 
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increases by 1.57 euro. However, none of the results are statistically significant. Dropping municipal time 

trends does not change this. For the ideology profile “preference for markets and efficiency”, the lack of 

statistically significant results might be due to limited within-variation (see section 6.4.2). 

Table 9: Regression results: influence of the average ideological profile of the municipal council on local taxes 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

 Property tax 

revenue per 

capita (euro) 

Property tax 

revenue from 

owners of 

residential 

buildings as a 

percentage of 

property tax 

revenue from all 

owners 

Property tax 

bill for owner 

residential 

building of 

average 

value (euro) 

Municipal tax 

bill for owner 

of residential 

building of 

average value 

(euro) 

Municipal tax bill 

for the renter of a 

residential building 

as a percentage of 

the tax bill of an 

owner 

Ideology profile traditional left-right 1.57 -0.02 3.22 9.47 -0.25 

R2 0.855 0.726 0.822 0.752 0.737 

Ideology profile preference for economic 

equality 

-4.4 0.2 -8.0 -16.1 1.7 

R2 0.855 0.726 0.822 0.752 0.737 

Ideology profile preference for markets and 

efficiency 

12.5 -1.6 12.8 23.6 -4.3 

R2 0.855 0.726 0.822 0.752 0.737 

Number of observations 1.933 1.651 1.933 1.933 1.933 

Number of municipalities 349 349 349 349 349 

Note: OLS estimates. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Every column displays the results of a separate regression. All models include 
control variables, time fixed effects, municipal fixed effects and municipality time trends. Results in highlighted cells are statistically 
significant at the 5 percent level when time trends are excluded. 
 

6.6.4 Influence of individual parties in the municipal executive on local taxes 

Table 10 shows how the share of aldermen belonging to individual parties influence local taxes. None of 

the results are statistically significant, even if municipal time trends are dropped. 
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Tabel 10: Regression results: influence of individual parties in the municipal executive on local taxes 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

 Property tax 

revenue per 

capita (euro) 

Property tax 

revenue from 

owners of 

residential 

buildings as a 

percentage of 

property tax 

revenue from all 

owners 

Property tax bill for 

owner residential 

building of average 

value (euro) 

Municipal tax bill 

for owner of 

residential 

building of 

average value 

(euro) 

Municipal tax bill 

for the renter of a 

residential 

building as a 

percentage of the 

tax bill of an 

owner 

      

Seat share Christian Democrats -0.04 -0.01 -0.14 -0.24 -0.02 

Seat share Social Democrats -0.03 -0.00 -0.09 -0.24 -0.03* 

Seat share Conservative Liberals -0.07 -0.00 -0.13 -0.34* -0.03* 

Seat share Social Liberals -0.07 -0.00 -0.09 -0.43* -0.03 

Seat share Socially Conservative 

Christians 

-0.06 -0.00 -0.12 0.14 0.01 

Seat share Green Left 0.02 -0.00 -0.04 -0.03 -0.03 

Seat share unaffiliated local 

parties 

-0.02 0.00 -0.06 -0.13 -0.02 

      

Number of observations 1.947 1.663 1.947 1.947 1.947 

Number of municipalities 351 351 351 351 351 

R2 0.849 0.728 0.820 0.753 0.739 

Note: OLS estimates. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Every column displays the results of a separate regression. All models include 
control variables, time fixed effects, municipal fixed effects and municipality time trends. Results in highlighted cells are statistically 
significant at the 5 percent level when time trends are excluded. 
 

6.6.5 Influence of the average ideological profile of the municipal executive on local taxes 

Table 11 shows how a change in the average ideological profile of the municipal executive predicts changes 

in local taxes. No results are statistically significant, even without municipal time trends.  

Table 11: Regression results: Influence of the average ideological profile of the municipal executive on local taxes 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

 Property tax 

revenue per 

capita (euro) 

Property tax 

revenue from 

owners of 

residential buildings 

as a percentage of 

property tax 

revenue from all 

owners 

Property tax bill for 

owner residential 

building of average 

value (euro) 

Municipal tax bill 

for owner of 

residential 

building of 

average value 

(euro) 

Municipal tax bill 

for the renter of a 

residential 

building as a 

percentage of the 

tax bill of an 

owner 

Ideology profile traditional left-right -0.2 0.0 -0.3 -0.7 0.0 

R2 0.859 0.726 0.828 0.757 0.743 

Ideology profile preference for economic 

equality 

1.3 -0.1 1.2 3.1 0.1 

R2 0.859 0.726 0.828 0.757 0.743 

Ideology profile preference for markets and 

efficiency 

-5.7 0.2 -7.9 -15.8 -0.9 

R2 0.859 0.726 0.828 0.758 0.743 

Number of observations 1.884 1.606 1.884 1.884 1.884 

Number of municipalities 349 348 349 349 349 

Note: OLS estimates. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Every column displays the results of a separate regression. All models include 
control variables, time fixed effects, municipal fixed effects and municipality time trends. Results in highlighted cells are statistically 
significant at the 5 percent level when time trends are excluded. 
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6.7 Robustness tests 

Our results appear robust to changes in the way our dependent variable and our independent variable of 

interest are operationalized. Excluding municipal time trends from the regressions also hardly changes 

results. 

As a final robustness test, we developed an alternative ideology scale, based on an existing voter survey (in 

Dutch: Lokaal Kiezersonderzoek). This survey contains the following question: “Could you indicate on the 

scale below which combination of social expenditures and taxes you prefer.” It also asked respondents for 

their vote choice. By combining these two questions we calculated which percentage of voters for a certain 

party preferred either higher or lower taxes. We could also calculate this for local parties. Since the number 

of respondents per party is rather low in this survey, we use this alternative ideology scale for a robustness 

test only. When repeating the analysis based on this alternative ideology scale, we find similar results. See 

appendix B for details. 

6.8 Conclusion 

Our results do not show convincing evidence that changes in the political composition of Dutch municipal 

governments predict changes in local taxes or local tax incidence. We thus find no support for our 

hypotheses, namely that an increase in the political influence of left-wing parties leads to an increase in local 

taxes and a more progressive way of allocating the tax burden. 

This is an unexpected finding, but the literature does offer some explanations. Both increasing taxes and 

reducing government services are unpopular with the electorate. And, since local taxes account for only a 

modest share of municipal income (10 percent on average), local politicians have the luxury of leaving them 

unchanged. The theory of yardstick competition also explains why municipalities might not increase their 

local taxes. If voters use local taxes as a heuristic to judge the performance of political parties, politicians 

will be reluctant to change them. 

Nevertheless, the results do raise concerns about the responsiveness of local democracy in the Netherlands. 

An unresponsive local government is undesirable from the point of view of economic welfare (Oates, 1972) 

and normative democratic theory (Sabl, 2015). It might also undermine (national) policy ambitions that 

require local democracy to match local needs and customs to local policies. Future research should therefore 

investigate whether voters may affect tax policies through other mechanisms. For instance, voters might 

influence tax policies indirectly by punishing parties that increase taxes. Future research could also adopt a 

similar methodology to investigate other policy areas, such as environmental policies. Folke (2014), e.g., 

found that local tax policy in Sweden is unresponsive but immigration and environmental policies are. 

Something similar might be the case in the Netherlands. 
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6.A Appendix: Data sources  

 
Table A1. Data sources 

Data Source Used for 

Local taxes COELO Dependent variables 

(property taxes; municipal 

tax bill) 

Municipal 

characteristics 

(1) 

Ministry of the Interior and Kingdom Relations (2022). 

Verdeling van de algemene uitkeringen uit het 

gemeentefonds: Spreadsheetbestanden. Ministry of the 

Interior and Kingdom Relations. Retrieved May 2022 from 

https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/onderwerpen/financien-

gemeenten-en-

provincies/documenten/rapporten/2011/07/28/verdeling-

van-de-uitkeringen-uit-het-gemeentefonds 

Control variables 

(minorities; inhabitants 

below 20; inhabitants 

above 65; welfare 

recipients; number of 

companies) 

Municipal 

characteristics 

(2) 

Statistics Netherlands Control variables 

(property values 

residential buildings; 

property values non-

residential buildings) 

Composition 

of the 

municipal 

council and 

municipal 

executive 

Vereniging Nederlandse Gemeenten (Annual publication 

1995/ 1999/ 2003/ 2007/ 2011/ 2015). Gids 

gemeentebesturen. Den Haag: Sdu uitgevers. 

Vereniging Nederlandse Gemeenten (2019). Databank VNG 

Ledengegevens. Retrieved in 2021 from 

https://leden.vng.nl/login.html  

Independent variables 

(number of council seats 

per party; number of 

aldermen per party) 

   

 

6.B Appendix: Voter preferences for changes in local taxes 

The Local Voter Survey (in Dutch: het lokaal kiezersonderzoek) asked respondents which party they voted 

for. This survey also contained the question: “Could you indicate on the scale below which combination of 

social expenditures and taxes you prefer.” Respondents could indicate, on a scale of 0-10, if they were 

strongly in favor of reducing local taxes (score 0) or strongly in favor of increasing local taxes (score 10).  

Table B1 shows the reactions of respondents to this question per party. In this Table respondents that 

indicated a score of 0-3 are categorized as preferring lower taxes; respondents that indicated a score of 4-6 

are categorized as not preferring a change in local taxes; respondents that indicated a score of 7-10 are 

categorized as preferring higher taxes. By subtracting the percentage of voters for a certain party in favor of 

https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/onderwerpen/financien-
https://leden.vng.nl/login.html
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lower taxes from the percentage of voters for a certain party in favor of higher taxes, we calculated which 

net share of voters for a certain party were in favor of increasing taxes. A negative net score indicates that a 

majority of the voters for a certain party are in favor of lower local taxes whereas a positive net score 

indicates the opposite. 

Based on this we can calculate which share of the respondents that voted for a certain party, claim to prefer 

either lower or higher local taxes. This can be used as an alternative for the three ideology scales of Lameris 

(2018) which we use. We included this alternative ideology scale in our analysis the same as the other 

ideology scales. This did not lead to different results. Because the number of respondents per party is rather 

low for some parties, these outcomes might not be representative. Because of that we do not use this 

alternative ideology scale in the main analysis but use it only as a robustness test. 

 

Table B1: Reaction respondents on the question whether they prefer lower or higher local taxes, per political party. 

Party (in Dutch) 

Number of 

respondents 

voting fort his 

party 

Preferring 

lower local 

taxes 

Preferring 

no change in 

local taxes 

Preferring 

higher local 

taxes 

Net share of 

voters in 

favor of 

increasing 

taxes 

PVV 24 42% 58% 0% -42% 

Blank vote 9 33% 67% 0% -33% 

VVD 194 26% 63% 11% -15% 

SGP 21 19% 76% 5% -14% 

Local party / different party 465 21% 70% 9% -11% 

Christelijke combinatie (CU/SGP) 21 19% 67% 14% -5% 

Other national party 27 26% 52% 22% -4% 

I do not want to disclose on which party I 

voted 
29 

17% 62% 21% 3% 

ChristenUnie 57 12% 68% 19% 7% 

D66 142 8% 77% 15% 7% 

CDA 189 7% 76% 16% 9% 

SP 82 13% 61% 26% 12% 

PvdA 159 6% 64% 30% 25% 

GroenLinks 169 7% 52% 41% 34% 

Progressive combination (incl. PvdA, GL) 20 5% 45% 50% 45% 

PvdD 21 0% 52% 48% 48% 

Total 1629         

Parties are listed based on the score in the right column. Source: LKO 2018. 
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Chapter 7: Conclusion 

 

7.1 Dutch local elections and policy responsiveness 

Policy responsiveness is essential to representative democracy: if policies are not structurally responsive to 

the preferences of citizens, it can hardly live up to its name of ‘rule by the people’. Besides its intrinsic value, 

responsiveness is also an indirect effect or byproduct of other valuable characteristics of democracy, such 

as its ability to peacefully resolve political conflicts. Democracy and policy responsiveness are so closely 

entwined in our thinking, that the latter is often simply (and possibly unrealistically) taken for granted by 

policymakers and academics when theorizing about democratic decision making. Despite its importance, 

the empirical support for policy responsiveness is so weak that some critical but respected scholars refer to 

it as a modern fairytale (Achen and Bartels, 2017). 

Competitive elections are the main instrument for bringing about policy responsiveness (Rosema et al., 

2011; Wlezien and Soroka, 2021). Representative democracies transform the policy preferences of citizens 

into policy through three consecutive steps (see also Powell, 2004). The inputs to this process are the policy 

preferences of citizens. In the first step of this process, some citizens self-select into voters. In the second 

step, voters select politicians, i.e. representatives. In the third step, politicians select policies. In order for 

policy responsiveness to come about, every step should satisfy certain conditions as further explained below. 

The outputs of the process of policy responsiveness are the policy decisions made by a representative body 

during its term in office (Figure 1). The research papers in this dissertation cover all three consecutive steps 

in the process of policy responsiveness and use data about (recent) local elections in the Netherlands. 

Figure 1: The process for realizing policy responsiveness through elections 

 

On the selection of voters 

Chapters 2 and 3 are about voter turnout. In the presence of universal suffrage and in the absence of 

mandatory turnout laws, a certain share of citizens will self-select into voters. It is assumed that these citizens 

have policy preferences and that these at least partly determine their vote (Powell, 2000; Morlino, 2004). 

These preferences can take, e.g., the form of a somewhat stable leaning towards either left or right-wing 

policies. Because democracies aspire to make policies that are responsive to all citizens, election results 

should be representative of the entire electorate (Powell, 2004; Dahl, 1989). If certain groups of citizens 

with distinct policy preferences structurally vote less, their policy preferences might not be adequately 

written into policies (Dahl, 2015; Wlezien and Soroka, 2021). This could perpetuate inequalities in society 

or lead to vicious cycles in which groups become increasingly estranged from the state. Turnout is not only 

Citizens
Step 1: 

self-select
voters

Step 2:
select

politicians
Step 3:
select

policy
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important for the representativeness of election results. It should also be high enough to provide legitimacy 

to election outcomes (Lipset, 1960). However, a higher turnout can either increase or reduce the 

representativeness of an election result, depending on the particular groups among which turnout is 

increased.  

Are the policy preferences of the citizens that turn out to vote in Dutch local elections representative of the 

entire municipal electorate? The answer to this question will vary between municipalities. Research on a 

more aggregated level suggests that the results of Dutch municipal elections are not (perfectly) representative 

of the entire electorate, e.g. the young and lower educated vote less (Jansen and Boogers, 2018; Krouwel et 

al., 2018). To make these results more representative, turnout among underrepresented groups should be 

increased (or, more controversially, turnout among overrepresented groups decreased). Chapter 2 

introduces a methodology to investigate how those voters that are relatively easy to (de)mobilize, i.e., those 

that react to a certain shock in the costs of turning out to vote, influence the representativeness of election 

results. The method calculates which fraction of such voters should be exposed to the shock to generate a 

(counterfactual) representative election result. It is applied to the referendum on the Intelligence and 

Security Services Act (ISSA, in Dutch: Wet op de inlichtingen- en veiligheidsdienst) held in 2018 in the 

Netherlands. The results show that holding the referendum concurrent with municipal elections increased 

both turnout and the representativeness of the referendum result. However, in order to achieve a perfectly 

representative referendum result, only 71% of voters sensitive to the shock should have been faced with 

concurrent municipal elections, instead of the actual 92%. In such a case turnout would have been slightly 

lower.  

The method introduced in chapter 2 deals with elections in which voters face two alternatives, e.g., Yes or 

No. Future research could generalize this method to include more alternatives which would make it more 

applicable to, e.g., municipal elections. Future research should also investigate the impact of other 

exogenous shocks, in order to gain insight on how the policy preferences of voters that are sensitive to 

shocks differ on average from those that always vote and those that never vote. Especially shocks that are 

easy for policymakers to mimic would be interesting to investigate, such as an increase in the number of 

voting station and their opening hours. This might help to design policies that can increase the 

representativeness of election results. 

Voter turnout is not only important for determining the representativeness of election results, it should also 

be high enough to lend elections legitimacy. Chapter 3 shows one reason why turnout in Dutch municipal 

elections is declining. It does this by using municipal amalgamation, e.g., mergers, as an exogenous shock in 

jurisdiction size and analyses how this influences voter turnout in municipal elections and national election 

in the Netherlands in the period 1986-2018. The results show that municipal amalgamation reduces turnout 

in local elections by 2.2 percentage points and, more surprisingly, in national elections by 0.7 percentage 

points. Both effects are long-lasting, persisting at least five elections after amalgamation. A reduction of 2.2 

percentage points in local elections is a substantial drop. In 2018, average turnout in local elections was 55 
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percent. This implies a 4 percent turnout reduction after amalgamation. Voter turnout in municipal elections 

dropped by 7 percentage points between 1990 and 2018. As 43 percent of all eligible voters have been 

subjected to municipal amalgamations since 1983, roughly one-tenth (0.43 * 2 / 7) of the drop in turnout 

may have been caused by increases in municipal size. The results also show that turnout drops more strongly 

in amalgamating municipalities that were initially relatively small. The results can rule out a number of 

theories found in the literature that might have explained changes in turnout following amalgamation, such 

as instrumental voting. The most likely driving forces behind the results are a weakening of the social norm 

to vote, and, for municipal elections, an increased distance between voters and politics.  

These findings demand prudence from policymakers when initiating new municipal mergers, especially since 

other research shows that the assumed efficiency gains of those mergers are not realized (Allers and 

Geertsema, 2016). Future research could investigate whether municipal amalgamation also decreases other 

forms of political participation. Another interesting extension of this research would be to investigate how 

changes in jurisdiction size, through their effect on turnout, influence the representativeness of election 

results. 

Chapters 2 and 3 offer insight into how voter turnout can be used to make the results of municipal elections 

more representative of the entire municipal electorate. This could eventually help policymakers to design 

policies that persuade those citizens to vote whose policy preferences can make election results more 

representative. 

On the selection of politicians 

In the voting booth, voters can choose from a list of politicians who are organized into political parties. 

These politicians enable policy responsiveness in two ways. First, they collectively determine the alternatives 

which citizens can choose between, which should broadly reflect the policy preferences of the electorate 

(Mair, 2008). Second, once elected, representatives should uphold the link between the policy preferences 

of their voters and actual policy. Competition between parties for votes should incentivize parties to do so 

(Downs, 1957a; Dahl, 1989), similar to the way competition between firms incentivizes them to reflect the 

preferences of customers and deliver on their promises. Chapters 4 and 5 provide insights about whether 

or not the behavior of voters in Dutch local elections incentivizes parties to do this. 

The interests of voters and politicians can diverge and it is costly for the former to monitor the latter. This 

gives rise to a principal-agent problem. To reduce this problem, voters can try to vote politicians into office 

that are inherently motivated to implement their preferred policies or, alternatively, motivate politicians 

externally by voting for politicians that appear very capable (and thus not reelect politicians that did not 

perform well) (Mansbridge, 2009). These two (not mutually exclusive) ways to alleviate the principal-agent 

problem align well with the two main functions of elections, namely selecting both representative and 

competent leaders. Chapter 4 connects different types of misconduct to these two mechanisms and tests 

them using data on Dutch local elections in the period 2010-2018. It estimates how the vote share of parties 

whose politicians were involved in either a personal scandal, a professional failure or a corruption incident, 
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deviates from parties without such (public) misconduct. The results show that parties with a corruption 

incident receive 3 percentage points fewer votes than similar parties without misconduct. This is a substantial 

effect, amounting to an average-sized party shrinking by around 15 percent. When compared with other 

countries, this punishment is relatively severe, especially considering that corruption incidents in the 

Netherlands are relatively petty. Parties with a scandal or a failure receive around 1.5 percentage points fewer 

votes than parties without misconduct. This shows that voters punish parties whose politicians are revealed 

to have different values than they publicly pretend to have, and that they also punish parties whose 

candidates did not perform well. Put differently, the results show that voters in Dutch local elections 

incentivize parties to select capable politicians that have integrity.  

After establishing these effects, it becomes interesting to investigate the conditions that mediate it. This 

chapter also investigates whether municipal size influences the degree to which voters punish parties with 

misconduct. The hypothesis was that the punishment is stronger in smaller municipalities. However, no 

convincing evidence for a size effect is found. This line of research could be extended by investigating how 

other factors mediate electoral punishment. Insight into these mediating factors will help identify which 

institutions and civic norms facilitate accountability. Such knowledge, especially with regard to institutions 

that policymakers can easily manipulate, will help with maintaining and improving accountability in 

elections. For instance, it would be interesting to investigate if punishment is higher in municipalities that 

have more local media. Until such research is available, policymakers should be prudent with institutions 

that might facilitate accountability. 

Chapter 5 gives further credence to the idea that voters in Dutch local elections hold parties to some extent 

accountable. This chapter focuses on the cost of ruling. It investigates how incumbency, i.e., being part of 

the local government, affects the vote share parties receive in the subsequent election. It investigates this 

using data on Dutch local elections in the period 1990-2018. Parties that participate in local government 

receive, on average, around 6 percentage points fewer votes than similar parties in the opposition. However, 

this effect differs substantially between parties. The results show, e.g., that the cost of ruling decreases with 

the number of coalition parties, and slowly decreases with more consecutive terms in office. These particular 

results are consistent with the grievance asymmetry theory, according to which voters judge a party in 

government by its performance, but attach more weight to its failures than to its successes. However, other 

results of our study remain unexplained by existing theories. E.g., it is unclear why certain (niche) parties 

gain votes on average after incumbency.  

Future research could develop more nuanced theories about the cost of ruling that can also explain these 

findings. Such theories could benefit from explicitly theorizing how the incumbency effect might differ 

between parties, e.g. by taking into account the life cycle of political parties. An important limitation of our 

research is that it is conducted in a single country. It is thus unclear to what extent the results can be 

generalized to other countries (with different institutions). Further research could clarify this by investigating 

another country with different institutions using a similar methodology. 
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Both chapters 4 and 5 show that Dutch local elections are much more than a referendum on the popularity 

of national parties, as some detractors are fond to point out. They support the hypothesis that Dutch local 

elections are competitive and that local circumstances matter. Theory suggests that this should induce policy 

responsiveness (Downs, 1957a; Duggan and Martinelli, 2017; Wlezien and Soroka, 2021) 

On the selection of policies  

Even if voters only select politicians that exhort themselves to implement the policies they promised, policy 

responsiveness is not ensured. Politicians are constrained by procedures, knowledge, prior legislation, and 

resources, which limit the policy decisions they can make. Other agents, such as bureaucrats, interest groups 

and other levels of government (Powell, 2004: 99), might crowd out their influence on policy. 

Chapter 6 investigates whether changes in the party composition of Dutch local governments predict 

changes in local taxes in the period 1998 - 2021. The tradeoff between taxes and public services is among 

the most fundamental in public policy. More public services require higher taxes, while lowering taxes usually 

necessitates reducing public service levels. If local government is responsive, one would expect that voters 

can influence this tradeoff by voting for parties that either want to increase public service levels or, 

alternatively, lower taxes. Voters determine the composition of the municipal council and indirectly the 

municipal executive. This chapter investigates the composition of both of these bodies in terms of (changes 

in) the seat share of individual parties and in terms of (changes in) the position of these bodies on three 

different ideology scales, including the traditional left-right scale. The analysis measures how this influences 

tax levels and local tax incidence, i.e., the distribution of the tax burden among different taxpayers. 

Surprisingly, the results show no convincing evidence that changes in the party composition of local 

government are followed by changes in local taxes.  

This null-result raises concerns about the responsiveness of Dutch local democracy to the policy preferences 

of voters. It suggests that Dutch local democracy fails in one of its key functions. Ex-ante, we expected to 

find some degree of policy responsiveness because the characteristics of local democracy in the Netherlands 

facilitate policy responsiveness. That no effects are found could indicate that policy responsiveness through 

elections is, as some have argued, a fairytale. In the light of chapters 4 and 5, it shows that having competitive 

elections does not necessarily lead to policy responsiveness in all policy areas. 

A lack of responsiveness might partly explain the decrease in trust in Dutch local democracy (Harmsen, 

2022). After all, if voting does not matter for policy, then why vote at all? A lack of responsiveness would 

also undermine current Dutch policy ambitions which assume local democracy to be responsive, as in care 

and the energy transition. E.g., the Dutch central government declared that they expect local governments 

to use their new policy capabilities in the field of care to draft policies in line with local needs (Tweede 

Kamer, 2014). However, with limited policy responsiveness, this expectation might be unrealistic, and with 

it some of the connected policy targets. 
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However, it is still premature to conclude that municipal policies in the Netherland are not responsive to 

the preferences of voters. The observed lack of responsiveness might be limited to tax policy. In Sweden, 

Folke (2014) found that the composition of the municipal council does not matter for local taxes, but that 

it does matter for other policy areas. Another possibility that future research could investigate is whether 

voters are able to influence tax policies through alternative mechanisms. For instance, voters might influence 

tax policies indirectly by punishing parties that increase taxes. This would make parties responsive to voters 

in an indirect way. 

7.2 Epilogue 

Do local elections in the Netherland lead to policy responsiveness? As is often the case in empirical research, 

the results are mixed and do not allow for a straight Yes or No answer. On the one hand, voters do keep 

parties accountable (see chapter 4 and 5). This indicates that Dutch local elections are competitive and thus 

that, according to Downs (1957a) and Powell (2013), policy responsiveness should come about. On the 

other hand, this dissertation also shows that changes in the party composition of the municipal government 

do not lead to changes in local taxes (see chapter 6). This null result could indicate that policy responsiveness 

is nothing more than make-believe. Because local elections in the Netherlands are a most-likely case for policy 

responsiveness, this also gives reason to doubt whether citizens in other countries can influence policy 

through voting. However, more research is necessary before drawing such a far-reaching conclusion.  
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Nederlandse samenvatting (Dutch summary) 

Van burgers tot beleid 

Wij verwachten veel van onze representatieve democratie. Deze moet niet alleen tal van grote en kleine 

maatschappelijke problemen oplossen, uiteenlopend van loszittende stoeptegels tot de energietransitie, maar 

moet dit ook doen op een wijze die breed wordt gedragen door de bevolking en met respect voor de rechten 

van burgers. Om deze verwachtingen waar te maken moeten democratieën beleid maken dat is afgestemd 

op de beleidsvoorkeuren van hun burgers. Anders dan in niet-democratische landen is deze afstemming of 

“responsiviteit” niet willekeurig maar structureel en geïnstitutionaliseerd. 

Verkiezingen zijn cruciaal voor het tot stand brengen van responsief beleid. In theorie zorgen verkiezingen 

ervoor dat burgers invloed hebben op het overheidsbeleid, zoals verderop toegelicht. Echter, we weten niet 

in hoeverre verkiezingen inderdaad leiden tot responsief beleid. Sommige vooraanstaande academici, zoals 

Achen en Bartels (2017), beweren dat dit slechts een modern sprookje is. 

In dit proefschrift wordt de beleidsresponsiviteit bij Nederlandse gemeentebesturen onderzocht middels 

statistische methoden. De institutionele kenmerken van Nederlandse gemeentebesturen zijn bevorderlijk 

voor responsief beleid, zo zijn lokale verkiezingen zeer vrij en eerlijk en worden zetels verdeeld op basis van 

proportionele vertegenwoordiging. In eerste instantie zou men dan ook verwachten dat Nederlandse 

gemeenteraadsverkiezingen leiden tot responsief beleid. Dit impliceert ook dat, indien zelfs deze 

verkiezingen niet leiden tot responsief beleid, verkiezingen in veel andere landen waarschijnlijk ook niet 

leiden tot responsief beleid. 

Meer inzicht in het functioneren van de Nederlandse representatieve lokale democratie is urgent. Niet alleen 

was de gemiddelde opkomst bij de raadsverkiezingen in 2022 de laagste ooit, onderzoek laat ook zien dat er 

sprake is van een dalend vertrouwen in lokale democratische instituties (Harmsen, 2022). En dat op een 

moment dat een goed werkende lokale democratie een voorwaarde is om beleidsdoelstellingen met 

betrekking tot onder andere de energietransitie en de decentralisaties in de zorg te realiseren. Bijvoorbeeld, 

in de Memorie van Toelichting bij de Wet Maatschappelijke Ondersteuning (Tweede Kamer, 2014) staat: 

“De regering verwacht dat gemeenten de beleidsruimte in het wetsvoorstel zullen benutten om het beleid vorm te geven op basis 

van de regionale omstandigheden, behoeften en gewoonten. Het voorzieningenniveau in gemeenten zal meer van elkaar gaan 

verschillen.” Deze verwachting van de regering vooronderstelt een responsieve lokale overheid, en het is de 

vraag of deze verwachting wel realistisch is. 

Om ervoor te zorgen dat verkiezingen leiden tot responsief beleid moeten zowel de verkiezingsopkomst, 

het stemmen en de beleidsvorming aan bepaalde voorwaarden voldoen. De vijf onderzoeksprojecten 

waaruit dit proefschrift is opgebouwd hebben betrekking op deze drie stappen. Hierdoor ontstaat inzicht in 

de causale keten die moet leiden tot responsief beleid, zie Figuur 1. 
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Figuur 1: Het proces dat beleidsvoorkeuren transformeert in (responsief) beleid door verkiezingen 

 

Verkiezingsopkomst 

Hoofdstukken 2 en 3 van dit proefschrift gaan over de verkiezingsopkomst. In een democratie is het van 

belang dat het beleid responsief is ten aanzien van alle stemgerechtigden. Om dit te waarborgen moeten de 

verkiezingsresultaten representatief zijn voor de stemgerechtigden, wat weer vereist dat de 

beleidsvoorkeuren van de burgers die gaan stemmen representatief zijn voor de stemgerechtigden. Er zijn 

aanwijzingen dat de opkomst bij Nederlandse gemeenteraadsverkiezingen niet (geheel) representatief zijn 

omdat, bijvoorbeeld, jongeren en praktisch opgeleiden relatief weinig stemmen.  

Vaak wordt gedacht dat een hogere opkomst automatisch leidt tot een meer representatieve 

verkiezingsuitslag, maar dat klopt niet. Die hogere opkomst kan immers komen doordat er vanuit de 

groepen die toch al relatief vaak stemmen, nog meer mensen naar de stembus komen. Hoofdstuk 2 van dit 

proefschrift introduceert een nieuwe methode om te meten hoe burgers die relatief makkelijk te 

(de)mobiliseren zijn de representativiteit van verkiezingsuitslagen beïnvloeden. Deze methode wordt 

toegepast op het WIV (Wet op de inlichtingen- en veiligheidsdiensten) referendum van 2018 dat gelijktijdig 

met gemeenteraadsverkiezingen werd gehouden. Het laat zien dat wanneer iets minder Nederlanders 

tegelijkertijd met het referendum ook gemeenteraadsverkiezingen hadden, de opkomst bij het referendum 

lager was geweest maar het resultaat van het referendum representatiever. Hoofdstuk 3 onderzoekt de 

invloed van (bestuurlijke) schaalvergroting op democratische participatie, door de verkiezingsopkomst bij 

heringedeelde gemeenten te vergelijken met niet heringedeelde gemeenten. Het onderzoek laat zien dat circa 

10 procent van de daling in opkomst bij gemeenteraadsverkiezingen tussen 1990 – 2018 aan gemeentelijke 

herindelingen kan worden toegerekend. De inzichten uit hoofdstukken 2 en 3 kunnen bijdragen aan het 

ontwikkelen van beleid dat de opkomst verhoogt onder juist die groepen burgers wiens beleidsvoorkeuren 

ondervertegenwoordigd zijn in verkiezingsuitslagen. 

Stemmen 

Hoofdstukken 4 en 5 gaan over stemmen. Verkiezingen worden vaak gemodelleerd als een competitie tussen 

politici om zoveel mogelijk stemmen te winnen.  Middels het stemgedrag wordt een belangrijk deel van deze 

competitie vormgegeven. Dit moet op zo’n manier gebeuren dat burgers die stemmen politici een prikkel 

geven om op een juiste wijze de beleidsalternatieven te representeren. Ook moeten ze politici een prikkel 

geven om, eenmaal gekozen, te besturen in de geest van de verwachtingen die ze tijdens de 

verkiezingsperiode hebben gewekt. Dit is vergelijkbaar met de wijze waarop concurrentie tussen bedrijven, 

Burgers
Stap 1: 

Zelf-selectie
Stemmers

Stap 2:
Selecteren

Politici
Stap 3: 

Selecteren
Beleid
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bedrijven prikkels geeft om in te spelen op de voorkeuren van consumenten en om de verwachtingen die 

ze wekken bij consumenten waar te maken. 

Hoofdstuk 4 laat zien dat partijen waarvan politici zich misdragen minder stemmen krijgen bij de 

daaropvolgende verkiezingen dan vergelijkbare partijen zonder incidenten. Zowel corruptie incidenten, 

schandalen in de privésfeer als ook professioneel falen worden afgestraft. In vergelijking tot andere landen 

is de electorale afstraffing van corruptie incidenten relatief zwaar. Hoofdstuk 5 laat zien dat partijen die 

deelnemen aan het college hierdoor gemiddeld stemmen verliezen. Dit effect is kleiner naarmate er meer 

partijen in het college zitten en is ook kleiner wanneer een partij meerdere opeenvolgende keren in het 

college zit. Dit lijkt in lijn te zijn met de gedachte dat kiezers partijen deels verantwoordelijk houden voor 

het gevoerde beleid. Hoofdstukken 4 en 5 bevestigen daarmee dat Nederlandse gemeenteraadsverkiezingen 

veel meer zijn dan een peiling van de populariteit van partijen die in de Tweede Kamer zitten, zoals wel 

beweerd wordt. Het zijn verkiezingen waarin partijen met elkaar concurreren en waarbij lokale overwegingen 

van belang zijn. Dit zou, volgens de theorie, responsief beleid moeten bevorderen. 

Het beleid 

Na de verkiezingen moet het gemeentebestuur het beleid gaan beïnvloeden. Dit is geen vanzelfsprekendheid 

omdat ook andere actoren en factoren hier invloed op hebben, zoals ambtenaren of landelijke politieke 

ontwikkelingen. Hoofdstuk 6 laat zien dat veranderingen in de samenstelling van het gemeentebestuur niet 

leiden tot veranderingen in de hoogte of de verdeling van lokale belastingen. Bijvoorbeeld, een toename in 

het zetelaandeel van rechtse partijen leidt niet tot lagere lokale belastingen. In het licht van de resultaten uit 

de vorige hoofdstukken is dit verrassend. De theorie suggereert immers dat competitieve verkiezingen leiden 

tot responsief beleid. Dit onderzoek beperkt zich tot belastingbeleid en het is dan ook mogelijk dat het 

gemeentebeleid op andere terreinen wel responsief is. Onderzoek laat zien dat dit bij Zweedse gemeenten 

het geval is (Folke, 2014).  

Echter, indien verder onderzoek zou aantonen dat de samenstelling van het gemeentebestuur op geen enkel 

beleidsterrein invloed heeft, dan zou dit wijzen op een belangrijke tekortkoming in de Nederlandse lokale 

representatieve democratie. Dit zou de landelijke beleidsdoelstelling met betrekking tot, bijvoorbeeld, de 

Wet Maatschappelijke Ondersteuning ondermijnen. De veel gehoorde klacht van burgers dat de (lokale) 

overheid niet luistert zou dan ook gegrond blijken te zijn. Omdat de Nederlandse instituties bevorderlijk 

zijn voor responsief beleid zou dit ook slecht nieuws zijn voor veel andere landen. De kans is dan immers 

klein dat hun verkiezingen wel leiden tot responsief beleid. Het idee dat verkiezingen leiden tot responsief 

beleid zou dan niets anders zijn dan een moderne mythe. 

Hieronder worden de kernhoofdstukken waarop dit proefschrift is gebaseerd samengevat. 
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Hoofdstuk 2: De invloed van exogene schokken in verkiezingsopkomst op de 

representativiteit van verkiezingsuitslagen 

Als de opkomst bij bepaalde bevolkingsgroepen structureel lager is dan bij andere groepen, dan is het 

onvoldoende geborgd dat de belangen van die groepen voldoende worden meegewogen in het 

overheidsbeleid. De relatie tussen opkomst en verkiezingsresultaten is moeilijk te analyseren omdat de 

factoren die bepalen of iemand gaat stemmen ook in hoge mate bepalen wat iemand stemt. Met andere 

woorden, de relatie is endogeen. Om deze relatie toch te kunnen analyseren moeten onderzoekers gebruik 

maken van “exogene schokken” in opkomst. Dit zijn gebeurtenissen die wél het besluit om te gaan stemmen 

beïnvloeden maar niet waarop men stemt, zoals regen op verkiezingsdag. Door dergelijke analyses kan 

worden achterhaald hoe de kiezers stemden die enkel en alleen gingen stemmen vanwege de exogene schok 

en hoe de kiezers stemden die ook zonder de schok wel zouden zijn gaan stemmen. Echter, de normatieve 

en beleidsimplicaties van dergelijke onderzoeken zijn vaak onduidelijk omdat ze niet inzichtelijk maken of 

veranderingen in opkomst leiden tot meer of minder representatieve verkiezingsresultaten. Een hogere 

opkomst verhoogt immers niet automatisch de representativiteit. Dit hoofdstuk introduceert een nieuwe 

methode die dit wel inzichtelijk kan maken. Hiervoor is het nodig om eerst een schatting te maken van de 

verkiezingsuitslag bij een volledige (100%) opkomst, bijvoorbeeld door gebruik te maken van enquêtes 

onder burgers die niet gingen stemmen. Vervolgens wordt berekend welk deel van de burgers die gevoelig 

zijn voor de schok, aan de schok moeten worden blootgesteld om deze (representatieve) verkiezingsuitslag 

te genereren.  

Deze nieuwe methode wordt geïllustreerd aan de hand van het referendum over de WIV (Wet op de 

inlichtingen- en veiligheidsdiensten) dat in 2018 in Nederland werd gehouden. In circa 90% van de 

Nederlandse gemeenten vonden gelijktijdig met dit referendum ook gemeenteraadsverkiezingen plaats 

terwijl dit in circa 10% niet zo was vanwege gemeentelijke herindelingen. Het gelijktijdig organiseren van 

het referendum met gemeenteraadsverkiezingen functioneerde als een exogene schok die de opkomst in 

deze gemeenten met circa 23% verhoogde (en die gebruikt wordt als een instrumentele variabele). Degenen 

die stemden in het referendum omdat er óók gemeenteraadsverkiezingen waren, stemden circa 33% vaker 

voor de WIV dan de mensen die ook zonder gemeenteraadsverkiezingen zouden zijn gaan stemmen. Net 

na het WIV referendum is een enquête gehouden die ook de stemvoorkeuren uitvroeg bij mensen die niet 

hadden gestemd. Op basis hiervan wordt een schatting gemaakt van wat de uitkomst van het referendum 

was geweest indien iedereen had gestemd. Om ervoor te zorgen dat dit ook het resultaat van het referendum 

was geweest, had slechts 71% van de kiezers die gevoelig zijn voor de schok ook gemeenteraadsverkiezingen 

moeten hebben, in plaats van de 92% die daadwerkelijk ook gemeenteraadsverkiezingen hadden. In dit geval 

zou de opkomst bij het referendum iets lager zijn geweest. 
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Hoofdstuk 3: Tijdelijke en structurele effecten van gemeentelijke herindeling op de 

opkomst bij gemeenteraads- en Tweede Kamerverkiezingen 

Van democratische besturen wordt verwacht dat zij de voorkeuren van hun inwoners vertalen in beleid én 

op een doelmatige en doeltreffende wijze overheidsdiensten aanbieden. In de literatuur wordt gediscussieerd 

over de optimale schaal om deze doelen te bereiken. Vaak wordt gesteld dat voor doelmatige dienstverlening 

grote bestuurseenheden nodig zijn, terwijl democratie beter gedijt in kleine eenheden. Opkomst wordt als 

een van de meest primaire vormen van politieke participatie gezien en is daarom een belangrijke indicator 

voor de kwaliteit van een democratie. Eerder onderzoek laat zien dat de opkomst bij verkiezingen in kleinere 

landen gemiddeld hoger is dan in grotere landen, maar in hoeverre er hierbij sprake is van een causaal 

verband is onduidelijk. De theorie suggereert dat schaalvergroting leidt tot een lagere opkomst vanwege 

instrumentele redenen (i.e., de kans dat een individuele stem de verkiezingsuitslag beïnvloedt neemt af), 

omdat het de (controle op de) sociale normen om te stemmen afzwakt of omdat het burgers het gevoel 

geeft niet langer tot een gemeenschap te behoren. Het is echter onduidelijk in hoeverre deze theorieën het 

kiezersgedrag feitelijk verklaren. 

In Nederland is het aantal gemeenten afgenomen van 672 in 1990 naar 380 in 2018 vanwege gemeentelijke 

herindelingen. Hierdoor onderging circa de helft van de Nederlandse gemeenten een (exogene) vergroting 

in jurisdictieomvang en daarmee in bestuurlijke schaal. Door te analyseren hoe de verkiezingsopkomst bij 

reguliere gemeenteraadsverkiezingen en Tweede Kamerverkiezingen in de periode 1986-2018 verschilt 

tussen heringedeelde gemeenten en niet heringedeelde gemeenten, wordt geschat wat het effect van 

bestuurlijke schaalvergroting is op opkomst. Door na te gaan hoe deze effecten veranderen over 

opeenvolgende verkiezingen wordt een onderscheid gemaakt tussen de tijdelijke en structurele effecten van 

herindelingen. Ook wordt gebruik gemaakt van verschillen in het aantal gemeenten dat bij een herindeling 

betrokken is, de relatieve omvang van gemeenten die aan een herindeling meedoen en de oorspronkelijke 

(pre-herindeling) omvang van gemeenten.  

De resultaten laten zien dat gemeentelijke herindelingen de opkomst bij gemeenteraadsverkiezingen met 

zo’n 2,2 procentpunten doet dalen. Opvallend genoeg daalt in heringedeelde gemeenten ook de opkomst 

bij Tweede Kamerverkiezingen, met zo’n 0,7 procentpunt. Vijf verkiezingen (20 jaar) na herindeling zijn 

beide effecten niet verminderd, waardoor ze structureel lijken te zijn. Omdat deze effecten bovendien 

negatiever zijn in gemeenten die voor de herindeling relatief klein waren, zijn de meest waarschijnlijke 

oorzaken van deze effecten de verzwakking van sociale normen om te gaan stemmen en een vergroting van 

de afstand tussen burger en politiek. Dit roept de vraag op of het Nederlandse herindelingsbeleid de gestelde 

doelen wel bereikt.  
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Hoofdstuk 4: De electorale effecten van corruptie, persoonlijke schandalen en 

professioneel falen 

Hoewel de belangen van burgers en politici uiteen kunnen lopen, kunnen burgers hun politici maar in 

beperkte mate controleren of monitoren. Er is, met andere woorden, sprake van een “principaal-agent” 

probleem. Kiezers kunnen dit probleem op twee manieren verkleinen. Zij kunnen stemmen op politici die 

dezelfde beleidsvoorkeuren hebben als zij, en dus intern gemotiveerd zijn om besluiten te nemen in 

overeenstemming met de voorkeuren van hun kiezers. Of ze kunnen politici extern motiveren door te 

stemmen op politici die goed presteren (en dus politici die onvoldoende presteren niet herkiezen). Deze 

twee manieren om het principaal-agent probleem aan te pakken zijn niet wederzijds uitsluitend en komen 

overeen met twee belangrijke functies van verkiezingen, namelijk het selecteren van zowel representatieve 

als ook bekwame politici. 

Dit is het eerste onderzoek die deze theorieën verbindt aan verschillende typen wangedrag van politici. 

Schandalen in de privésfeer, zoals buitenechtelijke affaires of rijden onder invloed, worden 

geconceptualiseerd als gebeurtenissen die aan kiezers het signaal afgeven dat een politicus niet is wie hij of 

zij publiekelijk beweert te zijn. Schandalen zaaien daardoor twijfel bij kiezers over de mate waarin hun 

beleidsvoorkeuren overeenstemmen met die van de betrokken politicus. Zo kan een kiezer, bijvoorbeeld, 

gaan twijfelen aan een politicus die beweert dat de familie de hoeksteen van de samenleving is, maar 

vervolgens wel een buitenechtelijke affaire blijkt te hebben. Professioneel falen, zoals er niet in slagen om 

de bouw van een theater te realiseren, geeft aan kiezers een signaal af dat een politicus onbekwaam is. 

Corruptie, zoals het toekennen van overheidsprojecten aan familie zonder de juiste procedures te volgen, 

geeft een signaal af dat een politicus zowel niet is wie deze publiekelijk claimt te zijn als ook dat deze 

onbekwaam is.  

Dit onderzoek schat de invloed van deze vormen van wangedrag op het stemaandeel van de partijen waaraan 

deze politici verbonden zijn. Hiervoor wordt geschat in hoeverre het stemaandeel van partijen met 

wangedrag afwijkt van het stemaandeel van vergelijkbare partijen zonder wangedrag bij de 

gemeenteraadsverkiezingen in 2010, 2014 en 2018. De resultaten laten zien dat partijen met een schandaal 

in de privésfeer gemiddeld zo’n 1,5 procentpunt minder stemmen krijgen in de eerste verkiezing na het 

publiek worden van het schandaal. Partijen met professioneel falen verliezen ongeveer net zoveel stemmen. 

Partijen met corruptie-incidenten krijgen gemiddeld 3 procentpunten minder stemmen dan vergelijkbare 

partijen zonder wangedrag. Een verlies van 3 procentpunten is substantieel. Een partij van een gemiddelde 

omvang zou na een corruptie incident ongeveer 15 procent minder stemmen krijgen. Deze resultaten 

suggereren dat kiezers partijen een electorale prikkel geven om bekwame en integere politici te rekruteren. 

Hoofdstuk 5: De electorale effecten van collegedeelname 

Partijen die deelnamen aan het College van Burgemeester en Wethouders (B&W) in de periode 1990-2018 

kregen gemiddeld zo’n 6% minder stemmen dan vergelijkbare partijen die in de oppositie zaten. Een 

dergelijk resultaat is niet ongebruikelijk in electorale systemen die gebaseerd zijn op proportionele 
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vertegenwoordiging. Het is echter onduidelijk hoe en waarom deze electorale kosten verschillen tussen 

partijen.  

Twee belangrijke theorieën die deze verschillen kunnen verklaren zijn de teleurstellingsasymmetrietheorie 

(grievance asymmetry) en de coalitie van minderheden-theorie (coalition of minorities). Volgens de 

teleurstellingsasymmetrietheorie rekenen kiezers partijen af op hun prestaties. Echter, in deze afrekening 

wegen de successen van een partij minder zwaar dan hun mislukkingen, wat ertoe leidt dat een gemiddeld 

presterende partij toch stemmen verliest. Volgens de coalitie van minderheden-theorie legt collegedeelname 

de inconsistenties bloot in de verwachtingen die een partij heeft geschapen bij kiezers. In verkiezingstijd 

beloven partijen vaak meer dan ze kunnen waarmaken, waardoor kiezers zich afkeren van een partij die 

meebestuurt. 

Onderzocht wordt hoe acht verschillende kenmerken van partijen de electorale kosten van collegedeelname 

beïnvloeden. Deze kenmerken zijn: 1) of een partij ook deelneemt aan de landelijke regering; 2) het aantal 

zetels dat een partij heeft voorafgaand aan de verkiezing; 3) het aantal opeenvolgende termijnen dat een 

partij meedoet aan het gemeentebestuur; 4) of het een niche partij is; 5) of een partij ideologisch ver afstaat 

van de coalitiegenoten; 6) of een coalitie bestaat uit ideologisch uiteenlopende coalitiepartijen; 7) het aantal 

coalitie partijen; 8) het verkiezingsjaar.  

De resultaten laten zien dat de electorale kosten van collegedeelname afnemen met het aantal coalitiepartijen. 

Omdat een toename in het aantal coalitiepartijen het moeilijker maakt voor kiezers om partijen 

verantwoordelijk te houden, is dit resultaat in lijn met de teleurstellingsasymmetrietheorie. De resultaten 

laten ook zien dat de electorale kosten van collegedeelname (langzaam) afnemen met het aantal 

opeenvolgende collegetermijnen. Dit kan erop duiden dat kiezers meer informatie krijgen over het 

functioneren van een partij en er hierdoor minder kiezers teleurgesteld raken. Veel van de andere 

onderzochte kenmerken beïnvloeden ook de electorale kosten van collegedeelname. Zo winnen sommige 

nichepartijen gemiddeld stemmen na collegedeelname. Echter, deze resultaten worden niet verklaard door 

bestaande theorieën.   

Hoofdstuk 6: De invloed van kiezers op lokale belastingen 

Hogere belastingen stellen de overheid in staat om meer publieke voorzieningen aan te bieden, terwijl een 

verlaging van het publieke voorzieningenniveau het mogelijk maakt om de belastingen te verlagen. In theorie 

kunnen burgers deze fundamentele beleidsafweging beïnvloeden door te stemmen voor partijen die voor 

meer overheidsdiensten zijn of voor lagere belastingen. Daarnaast is ook de verdeling van de belastingdruk 

over verschillende groepen belastingplichtigen een belangrijk politiek onderwerp. Per definitie zijn linkse 

partijen voor het aanbieden van meer overheidsdiensten (en dus ook hogere belastingen) dan rechtse partijen 

en willen zij de belastingdruk op een meer progressieve wijze verdelen. Men zou dan ook verwachten dat in 

gemeenten waarin linkse partijen zetels winnen, de lokale belastingen worden verhoogd. Ook zou men 

verwachten dat de belastingdruk op een progressievere wijze wordt verdeeld. 
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Om deze hypothesen te toetsen wordt vergeleken hoe de onroerendezaakbelasting verandert nadat het 

gemeentebestuur linkser of rechtser is geworden gedurende de periode 1998 - 2021, en of deze verandering 

afwijkt van gemeenten waarin de samenstelling van het gemeentebestuur ongewijzigd is. Naast de ozb wordt 

ook gekeken naar veranderingen in gemeentelijke woonlasten (de som van ozb, rioolheffing en 

afvalstoffenheffing). De politieke samenstelling van het gemeentebestuur wordt gemeten aan de hand van 

de individuele partijen die deelnemen aan de raad en aan het college. Ook wordt de samenstelling van zowel 

de raad als het college gemeten door partijen te aggregeren op basis van hun ideologisch profiel. Hiervoor 

wordt niet alleen de traditionele (en mogelijk achterhaalde) links-rechts schaal gebruikt, maar ook twee 

nieuwe schalen over de voorkeur voor marktwerking en de voorkeur voor gelijkheid. Verrassend genoeg, 

laten de resultaten  niet overtuigend zien dat veranderingen in de samenstelling van het gemeentebestuur 

leiden tot veranderingen in de hoogte of de verdeling van lokale belastingen.  

Een mogelijke verklaring voor de afwezigheid van een verband is dat Nederlandse gemeentepolitici het zich 

kunnen veroorloven om gemeentelijke belastingen, die slechts een klein deel van de gemeentelijke 

inkomsten vormen, niet aan te passen. Immers, zowel het verhogen van belastingen als ook het snijden in 

overheidsdiensten zijn electoraal risicovolle maatregelen. In dat geval zou men verwachten dat kiezers wel 

invloed hebben op andere beleidsterreinen, zoals (groen)subsidies. Een andere mogelijkheid is dat kiezers 

het belastingbeleid indirect beïnvloeden, door partijen die belastingen verhogen af te straffen. Ook linkse 

kiezers zouden dan eigenlijk geen hogere belastingen willen. Dit zou partijen terughoudend maken om 

belastingen te verhogen. Verder onderzoek is nodig om dit te verduidelijken. 
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